
























HYPERDERIVATIVES OF PERIODS AND QUASI-PERIODS
FOR ANDERSON t-MODULES
CHANGNINGPHAABI NAMOIJAM AND MATTHEW A. PAPANIKOLAS
Abstract. We investigate periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms of
Anderson t-modules, as well as their hyperderivatives. We develop a comprehensive
account of how these values can be obtained through rigid analytic trivializations of
abelian and A-finite t-modules. To do this we build on the exponentiation theorem
of Anderson and investigate quasi-periodic extensions of t-modules through Anderson
generating functions. By applying these results to prolongation t-modules of Maurischat,
we integrate hyperderivatives of these values together with previous work of Brownawell
and Denis in this framework.
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1.1. Motivating problems from transcendence. Over the past decades, Drinfeld
modules and Anderson t-modules have provided an abundant supply of quantities of in-
terest in transcendental number theory over the rational function field k = Fq(θ) in one
variable over a finite field. Periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms asso-
ciated to t-modules defined over the algebraic closure k of k give rise to questions about
transcendence and algebraic independence that were first systematically investigated by
Yu [82]–[87].
For example, taking k∞ = Fq((1/θ)) to be the completion of k with respect to its ∞-
adic absolute value | · |∞ and K to be the completion of an algebraic closure of k∞, the
Carlitz period











is the fundamental period of the Carlitz module and lies within the separable closure
of k∞ within K. It was established by Wade [81] that π̃ is transcendental over k. The
Anderson-Thakur power series









converges in the Tate algebra Tθ ⊆ K[[t]] of power series that are regular on the closed
disk of radius |θ|∞ in K with respect to the Gauss norm ‖ · ‖θ. It discernibly evaluates as




Furthermore, if we define Frobenius twisting for n ∈ Z as the assignment f 7→ f (n) :








i, then Ω satisfies the difference equation
(1.1.4) Ω(−1) = (t− θ)Ω.
This difference equation furnishes Ω as the rigid analytic trivialization of the Carlitz
module (see §3.4), and the evaluation (1.1.3) manifests an early glimpse at the connections
between rigid analytic trivializations and periods of t-modules.
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Now one can consider the family of hyperdifferential operators ∂jθ : Fq[θ] → Fq[θ]













∞ , j > 0.
In contrast to characteristic 0, we can apply these hyperdifferential operators to our
transcendental quantities themselves and ask in the case of the Carlitz module if
π̃, ∂1θ (π̃), ∂
2
θ (π̃), . . .
are algebraically related over k. Denis [30]–[32] showed that certain subsets of these
quantities are k-linearly independent, and later that the first p are algebraically inde-
pendent [33]. More recently Maurischat [57] proved that these values are in fact all
algebraically independent over k, using his construction of prolongations of tensor pow-
ers of the Carlitz module [54] and applying techniques of rigid analytic trivializations
from [2], [62].
Other investigations by Anderson, Brownawell, Chang, Denis, Thakur, Yu, and many
others have produced transcendence results on function field Γ-values [2], [14], [22], [23],
[74], [76], [77]; Drinfeld logarithms and quasi-logarithms [8]–[10], [20], [21], [28], [32], [34],
[62], [69], [82], [83], [85], [87]; zeta values and multiple zeta values [16]–[19], [24]–[26], [42],
[44], [53], [86], [87]; and of particular interest to the present paper, hyperderivatives of
Drinfeld logarithms and quasi-logarithms [10]–[13], [30]–[32], [54].
Question 1. For a t-module defined over ksep, to what extent can one determine algebraic
relations over k among hyperderivatives of its periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and
quasi-logarithms with respect to θ?
Brownawell and Denis [10]–[13] first investigated this question in the case of logarithms
and quasi-logarithms of a Drinfeld module. If we letA ..= Fq[t] be the polynomial ring in t
over Fq and take K[τ ] to be the ring of twisted polynomials in the q-th power Frobenius
τ : x 7→ xq on K, then we define a Drinfeld module to be the Fq-algebra homomorphism
φ : A→ K[τ ] determined by the value
φt = θ + b1τ + · · ·+ brτ
r, br 6= 0.
Its exponential series expφ(z) ∈ K[[z]] is Fq-linear, entire, and surjective on K, and it
satisfies the functional equation
expφ(a(θ)z) = φa(expφ(z)), ∀ a ∈ A.
Its kernel is a free and finitely generated A-submodule Λφ of K of rank r, and we choose
generators λ1, . . . , λr. Using the theory of biderivations (see §4.1), one can construct
entire Fq-linear power series F1(z), . . . ,Fr−1(z) ∈ K[[z]] so that
Fi(θz) = θFi(z) + expφ(z)
qi , 1 6 i 6 r − 1,
and these form a maximal system of quasi-periodic functions for φ. The quantities
Fi(λj), 1 6 i 6 r − 1, 1 6 j 6 r,
comprise the quasi-periods of φ, and moreover, there is an extension of t-modules,
0→ Gr−1a → X → φ→ 0,
which forms a quasi-periodic extension of φ (see §4.1 or [8], [37], [40], [85], for more
details). Of particular note is that the period lattice of X is generated by vectors whose
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coordinates consist of the periods and quasi-periods of φ. More generally, if y ∈ K, then
Fi(y) is a quasi-logarithm associated to y (see (4.1.14)).
When φ is defined over ksep∞ , Brownawell and Denis defined for each n > 0 a t-module
ρ̃n : A→ Mat(n+1)r(ksep∞ [τ ]) that sits in a short exact sequence,
0→ G(n+1)r−1a → ρ̃n → φ→ 0,
with the following properties.
(i) Periods and logarithms of ksep∞ -valued points on ρ̃n are given in terms of the first n
hyperderivatives of periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms of
ksep∞ -valued points on φ.
(ii) The operation of A on the power of Ga in ρ̃n is not through scalar multiplication,
in contrast to any quasi-periodic extension, and as a result the Brownawell-Denis
t-module ρ̃n is not isomorphic to any quasi-periodic extension of φ.
As such, if φ is defined over ksep, the quasi-periodic extensions of φ and the hyperderiva-
tive t-modules of Brownawell and Denis produce quantities that should not be inherently
algebraically related over k. This was confirmed for k-linear relations by Brownawell [12]
using Yu’s Theorem of the Sub-t-module [87].
For questions of algebraic independence, current methods revolve around techniques
in [2], [62], which require t-modules that have rigid analytic trivializations and so are
abelian in the sense of Anderson [1] or A-finite in the sense of [2], [48]. Unfortunately
quasi-periodic extensions and Brownawell-Denis t-modules are not well-suited for these
purposes because they are neither abelian nor A-finite. However, results in [20], [21],
employing work of Anderson (see [40]) and Pellarin [67], demonstrate that the rigid
analytic trivialization of a Drinfeld module can be obtained through Anderson generating
functions and that the specialization of this matrix yields the full complement of its
periods and quasi-periods. Work in [14] on special Γ-values demonstrates also that quasi-
periods are incorporated in evaluations of rigid analytic trivializations of Sinha’s soliton
t-modules [74].
To be more precise, for our Drinfeld module φ defined over K and y ∈ K, we define














turns out to be the Anderson generating function associated to π̃. As a function of t, Gy
converges on the closed unit disk of K, and thus is in the Tate algebra T of the closed
unit disk. It satisfies several important properties (see §4.2), and in particular,
(1.1.7) θGy + b1G
(1)
y + · · ·+ brG
(r)
y = tGy + expφ(y)
and
(1.1.8) Rest=θ(Gy) = −y.
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Furthermore, as observed by Pellarin [67] (see also [40]), for each 1 6 i 6 r − 1 we have
the relation with the quasi-logarithms of y given by
(1.1.9) G(i)y (θ) = Fi(y).















Using (1.1.7)–(1.1.9), the entries of the specialization Υ|t=θ consist of linear combinations
of the periods λj and quasi-periods Fi(λj) over the field of definition of φ for 1 6 i 6 r−1
and 1 6 j 6 r. Thus if φ is defined over k, then the k-span of the entries of Υ|t=θ is
the same as the k-span of the periods and quasi-periods of φ. Likewise, for y ∈ K, the
specialization (





consists of k-linear combinations of y and the quasi-logarithms associated to y.
For a t-module φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) of dimension d (see §2.2 for precise definitions), one
can associate two algebraic structures to it, called its t-motiveMφ and dual-t-motive Nφ.
The former is a left K[t, τ ]-module, where K[t, τ ] is the polynomial ring in t and τ , subject
to the relation that τf = f (1)τ for any f ∈ K[t], and the latter is a left K[t, σ]-module,
where K[t, σ] is likewise the polynomial ring in t and σ = τ−1 so that σf = f (−1)σ. (See
§2.2–§2.3 for precise definitions of t-modules and t-motives.) The t-motive Mφ is free
and finitely generated over K[τ ] of rank d, and likewise the dual t-motive Nφ is free and
finitely generated over K[σ] of rank d. IfMφ is free and finitely generated over K[t], then
Mφ and φ are said to be abelian; if Nφ is free and finitely generated over K[t], then Nφ
and φ are said to be A-finite. In the case that φ is A-finite, we can choose a K[t]-basis
n1, . . . , nr ∈ Nφ, which determines a matrix Φ ∈ Matr(K[t]) with the property that
(1.1.11) σn = Φn, n = (n1, . . . , nr)
T.
If we can find a matrix Ψ ∈ GLr(T) so that
(1.1.12) Ψ(−1) = ΦΨ,
where on the left we take Frobenius twists entry-wise, then φ is said to be rigid analytically
trivial. It was proved by Anderson (see [1]) that φ is rigid analytically trivial if and only if
φ is uniformizable, i.e, the exponential function of φ is surjective. In [21] it was shown for
a Drinfeld module φ that the matrix Υ in (1.1.10) is nearly a rigid analytic trivialization
(see (4.6.10)), which turns out to be a special case of a more general phenomenon for
t-modules by applying a theorem of Hartl and Juschka [48] (see Theorem 4.4.8).
Question 2. From the standpoint of transcendence theory, rigid analytic trivializations
are well-suited for the techniques of Frobenius difference equations investigated in [2],
[62]. For a general uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-module φ, how do we determine
explicit descriptions of periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms in terms
of systems of Frobenius difference equations, and especially in terms of a rigid analytic
trivialization for φ?
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As we have seen, this kind of description for Drinfeld modules is relatively straightfor-
ward, but as we discover the situation for general t-modules is more complicated. Our
results for periods and logarithms are governed by a fundamental exponentiation theorem
of Anderson (Theorem 3.4.2) as well as explicit descriptions of rigid analytic trivializa-
tions in terms of a general theory of Anderson generating functions that we develop. We
describe these investigations in more detail in the next two sections, and fully in §3–§4.
Questions for periods and logarithms were also investigated by Juschka [52], and results
on periods in these directions have been obtained by Maurischat [56]. A full account of
Anderson’s exponentiation theory was made recently by Hartl and Juschka [48].
Indeed there are subtle connections between the t-motive and dual t-motive of a t-
module that control these identities, particularly through Theorem 4.4.8 of Hartl and
Juschka. Much can be proved for general abelian A-finite t-modules, and we obtain a
complete picture in the case that φ is almost strictly pure. If φ is defined by
φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ
ℓ, Bi ∈ Matd(K),
where dφt denotes simply the constant term in this expression, then φ is strictly pure
if det(Bℓ) 6= 0 and φ is almost strictly pure if the top coefficient of φts is invertible for
some s > 1. Almost strictly pure t-modules are pure in the sense of [1], and they account
for many t-modules of general interest, such as Drinfeld modules, tensor powers of the
Carlitz module, tensor products of Drinfeld modules, etc., and they are automatically
both abelian and A-finite. Denis [29] also showed that almost strictly pure t-modules
carry canonical height functions that serve as analogues of the Néron-Tate height on
abelian varieties.
Returning to the situation of Question 1, we consider that positive answers to Ques-
tion 2 demonstrate that quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms that are defined using non-
abelian and non-A-finite quasi-periodic t-modules exist in the world of rigid analytic
trivializations of abelian and A-finite t-modules. Perhaps hyperderivatives of all of these
quantities, which also are found in the nonabelian and non-A-finite t-modules of Brow-
nawell and Denis, themselves also reside in the setting of rigid analytic trivializations.
Question 3. For a general uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-module defined over
ksep, is it possible to identify the k-vector space spanned by the hyperderivatives with
respect to θ of its periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms in terms of
the rigid analytic trivialization of an abelian, A-finite, and uniformizable t-module?
In §5 we obtain a satisfactory answer to this question for all uniformizable, abelian, and
A-finite t-modules, which we recount in §1.4 below. Our investigations begin with the
prolongation t-modules of Maurischat [54], whose rigid analytic trivializations are given in
terms of hyperderivatives with respect to t of the functions comprising the rigid analytic
trivialization of the given t-module. We provide a complete description of the quasi-
periodic extensions of Maurischat’s prolongations, and there is considerable interplay
among the hyperderivatives of the constituent functions with respect to t evaluated at
t = θ and hyperderivatives of the values themselves with respect to θ.
One memorandum is in order regarding the scope of this volume. Although we have so
far framed this work in terms of motivating problems from transcendental number theory,
the aims of this project have been primarily to develop a comprehensive foundation on
periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms of Anderson t-modules, together
with their hyperderivatives with respect to θ, in terms of abelian and A-finite t-modules.
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Our vision has been focused on providing researchers explicit recipes for these values to
make them amenable to current transcendence techniques. To this end we address only
Questions 2 and 3, and aside from a passing result in Corollary 4.3.13, there are no new
transcendence results in this article. However, as a realization of this principle, in [58],
[59], the first author has built on these techniques to determine all k-algebraic relations
among hyperderivatives of periods, quasi-periods, logarithms, and quasi-logarithms of a
Drinfeld module defined over ksep.
In what follows we survey our findings toward Question 2 in §1.2–§1.3, and the complete
investigations are contained in §3–§4. In §1.4 we summarize the main results of §5 and
in particular obtain a positive answer to Question 3.
1.2. Anderson’s exponentiation theorem. We establish some terminology, which we
review fully in §2.3, §3.1–§3.2. For a matrix C ∈ Matk×ℓ(K((t))) and n ∈ Z, we define









i, and as such the resulting map K[τ ]→ K[σ] is
an anti-isomorphism of rings. We denote its inverse also by ‘∗.’ We extend this definition
to a matrix B = (bij) ∈ Matk×ℓ(K[τ ]) by setting B∗ ..= (bij)T ∈ Matℓ×k(K[σ]).
Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an A-finite t-module. Taking Nφ ..= Mat1×d(K[σ]), we
make Nφ into a left K[t, σ]-module by setting
a · n ..= nφ∗a, a ∈ A, n ∈ Nφ.
The module Nφ is the dual t-motive of φ. For a vector n =
∑
aiσ













As φ is assumed to be A-finite, the dual t-motive Nφ contains a K[t]-basis n1, . . . ,nr
together with a matrix Φ ∈ Matr(K[t]) representing multiplication by σ, as in (1.1.11).
The matrix Φ together with the K-linear isomorphism ι : Mat1×r(K[t])→ Nφ defined by











Anderson observed that there is a unique bounded K-linear map
(1.2.1) E0 :
(




Kd, | · |∞
)
so that E0|Mat1×r(K[θ]) = ε0 ◦ ι (see Lemma 3.4.1), and we set E1
..= ε1 ◦ ι. The following
result of Anderson is fundamental for our project (restated later as Theorem 3.4.2).
Theorem A (Anderson, see [48, Thm. 2.5.21]). Let φ : A → Matd(K[t]) be an A-
finite t-module with t-frame (ι,Φ). Fix h ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]), and suppose there exists g ∈
Mat1×r(Tθ) such that







If φ has a rigid analytic trivialization Ψ ∈ GLr(T) as in (1.1.12), and hence φ is also
uniformizable, then in fact Ψ is invertible over Tθ by [2, Prop. 4.4.12]. It follows from
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the equation Ψ(−1) = ΦΨ that if g is any row of Ψ−1, then g(−1)Φ − g = 0, and we find
that the period lattice Λφ ..= ker Expφ satisfies






Indeed the right-hand containment follows from Theorem A, and Anderson further proved
the opposite containment (see Theorem 3.4.7). In addition to providing a way to capture
elements of the period lattice of φ in terms of its rigid analytic trivialization, by finding
appropriate vectors g, h, one can use Theorem A to provide formulas for arbitrary
logarithms as well (see Remark 3.4.10).
In order to apply Theorem A to obtain explicit formulas for periods and logarithms of
φ, there are two issues.
(i) For given y, α ∈ Kd with Expφ(y) = α, we seek g, h as in Theorem A so that
E0(g + h) = y and E1(h) = α. Of course by Theorem A, the former equation
implies the latter.
(ii) We need formulas for the map E0 for advantageous descriptions of E0(g + h).
The first of these issues is addressed in the next section and in §4 using the theory of
Anderson generating functions. The second is resolved by Proposition 3.5.7. Although
the conditions in Proposition 3.5.7 initially appear restrictive, we show in Remark 3.5.11
that any t-module can be put in this desired form, perhaps after changes of bases over
K[σ] and K[t] onNφ. If φ is in this form, then we find positive integers ℓ1, . . . , ℓm that sum
to d (m represents the number of Jordan blocks in dφt and the ℓi’s are their dimensions),


















Thus E0 is constructed through hyperderivatives of functions with respect to t, evaluated
at t = θ. Moreover, since Theorem A provides identities for periods and logarithms
of φ through E0, we see that these quantities already involve hyperderivatives, though
with respect to t and not yet with respect to θ. This connection with hyperderivatives
does not occur for Drinfeld modules, as they are 1-dimensional. For tensor powers of
the Carlitz module, this phenomenon was already observed by Anderson and Thakur [3]
and was made explicit by Maurischat [54]. At the end of §3.5 we provide the explicit
descriptions of E0 for Drinfeld modules, tensor powers of the Carlitz module, and strictly
pure t-modules.
1.3. The de Rham module and rigid analytic trivializations. The theory of
biderivations, quasi-periodic functions, and the de Rham isomorphism for Drinfeld mod-
ules was developed by Anderson, Deligne, Gekeler, and Yu (see [8], [37], [38], [40], [85]),
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and later this theory was extended by Brownawell and the second author to general
t-modules [14] and in a different construction by Hartl and Juschka [48, Thm. 2.5.51].
As opposed to Anderson’s exponentiation theorem from the previous section, which
centered on the dual t-motive of a t-module, the quasi-periodic theory associated to a
t-module is built instead from its t-motive. As for Drinfeld modules, the general theory
of quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms can be realized through the appropriate extension
of Anderson generating functions. Ultimately through a result of Hartl and Juschka
(Theorem 4.4.8), we unify the theories of rigid analytic trivializations and quasi-periodic
extensions of abelian and A-finite t-modules.
We let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable abelian t-module, and let Mφ be its
t-motive. Similar to the dual t-motive, we set Mφ ..= Mat1×d(K[τ ]), and we define the
operation of K[t] onMφ by setting
a ·m ..= mφa, a ∈ A, m ∈Mφ.
A φ-biderivation is an Fq-linear function δ : A→ τMφ such that
δab = a(θ)δb + δaφb, ∀ a, b ∈ A.
The K-vector space of biderivations is denoted Der(φ), and each φ-biderivation is uniquely
determined by its value δt ∈ Mat1×d(K[τ ]τ). If there exists u ∈ Mat1×d(K[τ ]) so that
δt = uφt − θu, then δ is said to be an inner biderivation, and it is strictly inner if
du = 0. We let δ(u) denote the inner biderivation associated to this u. The K-subspaces






is called the de Rham module of φ. The de Rham module carries the structure of a
K[t]-module, and its dimension as a K-vector space is r. For more details, see §4.1.
For each δ ∈ Der(φ), there is a unique Fq-linear power series Fδ(z) ∈ K[[z1, . . . , zd]] so
that
(1.3.1) Fδ(dφa · z) = a(θ)Fδ(z) + δa Expφ(z), ∀ a ∈ A.
Much as for Drinfeld modules, using the theory in [14], one can construct quasi-periodic
extensions of φ whose exponential functions are given in terms of these quasi-periodic
functions. Quasi-periods of φ are the values Fδ(λ) for λ ∈ Λφ, and more generally quasi-
logarithms are the values Fδ(y) for y ∈ Kd. If δ = δ
(u) is an inner biderivation as above,
then
(1.3.2) Fδ(u)(z) = uExpφ(z)− du · z,
and so quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms of inner biderivations are expressible simply
in terms of periods and logarithms of φ themselves.
As is the case for Drinfeld modules, quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms for φ can be
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and also as for Drinfeld modules, they satisfy properties that extend (1.1.7)–(1.1.8) (see
Propositions 4.2.7 and 4.2.12). The extension of (1.1.9) requires some notation. For
matrices β = B0 +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ ℓ ∈ Matm×n(K[τ ]) and M ∈ Matn×s(T), we set
(1.3.4) 〈β |M〉 ..= B0M +B1M
(1) + · · ·+BℓM
(ℓ) ∈ Matm×s(T).
The extension of (1.1.9) is that for δ ∈ Der(φ) and y ∈ Kd
(1.3.5) 〈δt | Gy〉|t=θ = Fδ(y).
See Proposition 4.3.5 for more details. (A word about the utility of the 〈· | ·〉 notation is
that the left-hand entry is often taken from m ∈ Mφ. For f ∈ K[t], there is a need to
distinguish f · 〈m | Gy〉 and 〈f ·m | Gy〉, which this notation provides but that ‘f ·m(Gy)’
leaves ambiguous. For example, see Corollary 4.2.13.)
We then define Υ ∈ GLr(Tθ) as in (1.1.10) by choosing a K[t]-basis m1, . . . ,mr ofMφ




〈τm1 | Gλ1〉 · · · 〈τm1 | Gλr〉
...
...
〈τmr | Gλ1〉 · · · 〈τmr | Gλr〉

 .
As an element of GLr(Tθ), its value at t = θ is non-zero, and Υ|t=θ is also the matrix rep-
resenting the de Rham map in the following corollary (restated later as Corollary 4.3.14),
which then must be an isomorphism. This extends results of Gekeler [37] for Drinfeld
modules (see also [40]), and provides a specialized version of a related result in for Hodge-
Pink structures for t-modules due to Hartl and Juschka [48].
Corollary B (de Rham isomorphism). Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable
abelian t-module. The map
DR : H1DR(φ)→ HomA(Λφ,K),
defined by DR([δ]) = Fδ|Λφ, is an isomorphism.
In the case of a Drinfeld module, the matrix Υ was used to determine a rigid analytic
trivialization for φ, and we find this connection holds more generally. If we assume that
φ is uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite, then Hartl and Juschka construct another dual-
t-motiveM∧φ arising from the t-motiveMφ, and they prove that there is an isomorphism
of dual-t-motives,
(1.3.7) ξ :M∧φ → Nφ.
See Theorem 4.4.8 for complete details. If we let V ∈ GLr(K[t]) denote the matrix
representing ξ with respect to the K[t]-basis of M∧φ induced by m1, . . . ,mr and some






is a rigid analytic trivialization for φ (see Proposition 4.4.14). Furthermore, for α, y ∈ Kd




〈τm1 | Gy〉, . . . , 〈τmr | Gy〉
)
· V ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ)
then there exists hα ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]) so that
g(−1)y Φ− gy = hα.
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The explicit description of hα can be found in Lemma 4.4.18. Of particular interest is
that now gy and hα can serve as inputs for Theorem A. We note that for y = λj, the
row vector gλj is the negative of the j-th row of Ψ
−1 = ΥTV .
With only a little extra effort, we can pay attention to the field of definition of the
t-module φ as well as its biderivations, quasi-periodic functions, and the isomorphism
ξ from (1.3.7). The above considerations then lead to the following theorem (which
synthesizes Corollary 4.4.16 and Theorem 4.4.29).
Theorem C. Let φ : A→ Matd(k[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-module
of rank r defined over k, and suppose we have chosen k[t]-bases m and n forMφ,k and
Nφ,k respectively. Then for the rigid analytic trivialization Ψ ∈ GLr(Tθ) for φ in (1.3.8),
the following hold.
(a) If g1, . . . , gr ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) are the rows of Ψ
−1 = ΥTV , then letting λ̃j ..= E0(gj)
for 1 6 j 6 r,
Λφ = A · λ̃1 + · · ·+A · λ̃r.
















(c) Suppose that y ∈ Kd and α ∈ kd are chosen so that Expφ(y) = α. Then
Spank
(









where gy ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) is given as in (1.3.9).
Unlike in the case of (1.1.9), parts (b) and (c) of this theorem do not necessarily
account for the k-span of all coordinates of logarithms and quasi-logarithms of φ. In
dimensions > 1, the functional equation (1.3.2) for inner biderivations yields only those
coordinates of periods and logarithms that are tractable, i.e., those that lie at the bottom
of a Jordan block of dφt when dφt is in Jordan normal form. Thus our answer so far
to Question 2 is not yet complete. However, to settle this question and account for all
coordinates of periods and logarithms using these techniques, we apply this theory to
Maurischat’s prolongation t-modules, where these missing coordinates will appear. See
the next section and §5 for details.
One subtle and vexing point is that although Theorem A applies to the vectors gy and
hα, it is not known a priori that E0(gy +hα) = y. In particular in the theorem, it would
seem reasonable that E0(gj) = λj , but all we know for sure is that E0(g1), . . . , E0(gr) form
an A-basis of the period lattice. The reason for this inexactness is that for a general t-
module the definition of V can be quite complicated. Already for Drinfeld modules, V
arises somewhat mysteriously (see (4.6.8) and [21, p. 133], [48, p. 111], [52, p. 97]). For
almost strictly pure t-modules, the story has a satisfactory conclusion, and we provide
an explicit description of V in Corollary 4.5.17. Moreover, the following identities hold.
Proposition D. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable almost strictly pure t-
module. Let α, y ∈ Kd be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α, and let gy and hα be given as
in (1.3.9). Then
(a) E0(gy + hα) = y,
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(b) E1(hα) = α.
We close out §4 by giving precise accounts of these constructions and results for Drinfeld
modules, tensor powers of the Carlitz module, and strictly pure t-modules in §4.6. We
also work out an almost strictly pure example in detail to highlight some of the different
behaviors that can occur.
1.4. Hyperderivatives of fundamental quantities. In §5 we apply these previous
techniques on exponentiation, rigid analytic trivializations, and the de Rham module
to prolongation t-modules of Maurischat [54] so as to answer Question 3. We fix a
uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-module φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]), defined by φt =
dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ ℓ. For n > 0, the n-th prolongation of φ is the t-module













. . . 0
0 · · · −Id dφt

+ diag(B1)τ + · · ·+ diag(Bℓ)τ
ℓ,
where diag(Bi) is the block diagonal matrix with n + 1 copies of Bi down the diagonal.
Maurischat obtains this t-module by considering extensions of both the t-motive and dual
t-motive of φ using higher derivations and hyperderivatives (see §5.2). We have P0φ = φ,
and for each 0 6 h 6 n, we have a natural exact sequence of t-modules,
0→ Pn−h−1φ→ Pnφ→ Phφ→ 0.
The exponential function for Pnφ is straightforward in that if z0, . . . , zn represent vectors
















and thus Pnφ shares its exponential function with the direct sum φ
⊕n. However, if Υ,
Ψ ∈ GLr(Tθ) are the matrices given in §1.3, the former given in terms of Anderson
generating functions and the latter being a rigid analytic trivialization for φ, then the














. . . ∂1t (Ψ)
0 · · · 0 Ψ

 ,
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where ∂jt (Ψ) is obtained by applying ∂
j












. . . 0





is the corresponding system of Anderson generating functions for Pnφ (see Proposi-
tion 5.3.24). Thus both ΨPnφ and ΥPnφ are given in terms of hyperderivatives with
respect to t of Anderson generating functions on φ.
On the other hand, the quantities in Question 3 involve hyperderivatives with respect
to θ, and connecting these two worlds together requires careful analysis using the chain
rule for hyperderivatives. One particularly useful construction, inspired by Brownawell
and Denis [13] for Drinfeld modules, is that for any φ-biderivation δ ∈ Der(φ, k) and
s > 1, there exists δs ∈ Der(φ, k) so that δ and δs are in the same de Rham class
and that degτ δ
s
t > s. By taking s large enough so that q
s > n, the hyperderivative
calculations simplify by the p-th power rule for hyperderivatives (see Proposition 2.4.3),
as we can restrict to using only ∂1θ , . . . , ∂
n
θ . We obtain the following result that equates
these two spaces of hyperderivatives with respect to t and θ for quantities arising from Pnφ
(restated as Theorem 5.3.1).
Theorem E. Let φ be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite Anderson t-module defined
over ksep of rank r and dimension d. Let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d satisfy Expφ(y) ∈ (k
sep)d, and let
{δ1, . . . , δr} represent a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k) defined over k
sep. For n > 0, the following
hold.

















































where (ι,Φ,Ψ) is a rigid analytic trivialization for φ.
As mentioned in §1.3, the quantities Fδs1(y), . . . ,Fδsr(y) incorporate quasi-logarithms
related to strictly reduced φ-biderivations as well as the k-span of the tractable coor-
dinates of y. Theorem E then addresses the hyperderivatives of these quantities with
respect to θ. However, a full answer to Question 3 should account for hyperderivatives
of the non-tractable coordinates as well. By analyzing the structure of H1DR(Pnφ, k)
and its associated quasi-periodic functions, we find, for n sufficiently large, that hy-
perderivatives of all coordinates can be obtained. The fundamental principle is that
non-tractable coordinates of φ can be explicitly related to tractable coordinates of Pnφ
once n is large enough. For tensor powers of the Carlitz module this was first observed
by Maurischat [54].
This result is broken down into two steps, the first for almost strictly pure t-modules
(Theorem 5.3.33) and the second for general t-modules (Theorem 5.4.21). We combine
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them together here, thus together with Theorem E we obtain a complete answer to
Question 3. See also Corollary 5.3.35.
Theorem F. Let φ be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite Anderson t-module defined
over ksep of rank r and dimension d. Let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d satisfy Expφ(y) ∈ (k
sep)d, and
let δ1, . . . , δr−m, γ1, . . . ,γm represent a k-basis of H
1
DR(φ, k) defined over k
sep so that
γ1, . . . ,γm provide a basis of inner biderivations modulo strictly inner ones as in (5.4.11).
Let j > 0, and choose n > 0 so that (dφt − θId)n−j = 0.







































































where Ψφ a rigid analytic trivialization for φ.
These identities can be simplified and refined further by considering quasi-periodic
functions on Pnφ directly. For y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d, if we let (y)0 ∈ (ksep∞ )
(n+1)d be the block vector











Moreover, if δ1, . . . , δr represent a k-basis of H
1
DR(φ, k) defined over k























Utilizing the trick of Brownawell and Denis, we fix s so that qs > n and replace δ1, . . . , δr
by δs1, . . . , δ
s
r chosen appropriately with the property that degτ (δ
s
j)t > s. We then obtain





























sep[τ ]) is obtained by applying the hyperdifferential operator ∂uθ
to the coefficients of (δsv)t. This formula distills in a simple way the connections between
hyperderivatives of quasi-logarithms with respect to θ and hyperderivatives of Anderson
generating functions with respect to t.
These concerns are worked out in more detail for Drinfeld modules, tensor powers of
the Carlitz module, and strictly pure t-modules in §5.5.
Acknowledgments. The authors thank Dale Brownawell, Chieh-Yu Chang, Nathan
Green, Urs Hartl, Andreas Maurischat, Federico Pellarin, and Jing Yu for many helpful
discussions during the preparation of this manuscript.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation. The following notation will be used throughout the paper:
Fq = finite field with q = p
n elements, p a prime.
k = Fq(θ), the rational function field in θ over Fq.
k∞ = Fq((1/θ)), the completion of k with respect to | · |∞.
K = the completion of an algebraic closure of k∞.
k = the algebraic closure of k inside K.
A = Fq[t], the polynomial ring in t over Fq, t independent
from θ.
T = the Tate algebra of K[[t]] on the closed unit disk.
Tθ = the Tate algebra of K[[t]] on the closed disk of radius
|θ|∞.
F sep = a separable algebraic closure of a field F .
Matm×n(R) = for a ring R, the left R-module of m× n matrices.
Matd(R) = Matd×d(R).
Rd = Matd×1(R).
MT = the transpose of a matrix M .
diagd(M1, . . . ,Ms) = for square matrices M1, . . . ,Ms, whose dimensions sum
to d, the d×d block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks
M1, . . . ,Ms.
SpanL(V ) = for a subfield L ⊆ K and a set of vectors V with entries
in K, the L-subspace of K spanned by the entries of
elements of V .
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements, where q is a power of a fixed prime p. Let k =
Fq(θ) be the rational function field in a single variable θ over Fq. We let k∞ = Fq((1/θ))
be the completion of k at its infinite place, and we let K denote the completion of an
algebraic closure of k∞. We let | · |∞ denote the absolute value on K, normalized so that
|θ|∞ = q. Finally we let k denote the algebraic closure of k in K.
We let t be another variable independent from θ, and we let A = Fq[t] denote the
polynomial ring in t. We fix the canonical Fq-algebra homomorphism A → k taking
t 7→ θ, thus making K into an A-field (e.g., see [41, Ch. 3–4]). We let T be the Tate




i ∈ K[[t]] : |ai|∞ → 0
}
,




i ∈ K[[t]] : qi · |ai|∞ → 0
}
.
Furthermore, we let E ⊆ Tθ ⊆ T denote the ring of entire power series that converge on
all of K and whose coefficients lie in a finite extension of k∞, and we let M be the fraction
field of E, which is the field of meromorphic functions on K. For f =
∑
ait
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For more background on rigid analytic functions and Tate algebras, see [36, §2].











Frobenius twisting is an automorphism of K((t)), and it induces automorphisms of k(t),
T, and E. For a matrix M = (mij) with entries in K((t)), we define the twist M
(n)
entrywise by setting (M (n))ij ..= m
(n)
ij . For matrices M , N of appropriate sizes, we have
(MN)(n) =M (n)N (n).
For an Fq-subalgebra R ⊆ K, we let τ : R→ R denote the q-th power Frobenius map,
and we let R[τ ] be the R-subalgebra of Fq-linear endomorphisms generated by τ . As such
R[τ ] is the ring of twisted polynomials in τ over R, subject to the relation, τc = cqτ for
any c ∈ R. Moreover we let Matm×n(R)[τ ] = Matm×n(R[τ ]) denote the left R[τ ]-module
of m× n matrices with entries in R[τ ], which is also the same as the left R[τ ]-module of
polynomials in τ with coefficients in Matm×n(R). In this way Matn(R)[τ ] = Matn×n(R)[τ ]
forms a noncommutative ring subject to the relation,
τM =M (1)τ, M ∈ Matn(R).
Moreover, the leftR-module of column vectors Rn = Matn×1(R) is then a left Matn(R)[τ ]-
module by setting for β = B0 +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ ℓ ∈ Matn(R)[τ ] and x ∈ Rn,
(2.1.1) β · x ..= β(x) ..= B0x+ B1x
(1) + · · ·+Bℓx
(ℓ).
We also set dβ ..= B0. Similarly we can also form modules of power series in τ with
matrix coefficients, Matm×n(R)[[τ ]], and as such Matn(R)[[τ ]] forms a twisted power series
ring.
Similarly if τ : R → R is an automorphism, then we take σ = τ−1 on R and we form
the rings R[σ] and Matn(R)[σ], where
σM =M (−1)σ, M ∈ Matn(R).
Likewise, for γ = C0 + C1σ + · · ·+ Cℓσℓ ∈ Matn(R)[σ], we set dγ ..= C0.
We define
〈· | ·〉 : Matm×n(K[τ ])×Matn×s(T)→ Matm×s(T)
by setting for β = B0 +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ ℓ ∈ Matm×n(K[τ ]) and M ∈ Matn×s(T),
(2.1.2) 〈β |M〉 ..= B0M +B1M
(1) + · · ·+BℓM
(ℓ).
The pairing 〈· | ·〉 is biadditive, K-linear in the left entry, and A-linear in the right entry.
For appropriately sized matrices it is associative in that
(2.1.3) 〈αβ | f〉 = 〈α | 〈β | f〉〉.
We note that if x ∈ Kn, then 〈β | x〉 = β(x) defined in (2.1.1), but we will see that this
additional notation is helpful for distinguishing different operations of K[t] on t-motives
and on T (e.g., see Corollary 4.2.13).
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2.2. Anderson t-modules. Let R be an A-subalgebra of K. An Anderson t-module
over R is an Fq-algebra homomorphism
φ : A→ Matd(R[τ ])
such that if φt = B0+B1τ+ · · ·+Bℓτ ℓ, Bi ∈ Matd(R), then dφt = B0 = θId+N , where Id
is the d× d identity matrix and N is a nilpotent matrix. We say that d is the dimension
of φ, and a Drinfeld module is an Anderson t-module of dimension 1. The map φ is
uniquely determined by its value φt. In this way φ defines an A-module structure on R
d
by setting
a ∗ x = φa(x), a ∈ A, x ∈ R
d.
A morphism of µ : φ → ψ of t-modules is given by a matrix µ ∈ Mate×d(R[τ ]), where d
is the dimension of φ and e is the dimension of ψ, such that
µφa = ψaµ, ∀ a ∈ A.
Through an abuse of notation, we will let φ(R) denote Rd together with the A-module
structure induced by φ, i.e., φ(R) denotes the ‘R-valued points of φ.’ For general infor-
mation on t-modules, the reader is directed to Anderson’s original paper [1] or to other
expository sources [15], [41], [78].
When R = K, Anderson [1] showed that for a t-module φ as above, there exists a
unique power series Expφ =
∑
i>0Ciτ
i ∈ Matd(R)[[τ ]] so that C0 = Id and that for any
a ∈ A, Expφ · dφa = φa · Expφ. If we let z = (z1, . . . , zd)
T ∈ K[z1, . . . , zd]d consist of





(i) ∈ K[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d,
defines an entire function Expφ : K
d → Kd. For any a ∈ A, we have the identity of power
series,
Expφ(dφaz) = φa(Expφ(z)).
If the function Expφ : K
d → Kd is surjective, then φ is said to be uniformizable. Drinfeld
modules are always uniformizable, but a general t-module of dimension > 2 need not be.
The inverse of Expφ(z) is the logarithm series of φ, Logφ(z) ∈ K[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d, which as a
function on Kd can have only a finite radius of convergence. The kernel
(2.2.2) Λφ = ker(Expφ) ⊆ K
d
is a free, finitely generated, and discrete A-submodule through the action of dφ(A). The
A-module Λφ is called the period lattice of φ, and if φ is uniformizable, then we have an
isomorphism of A-modules given by Kd/Λφ ∼= φ(K).
2.3. t-motives and dual t-motives. In this section we define Anderson t-motives and
dual t-motives. These objects have gone through many iterations since Anderson’s orig-
inal definition of t-motive in [1]. Our definitions are given precisely below, but for more
information on t-motives, the reader is directed to [15], [41, Ch. 5], [48]. For additional
information on dual t-motives, one can consult [2], where they were defined, and also
[15], [48].
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We let L be a field with k ⊆ L ⊆ K. We define the ring L[t, τ ] to be the ring of
polynomials in t and τ , subject to the noncommuting relations,
tc = ct, tτ = τt, τc = cqτ, ∀ c ∈ L.
Similarly, if L is perfect, we define the polynomial ring L[t, σ] using the relations,
tc = ct, tσ = σt, σc = c1/qσ, ∀ c ∈ L.
Just as τ plays the role of the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism on L, σ represents
the inverse of τ , and in fact we can embed these rings compatibly as subrings of L[t, τ, σ],
in which σ = τ−1. Furthermore, for any f ∈ L[t], it follows that
τf = f (1)τ, σf = f (−1)σ.
We now fix an Anderson t-module φ : A → Matd(L[τ ]) over L. The t-motive Mφ
associated to φ is defined as follows. We setMφ ..= Mat1×d(L[τ ]) and give it the unique
structure of a left L[t, τ ]-module: Mφ is already a left L[τ ]-module, and for L[t]-module
structure we set
(2.3.1) t ·m ..= mφt, ∀m ∈Mφ.
For any a ∈ A and m ∈Mφ, it follows that a ·m = mφa. For any m ∈Mφ, straightfor-
ward computation reveals that
(t− θ)d ·m ∈ τMφ,
and so Mφ is a t-motive in the sense of [15], [41, Ch. 5]. Morphisms of t-motives are
simply morphisms of left L[t, τ ]-modules. If µ : φ→ ψ is a morphism of t-modules, then
µ induces a morphism of t-motives µ† :Mψ →Mφ given by
(2.3.2) µ†(m) = mµ,
and in this way the functor from t-modules to t-motives is contravariant. The number
d = rankL[τ ]Mφ is called the dimension ofMφ. IfMφ is free and finitely generated as a
left L[t]-module, then r = rankL[t]Mφ is called the rank ofMφ. In this latter case,Mφ
is a t-motive in the sense of Anderson [1], and φ itself is called an abelian t-module.
Before defining dual t-motives we recall the anti-isomorphism ∗ : L[τ ] → L[σ], as
defined by Ore [41, §1.7], [61], [73]. For f =
∑ℓ
i=0 ciτ











One easily checks that this provides an isomorphism of Fq-vector spaces, and for f ,
g ∈ L[τ ] we have
(fg)∗ = g∗f ∗.
We extend the ∗-operation to matrices, and we define ∗ : Matk×ℓ(L[τ ]) → Matℓ×k(L[σ])










In this way if B ∈ Matk×ℓ(L[τ ]) and C ∈ Matℓ×m(L[τ ]), then one checks that
(BC)∗ = C∗B∗.
We denote the inverse of ∗ : Matk×ℓ(L[τ ]) → Matℓ×k(L[σ]) also by ∗ : Matℓ×k(L[σ]) →
Matk×ℓ(L[τ ]), and trivially we have (B
∗)∗ = B for all B ∈ Matk×ℓ(L[τ ]).
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For our same t-module φ above, we now define its dual t-motive Nφ. We set Nφ ..=
Mat1×d(L[σ]), and we give Nφ the structure of a left L[t, σ]-module. The module Nφ
clearly has the structure of a left L[σ]-module, and we give it an L[t]-module structure
by setting for n ∈ Nφ,
(2.3.3) t · n ..= nφ∗t .
Similar to the t-motive of φ, we find that (t−θ)dNφ ⊆ σNφ, and so Nφ is a dual t-motive
in the sense of [2, §4]. Morphisms of dual t-motives are simply morphisms of left L[t, σ]-
modules, and if µ : φ → ψ is a morphism of t-modules, then we obtain a morphism
µ† : Nφ → Nψ given by
µ†(n) = nµ
∗.
The functor from t-modules to dual t-motives is thus covariant. The dimension of Nφ
is d = rankL[σ]Nφ. If Nφ is free and finitely generated as an L[t]-module, then r =
rankL[t]Nφ is called the rank of Nφ, and in this case Nφ and φ itself are said to be
A-finite.
If an Anderson t-module φ over L = K is uniformizable and Mφ is abelian, then
Anderson [1, §2] showed that
rankK[t]Mφ = rankA Λφ.
Likewise, if φ is uniformizable and Nφ is A-finite, then Anderson showed (see [48, §2.5])
rankK[t]Nφ = rankA Λφ.
Thus if φ is uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite, then all three of these quantities are the
same and are called the rank of φ. However, it is not known if a uniformizable Anderson
t-module is abelian if and only if it is A-finite [48]. This equivalence is true for Drinfeld
modules and for strictly pure and almost strictly pure Anderson t-modules (see Hartl and
Juschka [48, §2.5.2] and also §3.5, §4.5 of the present paper).
The notationMφ and Nφ does not include the dependence on the base field L, but in
future sections, where we usually take L = ksep, L = k, or L = K, this dependence will
be clear from the context.
2.4. Hyperderivatives and hyperdifferential operators. For a field F , a transcen-












∈ Z is the usual binomial coefficient. The map
∂jθ is called the j-th hyperdifferential operator with respect to θ or the j-th hyperderivative.


































0). Similarly for any place v of F (θ) there is a unique extension ∂jθ : F (θ)
sep
v → F (θ)
sep
v .
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See [27, §4], [11, §7], [51, §2], [64, Ch. 2], for more details. There are other formulas for
hyperderivatives that we will use, summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.3 (see Brownawell [11, §7], [13, Lem. 2.1], Jeong [51, §2]). Let F be
a field, and let v be a place of F (θ). The hyperdifferential operators with respect to θ,
∂jθ : F (θ)
sep
v → F (θ)
sep
v , j > 0, satisfy the following.
(a) For f1, . . . , fs ∈ F (θ)sepv and j > 0,




∂k1θ (f1) · · ·∂
ks
θ (fs).









if j = kpn,
0 if pn ∤ j.
Definition 2.4.4. For f ∈ F (θ)sepv and n > 1, we define the d-matrix with respect to θ,

















It is straightforward consequence of the product rule (2.4.1) that the map






is an F -algebra homomorphism, and in particular dθ,n[g] · dθ,n[f ] = dθ,n[gf ]. We also set





















We see immediately that dθ,n[g] · ∂θ,n[f ] = ∂θ,n[gf ].
It will also be convenient to work with partial hyperderivatives, which for independent
variables θ1, . . . , θm over F are defined by F -linear maps








θm−jk and, when k
′ 6= k, ∂jθk′ (θ
m










∂jθk , and these operators extend in the natural way to completions and separable closures.
See [60, Ch. 2] for more details. We can also define d-matrices with respect to each
variable as in Definition 2.4.4, and in this case each dθi,n is an F -algebra homomorphism.
For our purposes we will pay particular attention to the two-variable case,
∂jθ , ∂
j
t : F (θ, t)→ F (θ, t),
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for independent variables θ and t. For f(θ, t) ∈ F (θ, t), we set f |t=θ = f(θ, θ) ∈ F (θ),
and we say that f is regular at t = θ if f |t=θ 6=∞. If f is regular at t = θ, then we have
the standard identity
(2.4.5) f = f(θ, t) =
∞∑
i=0
∂it(f)|t=θ · (t− θ)
i ∈ F (θ)[[t− θ]].
The operators ∂jt extend in the natural way to T and Tθ, and the operators ∂
j
θ extend
to T ∩ ksep∞ [[t]] and T∞ ∩ k
sep
∞ [[t]]. Functions f ∈ Tθ are regular at t = θ and also satisfy
(2.4.5) (see [6, §1.2], [79, Cor. 2.7]). We state some additional rules we will use (see [64,
Ch. 2] for more general classes of identities). The first is a straightforward application of
Taylor series, but the second requires some clarification, though it is essentially a special
case of a multivariable chain rule.














































Substituting t = θ, the only non-zero terms occur when k = i, and we obtain (a). We

















































The inner sum on the right is 0 unless i = 0, and (b) follows. 
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3. Exponentiation and rigid analytic trivializations
We recall results on rigid analytic trivializations for abelian and A-finite t-modules
and review the exponentiation theorem of Anderson (Theorem 3.4.2). Originally proved
by Anderson in unpublished work, Hartl and Juschka recorded accounts of Anderson’s
work in [48]. See also [17, §2], [39, §4], [45, §3.5]. In §3.5 we then provide a way to render
Anderson’s theorem amenable to explicit calculation in Proposition 3.5.7.
3.1. From dual t-motives to t-modules. Let L be an algebraically closed field with
k ⊆ L ⊆ K, and suppose φ : A→ Matd(L[τ ]) is an A-finite t-module with dual t-motive
Nφ = Mat1×d(L[σ]) as in §2.3. One advantage of dual t-motives is the facility of passing




i ∈ Nφ with ai ∈ Mat1×d(L), we set
(3.1.1) ε0(n) ..= dn










We note that ε0 : Mat1×d(L[σ]) → Ld is L-linear and that ε1 : Mat1×d(L[σ]) → Ld is
Fq-linear. The following lemma is due to Anderson, and a proof can be found in [48] (see
also [52, Lem. 1.1.21–22]).
Lemma 3.1.2 (see Hartl-Juschka [48, Prop. 2.5.8]). Let φ : A → Matd(L[τ ]) be an
A-finite t-module, and let a ∈ A.
(a) We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 Nφ Nφ Ld 0






(b) We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 Nφ Nφ Ld 0

















where the first is L[t]-linear, and the second is A-linear. In particular we recover the
t-module φ from Nφ via ε1.
3.2. t-frames. Picking {n1, . . . ,nr} to be an L[t]-basis of Nφ, we let Φ ∈ Matr(L[t]) be
the unique matrix such that
σn = Φn, n = (n1, . . . ,nr)
T.
We define the map
(3.2.1) ι : Mat1×r(L[t])→ Nφ
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by setting for α = (α1, . . . , αr) ∈ Mat1×r(L[t]),
ι(α) = α · n = α1n1 + · · ·+ αrnr.
The pair (ι,Φ) is called a t-frame for φ. The following proposition is due to Anderson,
but for completeness we provide a direct proof (cf. [39, Lem. 4.4.2]).
Proposition 3.2.2. Given a t-frame (ι,Φ) for the A-finite t-module φ : A→ Matd(L[τ ]),
the following properties hold.
(a) det Φ = c(t− θ)d for some c ∈ L×.
(b) ι(α(−1)Φ) = σι(α) for all α ∈ Mat1×r(L[t]).
(c) ι(tα) = t · ι(α) = ι(α)φ∗t for all α ∈ Mat1×r(L[t]).
Proof. Parts (b) and (c) follow directly from the definitions of ι and the t- and σ-actions
on Nφ. Recalling that Nφ = Mat1×d(L[σ]), part (b) then implies that





Since ι is an isomorphism of L[t]-modules by (c), it follows that the Fitting ideal of
Nφ/σNφ over L[t] is generated by det Φ. On the other hand, the definition of Nφ as a
dual t-motive implies that Nφ/σNφ is a d-dimensional L-vector space annihilated by a
power of t− θ, and the result follows. 
One useful combination of Lemma 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.2.2 is the following lemma,
whose proof is immediate.
Lemma 3.2.4. Given a t-frame (ι,Φ) for the A-finite t-module φ : A→ Matd(L[τ ]), we










For an abelian t-module φ, we make a companion construction to the t-frame as follows.
Let {m1, . . . ,mr} be an L[t]-basis of Mφ, and take Φ̃ ∈ Matr(L[t]) to be the unique
matrix so that
σm = Φ̃m, m = (m1, . . . ,mr)
T.
Likewise, let  : Mat1×r(L[t])→Mφ be defined by (α) = α ·m = α1m1 + · · ·+ αrmr,
where α = (α1, . . . , αr). The following proposition is the companion to Proposition 3.2.2,
with essentially the same proof.
Proposition 3.2.5. For an abelian t-module φ : A→ Matd(L[τ ]), let  : Mat1×r(L[t])→
Mφ and Φ̃ ∈ Matr(L[t]) be defined as above. The following hold.
(a) det Φ̃ = c(t− θ)d for some c ∈ L×.
(b) (α(1)Φ̃) = τ(α) for all α ∈ Mat1×r(L[t]).
(c) (tα) = t · (α) = (α)φt for all α ∈ Mat1×r(L[t]).
3.3. Exponentiation via division towers. We now fix an A-finite t-module φ : A→
Matd(K[τ ]) of dimension d. We present here a construction of the exponential of φ via
t-division towers of points due to Anderson. The complete construction with proofs can
be found in [48, §2.5.3]. For similar constructions in the context of Drinfeld modules over
Tate algebras, see also [39, §4].
For x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Kd, we set |x|∞
..= max(|x1|∞, . . . , |xd|∞), making K
d into a
complete normed vector space.
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Definition 3.3.1. For x ∈ Kd and a sequence {xn}∞n=0 in K
d, consider the conditions
(a) φt(xn+1) = xn for all n > 0,
(b) φt(x0) = x,
(c) limn→∞ |xn|∞ = 0 with respect to | · |∞.
If {xn}∞n=0 satisfies (a) and (b), then it is called a t-division sequence above x, and if it
satisfies all three conditions, then it is called a convergent t-division sequence above x.
Theorem 3.3.2 (Anderson; see [48, Thm. 2.5.20], cf. [39, Thm. 4.3.2]). Let φ : A →
Matd(K[τ ]) be an A-finite t-module, and let x ∈ Kd. There is a bijection














, . . .
}
.
Moreover, if {xn}∞n=0 is a convergent t-division sequence above x, then with respect






Expφ(u) = x, G(u) = {xn}
∞
n=0.
Remark 3.3.3. Because it will be useful in §4 and elsewhere, we should say a few words
about why the map G in Theorem 3.3.2 is well-defined. Indeed if we write dφt = θId+N ,






























and so |(dφt)−n|∞ → 0 as n→∞. Thus G(u) satisfies Definition 3.3.1(c) as desired.
3.4. Exponentiation via Frobenius difference equations. Here we bring together
the information from the preceding parts of this section to present Anderson’s exponen-
tiation theorem, which explicitly connects the exponential map to solutions of Frobenius
difference equations and rigid analytic trivializations. Throughout this section we fix an
A-finite t-module φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) with t-frame (ι,Φ). We first observe the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.4.1 (Anderson; see [48, Prop. 2.5.8], cf. [39, Rem. 4.4.4]). There exists a
unique bounded K-linear map
E0 :
(




Kd, | · |∞
)
of normed vector spaces such that E0|Mat1×r(K[t]) = ε0 ◦ ι.
For symmetry of notation, we furthermore let
E1 ..= ε1 ◦ ι : Mat1×r(K[t])→ K
d.
The following theorem is the main technique to express the exponentiation on φ in terms
of solutions of Frobenius difference equations in the Tate algebra Tθ.
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Theorem 3.4.2 (Anderson, see [48, Thm. 2.5.21, Cor. 2.5.23], cf. [39, Thm. 4.4.6]). Let
φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an A-finite t-module with t-frame (ι,Φ). Fix h ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]),
and suppose there exists g ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) such that







Remark 3.4.3. Anderson’s argument proceeds along the following lines. Suppose that
in Theorem 3.4.2 we have g =
∑∞
i=0 ait
i ∈ Mat1×r(K[[t]]) with ai ∈ Mat1×r(K). For
























we see that the entries of the first expression are guaranteed to have no denomina-
tors, whereas the second has entries that are Laurent polynomials in t, and thus bn ∈
Mat1×r(K[t]). Straightforward calculations using Lemma 3.1.2(b) and Proposition 3.2.2
imply that {ε1(ι(bn))}∞n=0 is a convergent t-division sequence above ε1(ι(h)). Further-







n+1ε0(ι(bn)) = E0(g + h),
and thus by Theorem 3.3.2,
Expφ(E0(g + h)) = E1(h).
For complete details see [48, Thm. 2.5.21, Cor. 2.5.23], and for a similar construction
see [39, Thm. 4.4.6].
Remark 3.4.4. For g and h as in Theorem 3.4.2, we note that for a ∈ A, using the
functional equation for Expφ and Lemma 3.2.4, we have
Expφ
(











Definition 3.4.5. Given a t-frame (ι,Φ) for the A-finite t-module φ, suppose Ψ ∈
GLr(T) satisfies
(3.4.6) Ψ(−1) = ΦΨ.
Then we say that (ι,Φ,Ψ) is a rigid analytic trivialization of φ. By [2, Prop. 3.1.3]
together with Proposition 3.2.2(a), the entries of Ψ are in fact entire functions in E. Also
(detΨ)(−1) = detΦ · detΨ = c(t− θ)d · detΨ, for some c ∈ K×. Since detΨ ∈ T×,
det Ψ = δγ · Ωd
for γ ∈ K with γ(1−q)/q = c and δ ∈ F×q , where Ω is defined in (1.1.2). But Ω ∈ T
×
θ , and
so furthermore Ψ ∈ GLr(Tθ).
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The following theorem provides the fundamental connection between uniformizability
and rigid analytic trivializations, and it furnishes an explicit way to obtain the period
lattice Λφ. Part (a) is much in line with Anderson’s original criteria for uniformizability
in terms of t-motives (see [1, Thm. 4]), and we demonstrate in Remark 3.4.8 how (b)
follows from the previous discussion.
Theorem 3.4.7 (Anderson; see [48, Cor. 2.5.23, Thm. 2.5.32], cf. [39, Thm. 4.5.14]).
Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be an A-finite t-module defined over K.
(a) φ is uniformizable if and only if it has a rigid analytic trivialization.







Remark 3.4.8. We sketch the proof of (b). By (3.4.6) we see that if g is a row of




= 0, and thus











If v ∈ ι−1(Mat1×d(K)) ⊆ Mat1×r(K[t]), then ε0(ι(v)) = ε1(ι(v)), so for each n > 0 we
can pick unique hn ∈ ι−1(Mat1×d(K)) so that
ε0(ι(hn)) = ε1(ι(hn)) = Expφ(λn).
Because |λn|∞ → 0, it follows from Lemma 3.4.1 that ‖hn‖θ → 0, and so for n ≫ 0,





(i) ·Ψ−1 ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ),
and we have g
(−1)
n Φ− gn = hn. Thus, by Theorem 3.4.2
Expφ(E0(gn + hn)) = E1(hn) = Expφ(λn).
Since |E0(gn + hn)|∞ → 0 as n → ∞, the fact that Expφ is an isometric embedding on
sufficiently small open balls in Kd (see [48, Lem. 2.5.4]) implies that for n≫ 0, we have
E0(gn + hn) = λn.
Fixing such an N ≫ 0, Remark 3.4.4 then implies











But then Lemma 3.1.2(b) and Proposition 3.2.2(b) imply there exists m ∈ Mat1×r(K[t])
such that
ι(tN+1hN ) = (σ − 1) · ι(m) = ι(m
(−1)Φ−m),
and so tN+1hN = m
(−1)Φ−m. Combining this with g(−1)N Φ− gN = hN we see that
(tN+1gN −m)
(−1)Φ− (tN+1gN −m) = 0,
and it follows that tN+1gN − m is in the A-linear span of the rows of Ψ
−1 by [2,
Lem. 4.4.12]. Thus Λφ ⊆ E0(A ·Ψ−1).
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Remark 3.4.10. The argument in Remark 3.4.8 works just as well for λ replaced by any
z ∈ Kd. That is, if (ι,Φ,Ψ) is a rigid analytic trivialization for φ, then for any z ∈ Kd,
it is possible to find g ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) and h ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]) so that g(−1)Φ− g = h and
E0(g + h) = z, E1(h) = Expφ(z).
Thus if φ is rigid analytically trivial, then exponentiation of any point in Kd is expressible
as in Theorem 3.4.2.
3.5. Calculation of E0 and examples. Fix an A-finite t-module φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ])
as in the previous sections, and fix a t-frame (ι,Φ) for φ. Then Theorem 3.4.2 makes
explicit calculation of E0 : Mat1×r(Tθ) → Kd of special interest. To facilitate this it will
help to investigate the effects of changing bases over both K[t] and K[σ] on the dual
t-motive Nφ.
We let s1, . . . , sd denote the standard basis vectors in Nφ = Mat1×d(K[σ]). For P ∈
GLd(K[σ]), we produce a new K[σ]-basis s1P, . . . , sdP for Nφ. Now multiplication by t
on Nφ is represented by right multiplication by φ∗t , and so with respect to our new
basis, multiplication by t is represented by right multiplication by Pφ∗tP
−1. In this way,
changing the K[σ]-basis ofNφ amounts to changing the coordinates for φ to an isomorphic
t-module ρ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) defined by
(3.5.1) ρt =
(
P ∗)−1 · φt · P
∗,
and notably ρ∗t = Pφ
∗
tP
−1. Naturally, P ∗ : ρ→ φ is a t-module isomorphism.
Likewise, if we let e1, . . . , er denote the standard basis vectors of Mat1×r(K[t]) and we
take n1, . . . ,nr ∈ Nφ to be the K[t]-basis of Nφ used to define ι in (3.2.1), then
ι(ei) = ni, 1 6 i 6 r.
Picking another K[t]-basis n′1, . . . ,n
′
r of Nφ is equivalent to picking B ∈ GLr(K[t]) so
that n′ = Bn, where n = (n1, . . . ,nr)
T and n′ = (n′1, . . . ,n
′
r)
T. The resulting t-frame
(ι′,Φ′) satisfies ι′(ei) = n
′
i for each i, and
(3.5.2) Φ′ = B(−1)ΦB−1.
If Ψ is a rigid analytic trivialization for Φ, then the corresponding rigid analytic trivial-
ization Ψ′ for Φ′ satisfies
(3.5.3) Ψ′ = BΨ.
Changing K[t]-bases for Nφ does not affect the t-module φ, its exponential Expφ, nor
its period lattice Λφ, but it does affect how we use Theorem 3.4.2 to calculate them. We
note from (3.2.3) that we have a well-defined map of K-vector spaces,







































We now demonstrate how to calculate ε0 ◦ ι and E0 when the K[t]- and K[σ]-bases of Nφ
are particularly convenient. We then show in Remark 3.5.11 how to reduce to this case
for general φ.
Proposition 3.5.7. Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be an A-finite t-module with t-frame (ι,Φ).
Suppose that the following conditions hold.
(i) There exists C ∈ GLr(K[t]) so that








is a diagonal matrix. Furthermore, for some m with 1 6 m 6 r, we have
ℓ1, . . . , ℓm > 0, ℓm+1 = · · · = ℓr = 0, and ℓ1 + · · ·+ ℓm = d.
(ii) For 1 6 i 6 m and 1 6 j 6 ℓi,
dι
(
(t− θ)j−1 · ei
)
= sℓ1+···+ℓi−j+1.




























Proof. By Lemma 3.4.1 it suffices to show that ε0(ι(α)) satisfies (3.5.8) when α ∈
Mat1×r(K[t]). We observe that (3.5.4) is unchanged if Φ is replaced by CΦ for C ∈













The m components on the right are generated by e1, . . . , em. For fixed i, 1 6 i 6 m, we
see from (2.4.5) that
αi ≡ αi(θ) + ∂
1
t (αi)|t=θ · (t− θ) + · · ·+ ∂
ℓi−1
t (αi)|t=θ · (t− θ)
ℓi−1 (mod (t− θ)ℓi),
and by (ii) we find
ε0(ι(αiei)) =
(
0, . . . , 0, ∂ℓi−1t (αi)|t=θ, . . . , ∂
1
t (αi)|t=θ, αi(θ), 0, . . . , 0
)T
,
where the non-zero entries are in places ℓ1 + · · ·+ ℓi−1 +1 to ℓ1 + · · ·+ ℓi. For i > m, (i)
and (3.5.4) imply that ε0(ι(αiei)) = 0. Thus, ε0(ι(α)) = ε0(ι(α1e1))+ · · ·+ ε0(ι(αmem)),
and the result follows. 
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Remark 3.5.9. Hypotheses (i) and (ii) in Proposition 3.5.7 also imply that the matrix

















((t− θ)j + θ(t− θ)j−1)ei
)
= sℓ1+···+ℓi−j + θsℓ1+···+ℓi−j+1.
Likewise, when j = ℓi, we have sℓ1+···+ℓi−1+1 · (dφt)
T = θsℓ1+···+ℓi−1+1. The peculiar
ordering in (ii) is in part explained by the desire to put dφt in Jordan normal form.
Remark 3.5.11. It remains now to demonstrate that any arbitrary A-finite t-module
φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) can be put in the form of Proposition 3.5.7, at least after possibly
changing the bases of Nφ over K[t] and K[σ].
Since K[t] is a principal ideal domain, there are matrices B, C ∈ GLr(K[t]) so that








as in the statement of Proposition 3.5.7(i) (see [49, §3.7]). If we use B to change our






and so the t-frame (ι′,Φ′) satisfies (i). Without loss of generality we will assume this
change of basis has been made and that (ι,Φ) itself satisfies (i).
Now we will see that Proposition 3.5.7(ii) can also be satisfied after making a change
of K[σ]-basis for Nφ, and in fact we need only make a change of coordinates over K. First
we let ni ..= ι(ei) for 1 6 i 6 r. We know already that dι(ei) = ε0(ι(ei)) = 0 for i > m
by (i). Consider the d vectors in Mat1×d(K):











For 1 6 i 6 m and 1 6 j 6 ℓi, a short calculation reveals
dι
(
(t− θ)j−1 · ei
)




and since {(t− θ)j−1 · ei : 1 6 i 6 m, 6 j 6 ℓi} is a K-basis of the domain of
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it follows that the vectors in (3.5.12) form a K-basis of Nφ/σNφ. Let P ∈ GLd(K) be




dn1 · (dφ∗t − θId)
ℓ1−1
...
dn1 · (dφ∗t − θId)
dn1
...
dnm · (dφ∗t − θId)
ℓm−1
...





Now let ρ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be the change of coordinates on φ given in (3.5.1), keeping
in mind that since P ∈ GLd(K), we have P ∗ = PT. The t-frame ι : Mat1×r(K[t]) →










Now since ιρ(ei) = ni · P−1 for 1 6 i 6 m, from the definition of P we have
dιρ(ei) = sℓ1+···+ℓi.
More generally, for 1 6 j 6 ℓi,
dιρ
(
(t− θ)j−1 · ei
)
= dni · P
−1(dρ∗t − θId)
j−1













θk · P · d(φ∗t )
j−1−k · P−1





where again the last equality follows from the definition of P . Thus we find that Propo-
sition 3.5.7(ii) is satisfied for ρ. Moreover, as the argument above shows if the t-module
φ is defined over a perfect field Fq ⊆ L ⊆ K, then the basis n1, . . . ,nr can be chosen to
lie in Mat1×r(L[σ]).
Remark 3.5.13. In a similar fashion to Remark 3.5.11, if φ is also an abelian t-module,
then it is possible to change the K[t]-basis on the t-motiveMφ to a desired form. That
is, after possibly changing the K[τ ]-basis, we can find a K[t]-basis m1, . . . ,mr ∈ Mφ so
that if  : Mat1×r(K[t]) → Mat1×d(K[τ ]) and Φ̃ ∈ Matr(K[t]) are defined as in Proposi-
tion 3.2.5, then the following conditions hold.
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(i) There exists C̃ ∈ GLr(K[t]) so that








is a diagonal matrix and ℓ1, . . . , ℓr are the same as in Proposition 3.5.7.
(ii) For 1 6 i 6 m and 1 6 j 6 ℓi,
d
(
(t− θ)j−1 · ei
)
= sℓ1+···+ℓi−1+j.
The argument is almost exactly the same as the one in Remark 3.5.11, and we omit it.
Likewise if φ is defined over a field Fq ⊆ L ⊆ C∞ (L not necessarily perfect), then the
basis m1, . . . ,mr can be chosen in Mat1×r(L[τ ]).
Example 3.5.14. Drinfeld modules. Let φ : A→ K[τ ] be a Drinfeld module of rank r,
defined by φt = θ+ b1τ + · · ·+ brτ r, with br 6= 0. Then {1, σ, . . . , σr−1} forms a K[t]-basis
of Nφ = K[σ] (cf. [15, §1.5.6], [21, §3.3], [41, Lem. 5.4.1]). We see that with respect to









































CΦ = diagr(t− θ, 1, . . . , 1),
and so Proposition 3.5.7 applies. Thus for α = (α1, . . . , αr) ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ), we have
simply
(3.5.15) E0(α) = α1(θ).
Example 3.5.16. Carlitz tensor powers. For n > 1, we let φ : A → Matn(K[τ ]) be the



















1 · · · · · · 0

 τ
in [3, §1.4]. Then φ is uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite, and it has rank 1 and
dimension n. Taking Nφ = Mat1×n(K[σ]), we find that sn = (0, . . . , 0, 1) generates Nφ
over K[t]. It follows that
σsn = (t− θ)
nsn
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(cf. [25, §5.2, p. 427], [41, §5.8], [64, §3.6]), and so Φ = (t − θ)n ∈ Mat1(K[t]). Proposi-
tion 3.5.7 implies that for α ∈ Tθ,












Example 3.5.17. Strictly pure t-modules. Suppose that φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) is a
t-module defined by
φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ
ℓ, Bi ∈ Matd(K), detBℓ 6= 0.
Then we call φ a strictly pure t-module, and it is pure in the sense of Anderson [1, §1.9]
(see also Hartl and Juschka [48, §2.5.2]). Then φ is abelian and A-finite (see by [1,




















σ + · · ·+ Idσ
ℓ,
it follows that {σjsi : 1 6 i 6 d, 0 6 j 6 ℓ− 1} is a K[t]-basis of Nφ, and in particular













0 0 · · · Id















T · · · (B(−ℓ+1)ℓ−1 )
T γ


















0 0 · · · Id

 .
Suppose now that dφt consists of m Jordan blocks of sizes ℓ1, . . . , ℓm, as in (3.5.10). If
we take Ũ , Ṽ ∈ Matd(K) to be block diagonal matrices Ũ = diagd(U1, . . . , Um), Ṽ =




0 · · · 0 1





0 · · · −1 t− θ

 , Vi =


1 t− θ · · · (t− θ)ℓi−1
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are both in GLℓi(K[t]), then a straightforward calculation reveals







ℓ1 , 1, . . . , 1)
. . .
diagℓm((t− θ)
ℓm , 1, . . . , 1)

 ,









t− θ 0 · · · −1
1 0 · · · 0

 .
It is possible to reorder the coordinates further so that the right-hand side is exactly in the
form of Proposition 3.5.7(i), but it will be easier to simply keep track of the entries with
non-trivial powers of t−θ. If we let U = diagr(Ũ , Id, . . . , Id) and V = diagr(Ṽ , Id, . . . , Id),
then combining the preceding equation with (3.5.19), we find
V C̃ΦU−1 = diagr
(
(t− θ)ℓ1 , 1, . . . , 1; . . . ; (t− θ)ℓm , 1, . . . , 1; Id; . . . ; Id
)
.
In order to apply Proposition 3.5.7, we need to change the K[t]-basis on Nφ using U as the
change of basis matrix as in (3.5.2) to form a new t-frame (ι′,Φ′). If α = (α1, . . . , αr) ∈
Mat1×r(Tθ) represents an element of Tθ ⊗K[t] Nφ with respect to this new basis, then













On the other hand if β = (β1, . . . , βr) ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) represents an element of Tθ ⊗K[t]Nφ
with respect to the original basis, then using (3.5.20) we instead find




















We observe this identity explicitly in Example 4.6.19, especially in (4.6.26)–(4.6.28).
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4. Biderivations and quasi-periodic extensions
The theory of biderivations and quasi-periodic extensions for Drinfeld modules was
initiated by Anderson, Deligne, Gekeler, and Yu (see [37], [38], [40], [85]). Yu [85]
had established a rich transcendence theory revolving around quasi-periods of Drinfeld
modules, and Brownawell [8], [9], [12], further investigated these considerations toward
various linear independence results on quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms, using Yu’s
Theorem of the Sub-t-module [87]. Chang and the second author [20], [21], extended
these results to algebraic independence using techniques from [2], [62]. The theory of
quasi-periodic extensions and quasi-periodic functions was defined for abelian t-modules
by Brownawell and the second author [14] in investigating geometric Γ-values (see also
Hartl and Juschka [48, §2.5.7] for more general situations). For biderivations and quasi-
periodic function for Drinfeld modules over Tate algebras see [39].
Given that a quasi-periodic extension ψ is an extension in the category of t-modules
of an abelian t-module φ by a power of the additive group Ga, i.e., we have
0→ Gsa → ψ → φ→ 0,
it is necessarily the case that ψ is not itself abelian. Thus the considerations of §3 do
not immediately seem to apply. However, work of Anderson (see [40]), Pellarin [67], and
Chang and the second author [20], [21], demonstrates that quasi-periods and quasi-
logarithms for Drinfeld modules do occur as specializations of rigid analytic trivial-
izations. This phenomenon also appears in [14] for the abelian t-modules defined by
Sinha [74] for special Γ-values.
One of our goals is to address Question 2 in §1 and to demonstrate how quasi-periods
and quasi-logarithms for general abelian t-modules have an abelian theory themselves and
can be realized as specializations of analytic functions as in Theorems 3.4.2 and 3.4.7.
Our main results are Corollary 4.4.16 and Theorem 4.4.29, to which we anticipate that
the transcendence methods of [2], [62], can be applied, which is the subject of recent
work of the first author [58], [59]. We note first off that these results rely crucially on a
dual-t-motive isomorphism of Hartl and Juschka [48, Thm. 2.5.13] (see Theorem 4.4.8).
4.1. Biderivations for t-modules and quasi-periodic functions. Fix an abelian
t-module φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) of dimension d and rank r defined by
φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ
ℓ ∈ Matd(K)[τ ],
where dφt = θId + Nφ with Id the d × d identity matrix and Nφ a nilpotent matrix.
We define the exponential function Expφ and the t-motive Mφ = Mat1×d(K[τ ]) for φ
as in §2.2–§2.3. We recall some definitions and properties related to biderivations of t-
modules. For details the reader may refer to [14, §3], and in the case of Drinfeld modules
see [8], [37], [38], [40], [85].
Definition 4.1.1. A φ-biderivation is an Fq-linear map δ : A→Mφτ satisfying
δab = a(θ)δb + δaφb
for all a, b ∈ A. The biderivation δ is uniquely determined by its value δt (see [14, §3.1]).
If φ is defined over a field L and δt ∈ Mat1×d(L[τ ]τ), then we say δ is defined over L.
We set
N⊥φ
..= N⊥φ (K) = {α ∈ Mat1×d(K) : αNφ = 0}.
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Using thatMφ = Mat1×d(K[τ ]), let u ∈Mφ satisfy du ∈ N⊥φ . Then an inner biderivation
δ(u) is defined by
(4.1.2) δ(u)a = uφa − a(θ)u, ∀ a ∈ A.
If u ∈Mφτ , then the φ-biderivation δ(u) is said to be strictly inner.
The set of φ-biderivations form aK-vector space, which we denote by Der(φ). The set of
inner biderivations and the set of strictly inner biderivations are also K-vector subspaces,
which we denote by Derin(φ) and Dersi(φ) respectively. If µ : φ → ψ is a morphism of
t-modules and δ ∈ Der(ψ), then there is an induced K-linear map µ† : Der(ψ)→ Der(φ)
given by
(µ†δ)a = δaµ, ∀ a ∈ A,
and in particular the maps φ†a : Der(φ)→ Der(φ) for a ∈ A make Der(φ) into a left K[t]-
module. Thus Der( · ) is a contravariant functor from the category of abelian t-modules
to the category of left K[t]-modules (see [14, §3.5]). Furthermore, if δ(u) is an inner
biderivation for ψ, then µ†δ(u) = δ(uµ) is an inner biderivation for φ, and it follows that
Derin( · ) and Dersi( · ) are subfunctors of Der( · ).
The de Rham module for φ is the left K[t]-module
H1DR(φ)
..= Der(φ)/Dersi(φ),
which defines a contravariant functor from abelian t-modules to finite K[t]-modules (see
Proposition 4.1.3). We further set Der0(φ) ..= {δ
(u) : u ∈ NTφ} = {δ
(u) ∈ Derin(φ) : u ∈
Mat1×d(K)}, and H1sr(φ)
..= Der(φ)/Derin(φ), the strictly reduced φ-biderivations.
As we are primarily interested in the analytic theory of quasi-periodic functions and
quasi-periods, for smoother exposition we have been using K as our base field. However,
the preceding discussion carries through for any base field L with k ⊆ L ⊆ K over which
φ is defined (see [14, §3.1]), and L need not be algebraically closed. We let Der(φ, L) ⊆
Der(φ) denote the L-vector space of φ-biderivations that are defined over L, and likewise
we let Der∗(φ, L), H
1
DR(φ, L) = Der(φ, L)/Dersi(φ, L), etc. denote corresponding spaces
defined over L. The following proposition due to Brownawell and the second author
summarizes fundamental relationships among these spaces.
Proposition 4.1.3 ([14, §3.1]). Let L be a field with k ⊆ L ⊆ K. Let φ : A→ Matd(L[τ ])
be an abelian t-module of dimension d and rank r. Let Mφ,L = Mat1×d(L[τ ]) be the t-
motive of φ over L. Then
(a) For each m ∈ Mφ,Lτ there is a unique δm ∈ Der(φ, L) so that (δm)t = m, and
the map




(b) Under the isomorphism in (a),
Derin(φ, L) ∼= (t− θ)(Mat1×d(L[τ ]τ) + N
⊥
φ (L)), Dersi(φ, L)
∼= (t− θ)Mat1×d(L[τ ]τ).
(c) As L-vector spaces, we have
Derin(φ, L) = Der0(φ, L)⊕Dersi(φ, L), H
1
DR(φ, L)
∼= Der0(φ, L)⊕ H
1
sr(φ, L).
(d) We have dimLDer0(φ, L) = d − rankNφ, dimLH1sr(φ, L) = r − d + rankNφ, and
dimLH
1
DR(φ, L) = r.
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Remark 4.1.4. If L is perfect then τMφ,L = Mφ,Lτ , but if not, τMφ,L ( Mφ,Lτ =
Mat1×d(L[τ ]τ). As only the latter object is an L-vector space, we need to use Mφ,Lτ
in this context. When L is perfect we will use the notation τMφ,L without significant
confusion.
To each φ-biderivation we can associate a unique quasi-periodic function, which is
characterized by the following proposition.






(i) ∈ K[[z1, . . . , zd]],
where ci ∈ Mat1×d(K) and z = (z1, . . . , zd)T, such that
(4.1.6) Fδ(dφa · z) = a(θ)Fδ(z) + δa Expφ(z), ∀ a ∈ A.
We note that (4.1.6) implies immediately that the restriction
(4.1.7) Fδ|Λφ : Λφ → K
is A-linear, where a ∈ A operates on K on the right by multiplication by a(θ).
Definition 4.1.8. Fix an abelian t-module φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]), and let δ1, . . . , δk be
φ-biderivations. Then the quasi-periodic extension of φ associated to δ1, . . . , δk is the











As such ψ is an extension of φ by Gka , and there is an exact sequence of t-modules,
0→ Gka → ψ → φ→ 0.
The exponential function for ψ is the entire function ExpΨ : K













where x = (x1, . . . , xk)
T ∈ Kk. This formula readily implies that if φ is uniformizable,
then ψ is uniformizable. The periods of ψ are of the form (−Fδ1(λ), . . . ,−Fδk(λ),λ)
T,
where λ ∈ Λφ is a period of φ. For δ ∈ Der(φ), we set
ηδ(λ) ..= Fδ(λ) ∈ K
to be the quasi-period with respect to δ associated to the period λ of φ, and thus
(4.1.11) Λψ =
{
(−ηδ1(λ), . . . ,−ηδk(λ),λ)
T : λ ∈ Λφ
}
.
If δ ∈ Derin(φ), say δ = δ
(u) for u ∈ Mat1×d(K[τ ]) with du ∈ N⊥φ , then by [14, Prop. 3.2.2]
(4.1.12) Fδ(u)(z) = uExpφ(z)− du · z,
and so for λ ∈ Λφ,
(4.1.13) ηδ(u)(λ) = −du · λ.
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Thus for a biderivation δ, if y ∈ Kd satisfies Expφ(y) = z, then we say that Fδ(y) is a
quasi-logarithm of z (associated to y).
If φ is defined over a field L with k ⊆ L ⊆ K, then necessarily Expφ(z) ∈ L[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d,
and the functional equation in (4.1.6) sets up recursions on coefficients that imply
Fδ(z) ∈ L[[z1, . . . , zd]].
Moreover the L-linear map
(4.1.15) δ 7→ Fδ(z) : Der(φ, L)→ L[[z1, . . . , zd]]
is injective [14, p. 113].
Proposition 4.1.16. Let L be a field with k ⊆ L ⊆ K. Let φ : A → Matd(L[τ ]) be a
uniformizable abelian t-module of dimension d and rank r, and let s = d− rankNφ. Let
δ1, . . . , δr ∈ Der(φ, L) represent an L-basis of H1DR(φ, L) such that δ1, . . . , δs represent
an L-basis of the image of Der0(φ, L) in H
1
DR(φ, L) and δs+1, . . . , δr represent an L-basis
of H1sr(φ, L).
(a) For λ ∈ Λφ, we have
SpanL
(




















Fδ(λ) : δ ∈ Der0(φ, L)
)
(4.1.18)
= N⊥φ (L) · λ.
(b) For an A-basis {λ1, . . . ,λr} of Λφ, we have
SpanL
(









Fδ(λ) : [δ] ∈ H
1










Fδ(λ) : δ ∈ Der0(φ, L), λ ∈ Λφ
)
= N⊥φ (L) · Λφ.
Remark 4.1.21. In the case that dφt is in Jordan normal form, then N
⊥
φ (L)·Λφ comprises
the L-linear span of all of the tractable coordinates of periods in Λφ in the sense of [19,
Def. 3.3.1] or [65, §1] (or last coordinate logarithms in [86, §2]).
Proof of Proposition 4.1.16. For (4.1.17), since Fδ(λ) = 0 for any δ ∈ Dersi(φ) by
(4.1.13), it follows that
SpanL(Fδ(λ) : δ ∈ Der(φ, L)) = SpanL(Fδ(λ) : [δ] ∈ H
1
DR(φ, L)).
That these equal SpanL(Fδ1(λ), . . . ,Fδr(λ)) follows from the L-linearity of (4.1.15). Sim-
ilarly, (4.1.18) follows from our choices of δ1, . . . , δs and the definition of Der0(φ, L). Fi-
nally, since Fδ|Λφ : Λφ → K isA-linear by (4.1.7), the identities in (b) follow from (a). 
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If we take L = ksep∞ , then the following lemma ensures that the periods and quasi-
periods of φ also have coordinates in ksep∞ . In the case of Drinfeld modules, it was proved
by Denis [31, p. 6] (see also [11, Pf. of Cor. 2]), and our proof is similar.
Lemma 4.1.22. Suppose that φ : A→ Matd(ksep∞ [τ ]) is an abelian t-module defined over
ksep∞ and that δ is a φ-biderivation also defined over k
sep






x ∈ (ksep∞ )
d, Fδ(x) ∈ k
sep
∞ .
Proof. Let u = Expφ(x). Let L ⊆ k
sep
∞ be a finite extension of k∞ that contains all of
the entries of coefficients of φt and δt as well as the entries of u. Then L is a complete
local field with respect to | · |∞. Also, as formal power series Expφ(z) ∈ L[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d,
and also its inverse Logφ(z) ∈ L[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d. Now as in Remark 3.3.3, we see that
|(dφt)−nx|∞ → 0 as n → ∞, and so for n ≫ 0, (dφt)
−nx lies within the domain of
convergence of Logφ(z). Also, as in [48, Lem. 2.5.4], Expφ(z) is an isometric embedding












Because L is complete, it follows that Expφ((dφt)










Thus, x ∈ Ld, and since Fδ(z) ∈ L[[z1, . . . , zd]], the completeness of L implies that
Fδ(x) ∈ L. 
Definition 4.1.23. If δ1, . . . , δk are K-linearly independent classes in H
1
sr(φ), we say that
the extension ψ is a strictly quasi-periodic extension of φ. The following result will be
useful for exchanging biderivations for ones in more convenient forms, while maintaining
the same vector spaces spanned by their quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms.
Proposition 4.1.24 ([14, Prop. 3.3.3]). Let δ1, . . . , δk and δ
′
1, . . . , δ
′
k be φ-biderivations
representing classes in H1sr(φ). Then the corresponding quasi-periodic extensions ψ and ψ
′
are isomorphic as t-module extensions of φ by Gka if and only if the biderivations generate
the same K-subspace of H1sr(φ).
4.2. Anderson generating functions. Originally defined by Anderson [1, §3.2] in the
context of uniformizability of t-modules and rigid analytic trivializations, Anderson gen-
erating functions have proved to be a useful tool for investigating periods, quasi-periods,
L-series, motivic Galois groups, and more for Drinfeld modules and t-modules (e.g.,
see [3], [5], [20], [21], [35], [39], [40], [44], [46], [48], [56], [68], [70], [74]). In this section we
investigate properties of Anderson generating functions for arbitrary t-modules, some of
which is inspired by computations of Green [43, §6], Pellarin [67, §4.2], and the second
author [64, §3.3].
Fix an Anderson t-module φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]), and let y ∈ Kd. The Anderson
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A priori we have Gy ∈ K[[t]]
d, but because |(dφt)
−n−1|∞ → 0 as n→∞ by Remark 3.3.3,
we see that its components are in T. This first lemma shows that Gy can be expressed
as the sum of convenient rational functions.













which converges in Td.
Proof. Since Expφ(z) is entire, it follows that |Ci|
1/qi
∞ → 0 as i → ∞, and thus the
right-hand side of (4.2.3) has terms that go to 0 as i → ∞ with respect to ‖ · ‖ on
Td, and therefore the right-hand side converges in Td. We then observe that because
















































and we are done. 















are regular on all of K. Furthermore, since |Ci|
1/qi






and thus the entries of Gy are meromorphic functions in M with possible poles only at
t = θ, θq, θq
2
, . . .. Moreover, we find for each i > 1 that G(i)y ∈ Tθqi−1 .
For meromorphic functions f = (f1, . . . , fd)
T ∈Md and x ∈ K, we define
(4.2.6) Rest=x(f) ..=
(
Rest=x(f1), . . . ,Rest=x(fd)
)T
.
The following proposition presents one of the crucial properties of Anderson generating
functions.
Proposition 4.2.7. Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be an Anderson t-module, and let y ∈ Kd.
Then
Rest=θ(Gy) = −y.
Proof. From (4.2.3), we see that
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Before proceeding to the general case, we begin by assuming that dφt is in Jordan normal
form as in (3.5.10). In that case,
























Now for j > 0, we have ∂jθ((θ − t)
−1) = (−1)j(θ − t)−j−1, and so the off-diagonal entries













where for each j,
Rj(t) ∈ K · (t− θ)
−2 + · · ·+K · (t− θ)−d.
(See also Remark 4.2.10 below.) Taking residues at t = θ we see that Rest=θ(Gy) = −y
from (4.2.8).
Now if dφt is not in Jordan normal form, we can choose a matrix Q ∈ GLd(K) so that
the resulting t-module ρ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) defined by ρt = Q−1φtQ does have dρt in
















= Q · (−Q−1y),
where the last equality is the Jordan normal form case, and by (4.2.8) we are done. 
Remark 4.2.10. When dφt is in Jordan normal form as in (3.5.10), we expand some of





























For 1 6 j 6 m, we let dj ..= ℓ1 + · · · + ℓj . Thus if we write y = (y1, . . . , yd)T and



























where ‘O(1)’ represents O((t− θ)0).
Another important property of Anderson generating functions is their compatibility
with the t-module structure of φ. Recall the notation 〈β | f〉 from (2.1.2).
Proposition 4.2.12. Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be an Anderson t-module, and let y ∈ Kd.
The following hold.
(a) For every a ∈ A, 〈φa | Gy〉 = Gdφa·y.
(b) We have 〈φt | Gy〉 = tGy + Expφ(y).
(c) If λ ∈ Λφ, then for every a ∈ A, 〈φa | Gλ〉 = a(t)Gλ.
Proof. Each part follows standard arguments (e.g., see [67, §4.2]). For part (a),



















Taking this same equation with a = t, after reindexing the sum we find

















and (b) follows. Part (c) follows from successive applications of (b). 
For m ∈ Mat1×d(K[τ ]) =Mφ and f ∈ K[t], it would seem possible that 〈f ·m | Gy〉 =
f · 〈m | Gy〉, but this is not usually the case. In the left expression we are multiplying
f against an element of the t-motive Mφ, whereas on the right we are multiplying f
against a vector in Tdθ , and these actions may not produce the same results. However,
the above proposition allows us to determine the discrepancy.
Corollary 4.2.13. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an Anderson t-module, and let y ∈ K
d.
















(b) In particular, if λ ∈ Λφ, then 〈f ·m | Gλ〉 = f · 〈m | Gλ〉.
Proof. By induction on Proposition 4.2.12(b), it follows that for i > 0,












































and since the first term is f · 〈m | Gy〉, we are done. 
4.3. The de Rham pairing. Using Anderson generating functions as defined in §4.2,
we form a pairing
(· , ·) : τMφ × Λφ → Tθ
defined by






As Gλ has entries in T, it follows that G
(1)
λ has entries in Tθ, and thus this pairing
is well-defined. We verify immediately that (· , ·) is biadditive, and for any a ∈ A,
Corollary 4.2.13 implies that
(a ·ατ,λ) = 〈a ·ατ | Gλ〉 = a(t) · 〈ατ | Gλ〉.
Furthermore by direct calculation,






and so Proposition 4.2.12 then implies that
(a ·ατ,λ) = (ατ, dφaλ) = a(t)(ατ,λ),
making (· , ·) A-bilinear. We check further that it is left K[t]-linear in the left entry.
Now using the identification of Der(φ) ∼= τMφ from Proposition 4.1.3(a), we have an
induced A-bilinear pairing
(4.3.1) (· , ·) : Der(φ)× Λφ → Tθ.
given by
(4.3.2) (δ,λ) = 〈δt | Gλ〉.
Moreover, the identification Dersi(φ) ∼= (t− θ)τMφ implies that if ατ = (t− θ)βτ , then
(ατ,λ) = ((t− θ)βτ,λ) = (t− θ)(βτ,λ) = (t− θ)〈βτ | Gλ〉.
Therefore, we have an induced A-bilinear pairing
(4.3.3) [· , ·] : H1DR(φ)× Λφ → K,
defined by
(4.3.4) [δ,λ] = (δ,λ)|t=θ = 〈δt | Gλ〉|t=θ,
which we call the de Rham pairing. The connection with quasi-periods and quasi-
logarithms is the following.
Proposition 4.3.5. For an abelian t-module φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) and φ-biderivation
δ ∈ Der(φ), the following hold.
(a) For any y ∈ Kd,
〈δt | Gy〉|t=θ = Fδ(y).
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(b) In particular, for λ ∈ Λφ we have
[δ,λ] = 〈δt | Gλ〉|t=θ = Fδ(λ) = ηδ(λ).















∈ Tθ[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d.
Then
























This last expression is an element of K[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d, and so specializing at t = θ, we have
(4.3.6) Fδ(dφt · z)|t=θ − θFδ(z)|t=θ = δt Expφ(z).
Now since δt ∈ τMφ, it follows that Fδ(z)|t=θ ∈ K[[z1, . . . , zd]] is Fq-linear and has no
linear terms. By (4.3.6), we see that Fδ(z)|t=θ satisfies (4.1.6) for a = t. Since this
identity determines Fδ(z) uniquely [14, Pf. of Prop. 3.2.1], we have Fδ(z)|t=θ = Fδ(z).
We are done after substituting z = y, since Fδ(z)|z=y = 〈δt | Gy〉. 
Now assume further that φ is uniformizable. Let {m1, . . . ,mr} be a K[t]-basis of
Mφ, and let {λ1, . . . ,λr} be an A-basis of Λφ. With respect to these bases, the pairing

















〈τm1 | Gλ1〉 · · · 〈τm1 | Gλr〉
...
...
〈τmr | Gλ1〉 · · · 〈τmr | Gλr〉

 .
From Proposition 3.2.5, we can pick Φ̃ ∈ Matd(K[t]) so that τm = Φ̃m, and we obtain









∣∣ (Gλ1 , . . . ,Gλr)
〉
= Φ̃−1Υ,
where in the third equality we have applied Corollary 4.2.13.
Lemma 4.3.9. With notation as above, detΥ 6= 0.
Proof. Each column ψ of Υ is a solution of the τ -difference equation ψ(1) = Φ̃(1)ψ, and so
by standard difference algebra arguments, if the columns of Υ are linearly independent
over Fq(t), then they are linearly independent over the fraction field L of T (cf. [62,
Lem. 3.3.7, 4.1.4]). Take e1, . . . , er to be the standard basis vectors in T
r and suppose
we have a1, . . . , ar ∈ A that produce a vanishing linear combination of columns, a1Υe1+
· · ·+ arΥer = 0. Letting λ = dφa1λ1 + · · ·+ dφarλr, we then have
〈τmi | Gλ〉 = 0, ∀ i, 1 6 i 6 r.
Since τm1, . . . , τmr form a K[t]-basis of τMφ and since 〈 · | Gλ〉 is K[t]-linear by Corol-
lary 4.2.13, it follows that for any α ∈ τMφ, we have 〈α | Gλ〉 = 0. If the i-th entry of Gλ
is non-zero, then so is the i-th entry of 〈(0, . . . , 0, τ, 0, . . . , 0) |Gλ〉, where the τ is placed in
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the i-th entry of the row vector on the left. Therefore, it must be that Gλ = 0 identically.
By Proposition 4.2.7, we must have λ = 0, which implies that a1 = · · · = ar = 0. 
Building on this lemma, we find that even more is true and that Υ ∈ GLr(Tθ) (cf. [39,
Prop. 6.2.4], [62, Prop. 3.3.9]).
Proposition 4.3.10. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable abelian t-module of
rank r, and let Υ ∈ Matr(Tθ) be defined as in (4.3.7). Then Υ ∈ GLr(Tθ).
Proof. By (4.3.8), we see that Υ = Φ̃Υ(−1), and if we set Θ = ΥT, then Θ = Θ(−1)Φ̃T.
Since Θ ∈ Matr(T), detΘ 6= 0 by Lemma 4.3.9, and det(Φ̃T) = c(t−θ)d for some c ∈ K×,
the argument in the proof of [62, Prop. 3.3.9(c), pp. 140–141] exactly applies to prove
that
b detΘ = γ · Ω−d, b(1−q)/q = c, γ ∈ F×q .
Since Ω ∈ T×θ , we see that detΥ = detΘ ∈ T
×
θ . 





Fδ1(λ1) · · · Fδ1(λr)
...
...
Fδr(λ1) · · · Fδr(λr)

 ,
and Υ|t=θ represents the de Rham pairing. (Since H1DR(φ)
∼= τMφ/(t−θ)τMφ, it follows
that δ1, . . . , δr represent a K-basis of H
1
DR(φ).) Moreover, Proposition 4.1.16 implies
immediately the following.
Proposition 4.3.12. Let φ : A → Matd(k[τ ]) be a uniformizable abelian t-module of
rank r defined over k, and let m1, . . . ,mr ∈ Mat1×d(k[τ ]) be a k[t]-basis ofMφ,k. Letting







Fδ(λ) : δ ∈ Der(φ, k), λ ∈ Λφ
)
.
By Remark 4.1.21, after a change of basis the entries of Υ|t=θ consist of tractable
periods of φ and strictly reduced quasi-periods of φ. By applying Yu’s Theorem of the
Sub-t-module [87, Thm. 3.3], it is straightforward to adapt the proofs of [14, Thm. 5.2.1,
Cor. 5.2.2] to prove the following k-linear independence result in the case that φ is simple,
i.e., φ has no proper non-trivial sub-t-modules.
Corollary 4.3.13. Let φ : A→ Matd(k[τ ]) be a uniformizable abelian t-module of rank r
defined over k, and assume further that φ is simple. Let m1, . . . ,mr ∈ Mat1×d(k[τ ]) be











where s = [End(φ) : A].
We end this section on the de Rham isomorphism for uniformizable abelian t-modules,
which was proved by Gekeler [37, Thm. 5.14] in the case of Drinfeld modules, using the
theory of biderivations and quasi-periodic functions. Anderson gave a different proof
using rigid analytic trivializations and Anderson generating functions (see [40, §1.5]).
Our investigations provide a proof in the case of uniformizable abelian t-modules using a
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combination of these methods (cf. [39, Thm. 5.3.3]). In the related context of Hodge-Pink
structures for t-modules, see also Hartl and Juschka [48, Thm. 2.5.51].
Corollary 4.3.14 (de Rham isomorphism). Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable
abelian t-module. The map
DR : H1DR(φ)→ HomA(Λφ,K),
defined by DR([δ]) = Fδ|Λφ, is an isomorphism.
Proof. We recall from (4.1.7) that for δ ∈ Der(φ) the map Fδ|Λφ : Λφ → K is A-linear.
Furthermore, for λ ∈ Λφ, Proposition 4.3.5(b) implies
DR([δ]) = Fδ(λ) = [δ,λ].
Thus the matrix Υ|t=θ in (4.3.11) represents DR with respect to our chosen bases. By
Proposition 4.3.10, we see that det(Υ|t=θ) 6= 0. 
4.4. Rigid analytic trivializations, quasi-periods, and quasi-logarithms. As in
previous sections we fix an abelian t-module φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]). We saw in Theo-
rems 3.4.2 and 3.4.7 that if φ is also A-finite, then Expφ(z) and Λφ can be effectively
described and that Λφ can be determined precisely if φ has a rigid analytic trivialization.
In this section we demonstrate how to use the construction of the matrix Υ ∈ GLr(Tθ) in
(4.3.7) together with a theorem of Hartl and Juschka to create a rigid analytic trivializa-
tion (ι,Φ,Ψ) for φ. We then modify these constructions to develop tools for characterizing
the k-linear spans of tractable period coordinates, quasi-periods, and quasi-logarithms
for φ.
We have seen in §2.3, that we can associate to φ both its t-motive Mφ and dual t-
motive Nφ. Additionally there is a third object M∧φ , defined by Hartl and Juschka [48,
Prop. 2.4.3] (see below), that is also a dual t-motive. Hartl and Juschka [48, Thm. 2.5.13]




as dual t-motives (see Theorem 4.4.8). It is not known that φ being abelian is equivalent
to φ being A-finite. This isomorphism provides the key to expressing quasi-periods and
quasi-logarithms in terms of rigid analytic trivializations.
Proposition 4.4.1 (Hartl-Juschka [48, Prop. 2.4.3]). Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an
abelian t-module with t-motive Mφ. If we take M∧φ
.
.= HomK[t](τMφ,K[t] dt), then we
makeM∧φ into a left K[t, σ]-module by setting




, µ ∈M∧φ , τm ∈ τMφ.
Moreover, under this definition M∧φ is an A-finite dual t-motive of dimension d and
rank r.
If m = (m1, . . . ,mr)
T forms a K[t]-basis ofM, then τm = (τm1, . . . , τmr)
T is a K[t]-
basis of τMφ, and we can take µ = (µ1, . . . ,µr)
T with µi ∈M
∧
φ to be the corresponding
dual basis. If Φ̃ ∈ Matd(K[t]) represents left multiplication by τ on Mφ with respect
to m, then
(4.4.3) τ · τm = τ Φ̃m = Φ̃(1)τm,
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and so Φ̃(1) represents left multiplication by τ on τMφ. From this we determine the
matrix representing left multiplication by σ on M∧φ . For c, u ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]), we can
take c · µ and u · τm for arbitrary elements ofM∧φ and τMφ respectively. Then easily
(c · µ)(u · τm) = u · cT dt.






















Thus σ(c · µ) = c(−1)Φ̃Tµ, and so
(4.4.4) σµ = Φ̃Tµ.
That is, Φ̃T represents left multiplication by σ onM∧φ with respect to µ.
A natural question is whether M∧φ is related or even isomorphic to the dual t-motive
Nφ. This question is answered by a theorem of Hartl and Juschka that constructs an
isomorphism between M∧φ and Nφ in the case that φ is A-finite. Before stating their
theorem, we define a residue map onM∧φ . Letting z = 1/t, there is an evident injection
of K[t]-modules,
(4.4.5) κ :M∧φ →֒ HomK((z))
(
K((z)) ⊗K[t] τMφ,K((z)) dz
)
.
For µ ∈M∧φ and τm ∈ K((z)) ⊗K[t]Mφτ , if κ(µ)(τm) =
∑
cnz






Also, as det Φ̃(1) ∈ K((z))×, we note that the induced map
(4.4.7) τ : K((z)) ⊗K[t] τMφ
∼
−→ K((z)) ⊗K[t] τMφ
is an automorphism. Let s1, . . . , sd ∈ Mat1×d(K[τ ]) be the standard K[τ ]-basis ofMφ.
Theorem 4.4.8 (Hartl-Juschka [48, Thm. 2.5.13]). Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an
abelian t-module with t-motiveMφ and dual t-motive Nφ. Define
ξ :M∧φ → Nφ
by










Then the following hold.
(a) ξ is an injective morphism of left K[t, σ]-modules.
(b) ξ is an isomorphism of left K[t, σ]-modules if and only if φ is A-finite.
Remark 4.4.10. It is not immediately clear that the formula in (4.4.9) is well-defined,
in that it is necessary to show that Res∞(κ(ν)(τ
−i−1 · τsj)) = 0 for i ≫ 0. Hartl and
Juschka prove this by decomposing elements ofMφ in terms of its associated z-isocrystals,
which behave like Dieudonné modules in this context (see also [75, §5]). Except for the
surjectivity in (b), the remaining assertions of the theorem follow in a straightforward
manner. The proof of surjectivity follows from a fairly elaborate diagram of isomorphisms
(see [48, Cor. 2.5.14]). We note that we have incorporated an extra negative sign when
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compared to Hartl’s and Juschka’s formula, only for convenience so that the formulas
that match up with that of [20], [21]. We consider examples in §4.6.
For the remainder of the section, we assume that φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) is uniformiz-
able, abelian, and A-finite. We let m = (m1, . . . ,mr)
T, n = (n1, . . . ,nr)
T, and
µ = (µ1, . . . ,µr)
T denote K[t]-bases ofMφ, Nφ, andM∧φ respectively. Then
τm = Φ̃m, σn = Φn, σµ = Φ̃Tµ.
We let {λ1, . . . ,λr} ⊆ Λφ be a fixed choice of A-basis of Λφ. For the isomorphism
ξ :M∧φ → Nφ defined in Theorem 4.4.8, we let V ∈ GLr(K[t]) be given so that
(4.4.11) ξ(µ) =
(




(4.4.12) Φ̃TV = V (−1)Φ.
Letting Υ ∈ GLr(Tθ) be defined as in (4.3.7) and Proposition 4.3.10, we recall that




























and thus we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4.14. Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be an abelian, A-finite, and uniformizable






then Ψ(−1) = ΦΨ, making Ψ a rigid analytic trivialization for Φ.
As a companion to Proposition 4.3.12, we can combine Theorem 3.4.7 and Proposi-
tion 4.4.14 to obtain a more developed picture relating periods and quasi-periods to rigid
analytic trivializations of the dual t-motive as follows.
Corollary 4.4.16. Let φ : A → Matd(k[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite
t-module of rank r defined over k, and suppose we have chosen k[t]-bases m and n for
Mφ,k and Nφ,k respectively. Then for the rigid analytic trivialization Ψ ∈ GLr(Tθ) for φ
in Proposition 4.4.14, the following hold.
(a) If g1, . . . , gr ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) are the rows of Ψ
−1 = ΥTV , then letting λj ..= E0(gj)
for 1 6 j 6 r,
Λφ = A · λ1 + · · ·+A · λr.
(b) If δ1, . . . , δr ∈ Der(φ, k) represent a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k), then
Spank
(











Proof. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, much of the proof follows directly from
Theorem 3.4.7 and Proposition 4.4.14. The first equality in (b) follows from (4.3.11),
while the second follows from the facts that Ψ−1 = ΥTV and that V ∈ GLr(k[t]). 
Remark 4.4.17. Part (a) of this corollary makes perfect sense if φ is simply defined
over K, but part (b) becomes trivial if the field of definition k is replaced by K.
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This next construction is the extension of the one in [21, §4.2] to uniformizable, abelian,
and A-finite, t-modules.
Lemma 4.4.18. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-




Ũi ∈ Matr(K). If we let
gy
.
.= −〈τm | Gy〉











· V ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]),(4.4.20)
then
g(−1)y Φ− gy = hα.
Proof. We note first that
gy = −〈Φ̃m | Gy〉

























































On the other hand,
(4.4.22) g(−1)y Φ = −〈m | Gy〉
T · V (−1)Φ = −〈m | Gy〉
TΦ̃TV,
where the first equality follows from the definition of 〈· | ·〉 and the second from (4.4.12).
Continuing this we see that


















and combining this with (4.4.20) and (4.4.21) we are done. 
The key purpose of Lemma 4.4.18 is to manufacture vectors of functions to which
Theorem 3.4.2 can apply, as we see in the following calculations (cf. [20, §4.3], [21, §4–5],
[59, §4.1]).
Definition 4.4.23. When φ is both abelian andA-finite, Hartl and Juschka [48, Question
2.5.15] make the following construction. The definition ofM∧φ = HomK[t](τMφ,K[t] dt)
in Proposition 4.4.1 and the isomorphism ξ : M∧φ → Nφ in Theorem 4.4.8 provide a
perfect K[t]-bilinear pairing
{· , ·} : τMφ ×Nφ → K[t]
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defined by {τa, b} = ξ−1(b)(τa)/dt. We note that {τ · τa, b} = {τa, σb}(1), which
induces compatibility between the K[τ ] and K[σ] actions. For K[t]-bases m forMφ and
n for Nφ and for u, w ∈ Mat1×r(K[t]), we find by (4.4.11) that
(4.4.24) {uτm,wn} = wV −1uT.
We can extend this pairing in the evident fashion to
{· , ·} : τMφ × (Tθ ⊗K[t] Nφ)→ Tθ,
and we have the following proposition and corollary which connects this pairing to quasi-
logarithms and quasi-period respectively.
Remark 4.4.25. Hartl and Juschka pose the question of how to make this pairing explicit
for general abelian andA-finite t-modules, which amounts to explicitly identifying V , and
they demonstrate how to do this for Drinfeld modules and strictly pure t-modules [48,
Ex. 2.5.16] (for Drinfeld modules see also [21, §3.4]). In the next section we explore this
question in detail for almost strictly pure t-modules. In the following proposition we
connect it to quasi-logarithms.
Proposition 4.4.26. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian and A-finite
t-module of rank r, and let m and n be K[t]-bases for Mφ and Nφ respectively. Let
α, y ∈ Kd be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α, and let gy ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) be given as in
Lemma 4.4.18.
(a) For any δ ∈ Der(φ), if δt = u · τm, with u =
∑s
i=0 cit
i, ci ∈ Mat1×r(K), then






i−1−j〈τm | φtj (α)〉.
(b) In particular, taking δ1, . . . , δr ∈ Der(φ) with (δj)t = τmj for 1 6 j 6 r, so that
δ1, . . . , δr represents a K-basis of H
1
DR(φ), we have
Fδj (y) = −{(δj)t, gyn}|t=θ.
Proof. According to (4.4.24) and the definition of gy in Lemma 4.4.18,
{δt, gyn} = {uτm, gyn} = gyV
−1uT = −〈τm | Gy〉







By Corollary 4.2.13(a) and by noting that the resulting terms on the right-hand side are
all 1× 1 matrices, it follows that






i−1−j〈τm | φtj (α)〉.
Part (a) then follows upon evaluation at t = θ by Propostion 4.3.5(a), and part (b) is an
immediate consequence of (a). 
Corollary 4.4.27. Let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-
module, and suppose that we have chosen K[t]-bases m and n forMφ andNφ respectively.
Let δ ∈ Der(φ) and let λ ∈ Λφ, and let gλ
.
.= −〈τm | Gλ〉T · V ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ). Then
{δt, gλn} = −〈δt | Gλ〉,
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and in particular,
{δt, gλn}|t=θ = −Fδ(λ).
Remark 4.4.28. The notation in Corollary 4.4.27 might suggest that E0(gλ) = λ for
each λ ∈ Λφ. And since g
(−1)
λ Φ = gλ, it follows from Theorem 3.4.2 that E0(gλ) ∈ Λφ.
However, to verify if it equals λ exactly is a bit subtle. Likewise, Proposition 4.4.26
together with Theorem 3.4.2 might indicate that E0(gy + hα) = y and E1(hα) = α. We
prove these identities for almost strictly pure t-modules in §4.5. See Proposition 4.5.19.
Specializing now to the case that φ is defined over k, the constructions above yield




Theorem 4.4.29. Let φ : A → Matd(k[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian and A-finite
t-module defined over k, and let m and n be k[t]-bases for Mφ,k and Nφ,k respectively.
Let δ1, . . . , δr ∈ Der(φ, k) represent a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k). Finally, suppose that y ∈ K
d
and α ∈ kd are chosen so that Expφ(y) = α. Then
Spank
(











where gy ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ) is given as in Lemma 4.4.18.
Proof. For δ = δ(u) ∈ Dersi(φ, k), where u ∈ Mat1×d(k[τ ]τ), it follows from (4.1.12) that
Fδ(y) = uα ∈ k. This implies the first equality. On the other hand, using (4.4.24) with
Proposition 4.4.26(b), we see that if ǫ1, . . . , ǫr ∈ Der(φ, k) are chosen so that for each j
we have (ǫj)t = τmj , then





Since φ is defined over k, we have V ∈ GLr(k[t]), and so
(4.4.30) Spank
(







and the result follows by converting ǫ1, . . . , ǫr to δ1, . . . , δr in H
1
DR(φ, k). 
Remark 4.4.31. If dφt is in Jordan normal form, then as we saw in Remark 4.1.21, it
follows from (4.1.12) that for an inner biderivation δ defined over k, Fδ(y) is a k-linear
combination of 1 and the tractable coordinates of y. Thus the k-vector space defined in
Theorem 4.4.29 consists of the k-linear span of 1, the tractable coordinates of y, and the
strictly reduced quasi-logarithms associated to y.
4.5. Periods and logarithms for almost strictly pure t-modules. Here we account
how to use rigid analytic trivializations (ι,Φ,Ψ) and Anderson generating functions to
explicitly construct periods and logarithms for a class of Anderson t-modules we call
almost strictly pure t-modules. We let φ : A→ Matd(K[τ ]) be a t-module defined over a
field L with k ⊆ L ⊆ K, with
(4.5.1) φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bwτ
w, dφt, Bi ∈ Matd(L).
Recall from Example 3.5.17 that φ is strictly pure if Bw ∈ GLd(L), and then in this case
φ is pure, abelian, and A-finite. On the other hand, we will say that φ is almost strictly
pure if there is some s > 1 so that
(4.5.2) φts = dφts + A1τ + · · ·+ Aℓτ
ℓ,
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with Aℓ ∈ GLr(L). Almost strictly pure t-modules are strictly pure as Anderson Fq[ts]-
modules, and since K[t] is a free and finitely generated K[ts]-module, it follows that they
are also pure, abelian, and A-finite as Anderson t-modules. An almost strictly pure
t-module need not be uniformizable, but throughout this section we will assume this to
be true of φ.
Remark 4.5.3. The class of almost strictly pure t-modules contains many t-modules
of common interest, including Drinfeld modules, tensor powers of the Carlitz module
(see [3, Prop. 1.6.1] or [64, §3.5]), and tensor products of Drinfeld modules (through
formulas in [47, §2]). The prolongation t-modules of Maurischat [54] for an almost strictly
pure t-module are themselves almost strictly pure (see Theorem 5.2.9). The methods
in this section and later can also be applied to iterated extensions of almost strictly
pure t-modules, such as the t-modules associated to multiple zeta values and multiple
polylogarithms [16]–[19], [25], [45].
We first note that rankK[ts](Nφ) = ℓd as in Example 3.5.17, and so




We can assume that ℓ > w in (4.5.1) and (4.5.2), because by taking a high enough
multiple of s this inequality is assured. We will also use the conventions that B0 = dφt
and for i < 0 or i > w, Bi = 0. For i > 0 and 1 6 j 6 d, we set
m′id+j
..= τ isj ∈Mφ, n
′
id+j
..= σisj ∈ Nφ.
In this way, m′ ..= (m′1, . . . ,m
′
ℓd)
T and n′ ..= (n′1, . . . ,n
′
ℓd)
T are K[ts]-bases forMφ and
Nφ respectively (cf. Examples 3.5.17 and 4.6.19). If we fix K[t]-bases
(4.5.4) m = (m1, . . . ,mr)
T ∈ (Mφ)
r, n = (n1, . . . ,nr)
T ∈ (Nφ)
r,
then there are unique matrices X , Y ∈ Matℓd×r(K[t]) so that
(4.5.5) m′ = Xm, n′ = Y n.
Now we let µ = (µ1, . . . ,µr)
T ∈ (M∧φ)























Recalling κ from (4.4.5), we see that we have a commuting diagaram
M∧φ = HomK[t](τMφ,K[t] dt) HomK((z))
(
K((z)) ⊗K[t] τMφ,K((z)) dz
)
(M∧φ)
′ = HomK[ts](τMφ,K[t] dt) HomK((zs))
(





where the vertical arrows are inclusions and κ′ is the natural embedding indicated. We
note that (M∧φ)
′ is a free K[t]-module of rank rs = ℓd and that we can choose a K[t]-basis
µ′1, . . . ,µ
′
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If we consider the map ξ : M∧φ → Nφ in (4.4.9), we note that we can further define
ξ′ : (M∧φ)
′ → Nφ by setting










It is straightforward to check from the commutative square above and the definitions of
ξ and ξ′ that for ν ∈M∧φ we have ξ
′(ν) = ξ(ν).















































Proof. We recall the convention that Bi = 0 for i > w in (4.5.1). We adopt fur-
ther the convention that if α, β ∈ Matu×v(K((z))), then α = β + O(zm) indicates
that each entry satisfies αij = βij + O(z
m). For γ ∈ HomK[ts](τMφ,K[t] dt) and α ∈
Matu×v(τMφ), we set γ(α) ∈ Matu×v(K[t] dt) so that (γ(α))ij = (γ(αij)) (and similarly
for HomK((zs))(K((z)) ⊗K[t] τMφ,K((z)) dz)).
We first note that similar to Example 3.5.17, as elements of (τMφ)d we have from
(4.5.1) that (recall ℓ > w)
(4.5.11) (tId − dφt) · s = (B1, . . . , Bℓ) · τm
′,
where s = (s1, . . . , sd)




−1B1, . . . , (tId − dφt)
−1Bℓ
)
· τm′ ∈ Matd×1(K((z))⊗K[t] τMφ).
For i > 0, we claim that as an element of (K((z)) ⊗K[t] τMφ)
d, we have











where we have used (4.4.7) to invert τ .









where ℓ1, . . . , ℓm > 0 and ℓ1 + · · · + ℓm = d, is the Jordan normal form of dφt. If
Q ∈ GLd(K) such that dφt = QJQ−1, then we see that
(4.5.14) (tId − dφt)
−1 = Q−1(tId − J)
−1Q,
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where











































· C2 = zC1C2 +O(z
2).
It then follows from (4.5.12) and (4.5.14) that
(4.5.15) τ−1 · τs =
(
zB1 +O(z




which concludes the i = 0 case of (4.5.13).
Now suppose that i > 1, and suppose that we have shown














































Substituting in the i = 0 case from (4.5.15), we obtain
















































where we have used that the first collection of terms in the first equality ultimately
contains only O(z2) terms and the final B
(−i)
i+ℓ can be added on because in fact Bi+ℓ = 0
as i > 1. Then (4.5.13) follows and the claim is proved.


































































row j of (zB
(−i)
i+1 +O(z




















and (4.5.16) follows. Combining (4.5.8) and (4.5.16) the formula for ξ′(µ′) in the state-
ment of the proposition is immediate. 
Continuing with the notation in (4.5.4)–(4.5.10), we choose V ∈ GLr(K[t]) as in (4.4.11)
so that ξ(µ) = V n. We also pick Φ, Φ̃ ∈ Matr(K[t]) so that τm = Φ̃m, σn = Φn, and
σµ = Φ̃Tµ.
Corollary 4.5.17. We continue with the notation above.
(a) We have ξ(µ) = Vn, where
V = (X(1))TBTY ∈ GLr(K[t]).
(b) Furthermore,





tId − dφt 0 · · · 0 0
0 B
(−1)



















Proof. For (a), we calculate




= (X(1))Tξ′(µ′) = (X(1))TBTn′ = (X(1))TBTY n,
where in the second equality we have used (4.5.7), in the fourth Proposition 4.5.9, and
in the last (4.5.5). Because ξ is a K[t]-isomorphism from Theorem 4.4.8 it follows that
V = (X(1))TBTY and a fortiori that this matrix is invertible over K[t].
Using (4.5.11), a short calculation reveals that Bτm′ = Cm′, and from (4.5.5) it
follows that BX(1)Φ̃m = CXm, and thus
BX(1)Φ̃ = CX.
Similarly we obtain (B(−1))Tσn′ = CTn′, and from this we see (B(−1))TY (−1)Φn = CTY n
so that
(B(−1))TY (−1)Φ = CTY.
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Therefore using part (a),
V (−1)Φ = XT(B(−1))TY (−1)Φ = XTCTY = Φ̃T(X(1))TBTY = Φ̃TV.
Of course the first equality in (b) is (4.4.12), but we recover it here as well. 
We now demonstrate how to use Anderson generating functions together with An-
derson’s Theorem 3.4.2 to produce identities of exponentials, logarithms, and quasi-
logarithms of arbitrary points on our almost strictly pure t-module φ. We give a proof
for the general case below, and an alternate proof with some restrictions in §4.6. The
previous constructions and notations from this section remain in force.
Proposition 4.5.19. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformizable almost strictly pure
t-module. Let α, y ∈ Kd be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α, and let gy and hα be given as
in Lemma 4.4.18. Then
(a) E0(gy + hα) = y,
(b) E1(hα) = α.
Proof. Suppose that fn is a sequence in Mat1×r(K[t]) converging to f ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ). For
each n, Proposition 3.2.2(b) implies ι(fnΦ) = σι(f
(1)












Now by Lemma 4.4.18 combined with (4.4.22), we have
E0(gy + hα) = −E0
(
〈m | Gy〉
T · V (−1)Φ
)
,(4.5.21)














Recalling (4.5.5) where m′ = Xm, write X =
∑v
i=0Xit
i with Xi ∈ Matℓd×r(K), and




Ximφti ∈ Matℓd×d(K[τ ])
⇒ dm′ = d(X ·m) =
v∑
i=0
Xi dm dφti ∈ Matℓd×d(K).










∣∣ (dφt − tId)−1 · y
〉
T
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TY ) = ε0(ι(DC
TY )) = ε0(DC












Here in the fourth equality we used (4.5.18) and the fact that n′ = (s, σs, . . . , σℓ−1s)T,
and the final equality follows from the dual t-motivic version of (4.5.11). At last we note
that (dm′)TCTY n = (dm′)TCTn′ ≡ (tId − dφTt )s (mod σNφ), and so from (3.5.8),





which proves (a). Part (b) follows then from Theorem 3.4.2 and Lemma 4.4.18. However,
for completeness we give a direct proof. From Corollary 4.2.13(a), we have





ti−1−jCXi〈m | φtj (α)〉,










ti−1−jCXi〈m | φtj (α)〉
= 〈CXm | Gy〉 −
(









where in the last equality we have used that Xm = m′. Similarly, using B from (4.5.10),
BX(1)〈τm | Gy〉 = 〈BX







i 〈τm | φtj (α)〉.
Letting E and F denote the final double sums in these two identities, then using them




= −〈m | Gy〉




αT, 0, . . . , 0
)
Y − 〈CXm | Gy〉
TY + ETY + 〈BX(1)τm | Gy〉
TY − FTY.
Now by Corollary 4.5.17 we find
〈BX(1)τm | Gy〉
TY = 〈Y TBX(1)Φ̃m | Gy〉
T = 〈V TΦ̃m | Gy〉
T = 〈CXm | Gy〉
TY.
Since Y n = n′, we see that



















ti−1−j〈m | φtj (α)〉X
T
i C
Tn′ = ETY n.
Combining these last identities with (4.5.23) to calculate ι(hα) = hαn and using that ε1
is trivial on (σ − 1)Nφ, we find that E1(hα) = ε1(ι(hα)) = α. 
4.6. Examples. We now turn to explicit calculations, and to begin we fix an almost
strictly pure t-module φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]), maintaining the same notation as in §4.5.
Then later in the section we consider further specialized cases to demonstrate how various
results in §4 are realized for common classes of t-modules.
So far we have not imposed any restrictions on the K[t]-bases m and n, but to facilitate
calculations with logarithms and quasi-logarithms, we assume that n is chosen as in the
statement of Proposition 3.5.7 and that m is chosen as in Remark 3.5.13. In particular,
if we let di ..= ℓ1 + · · ·+ ℓi for 1 6 i 6 m, then
m1 ≡ s1 (mod τMφ) n1 ≡ sd1 (mod σNφ),(4.6.1)





mm ≡ sdm−1+1 (mod τMφ) nm ≡ sdm (mod σNφ).
We also have nm ≡ sd (mod σNφ), and if we let d0 ..= 0, then m1 ≡ sd0 (mod τMφ).












where X ′, Y ′ ∈ Matd×r(K[t]) and X ′′, Y ′′ ∈ Mat(ℓ−1)d×r(K[t]). By the conditions of
































































































Furthermore these choices of bases imply that for 1 6 j 6 m, the j-th columns of X ′′ and
Y ′′ are both divisible by (t−θ)ℓj . The following lemma is central for future computations.
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Lemma 4.6.3. For the choices of K[t]-bases for Mφ and Nφ in (4.6.1), the upper-left














where k and j refer to the (k, j)-entry.
Remark 4.6.4. We can specify more about the entries of V (−1)Φ = Φ̃TV as follows.
The conditions of Proposition 3.5.7 say that the row space of Φ over K[t] is the same
as the row space of the diagonal matrix D in the proposition. As the row spaces of
V (−1)Φ and Φ are the same, it follows that for 1 6 j 6 m, the j-th column is divisible by
(t− θ)ℓj . Using the conditions in Remark 3.5.13, it similarly follows from analyzing Φ̃TV
that its j-th row is divisible by (t − θ)ℓj . However, within the upper-left m ×m block,
the conditions of the lemma are in general stronger.
Proof of Lemma 4.6.3. We let C ′′ ∈ Mat(ℓ−1)d×(ℓ−1)d(K) be chosen so that in (4.5.18),
C =
(




Then by Corollary 4.5.17(b),
V (−1)Φ =
(
(X ′)T, (X ′′)T













Y ′ + (X ′′)T(C ′′)TY ′′.



















On the other hand, as noted above for 1 6 j 6 m, the j-th columns of X ′′ and Y ′′ are
divisible by (t− θ)ℓj . It follows that column j of CTY ′′ is divisible by (t− θ)ℓj . Likewise,
we see that for 1 6 k 6 m, the (k, j)-entry of (X ′′)TCTY ′′ is divisible by (t − θ)ℓk+ℓj .
These two calculations together with the sum in (4.6.5) complete the proof. 
Alternate proof of Proposition 4.5.19. Letting α, y ∈ Kd be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α,
we verify Proposition 4.5.19 directly from Lemma 4.6.3 having first chosen bases m and
n as in (4.6.1). By (4.5.21), we see that
(4.6.6) E0(gy + hα) = −E0
((
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+ · · ·+
yℓ1,ℓ1
(t− θ)ℓ1
, . . . ,
y1,ℓm
t− θ
+ · · ·+
yℓm,ℓm
(t− θ)ℓm
, 0, . . . , 0
)
.
We now combine this with (4.6.6), and using Proposition 3.5.7 to calculate E0, together
with Lemma 4.6.3, we see that E0(gy + hα) = y as desired. 
Example 4.6.7. Drinfeld modules. Here we recover identities for Drinfeld modules
in [20, §3–4], [21, §3–4] (see also [48, Ex. 2.5.16] and [67, §4.2]). We let φ : A→ K[τ ] be a
Drinfeld module of rank r, defined by φt = θ+b1τ+· · ·+brτ r, with br 6= 0, and we continue
with the notation in Example 3.5.14. Moreover, we let m ..= (1, τ, . . . , τ r−1)T ∈ (Mφ)
r










0 0 · · · 1
























respectively. The matrices X , Y ∈ Matr(K[t]) in (4.5.5) are both simply the identity
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and
(4.6.9) V (−1)Φ = Φ̃TV =


t− θ 0 · · · 0 0
0 b
(−1)



















which exhibits the form in Lemma 4.6.3. One should compare the formula for V with [21,
p. 133], [48, Eq. (2.5.11)] and the one for V (−1)Φ with [48, Eq. (2.5.12)].
We fix an A-basis λ1, . . . , λr of Λφ. Applying Proposition 4.4.14, we see that we can
pick a rigid analytic trivialization Ψ ∈ GLr(Tθ) of φ so that
(4.6.10) Ψ−1 = ΥTV =












which matches with [21, Eq. (3.4.6)].
































0 · · · 0
...
...





















= (α, 0, . . . , 0),
and we note that these formulas for gy and hα also agree with [21, p. 136]. We verify














which agrees with Proposition 4.5.19.
As we know from Gekeler [37] (see also [8]), we can find δ0, δ1, . . . , δr−1 ∈ Der(φ)




= φt − θ = b1τ + · · ·+ brτ
r,





Thus Der0(φ) = Kδ0 and H
1
sr(φ) = K[δ1]⊕ · · · ⊕K[δr−1] ⊆ H
1
DR(φ). For 1 6 j 6 r − 1, it
is evident from Proposition 4.4.26 that
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as expected by (4.1.12). In this way, we can verify Corollary 4.4.16 and Theorem 4.4.29
by direct evaluation in the case of Drinfeld modules defined over k.
Example 4.6.13. Carlitz tensor powers. For n > 1, we let φ : A→ Matn(K[τ ]) be the n-
th tensor power of the Carlitz module and continue with the notation in Example 3.5.16.
The t-motive Mφ is rank 1 over K[t] and is generated by m = s1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈
Mat1×n(K[τ ]), and likewise the dual t-motive is generated by n = sn = (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈
Mat1×n(K[σ]). It is readily apparent that
Φ = Φ̃ = (t− θ)n, V = 1.
Recall the functions Ω ∈ T×θ and ω ∈ T
× from (1.1.2) and (1.1.6) respectively. It follows
that Ψ = (−1)nΩn is a rigid analytic trivialization for φ and that















generates Λφ as an A-module. Letting
GΠ =.. (γ1, . . . , γn)
T ∈ Td,
it follows from Proposition 4.4.14 and the fact that V = 1 that










From Proposition 4.2.12 we see that
(4.6.15) tGΠ − 〈φt | GΠ〉 =


(t− θ)γ1 − γ2
...
(t− θ)γn−1 − γn





and so for 1 6 i 6 n,
γi = (−1)
n(t− θ)iωn.
Moreover, these identities coincide with the ones in [3, §2.5].
Taking y, α ∈ Kd that satisfy Expφ(y) = α, we let Gy =
.. (g1, . . . , gn)
T ∈ Td, and we
see from Lemma 4.4.18 that
gy = −〈τs1 | Gy〉 = −g
(1)
1 .
If α = (α1, . . . , αn)
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where the final inner sum is by induction the first coordinate of φtj (α). By rearranging
the sum and using the binomial expansion for (t− θ)n/(t− θ)k+1 = (t− θ)n−k−1, we find
that
hα = αn + (t− θ)αn−1 + · · ·+ (t− θ)
n−1α1.
By the calculations in Example 3.5.16, we see that E1(hα) = α as predicted. Furthermore,
by Proposition 4.2.12 we have tGy − 〈φt | Gy〉+α = 0, and similar to (4.6.15) we have
(






It follows that for 2 6 i 6 n,
(4.6.16) gi = (t− θ)
i−1g1 + αi−1 + (t− θ)αi−2 + · · ·+ (t− θ)
i−2α1,
and moreover that
(4.6.17) gy + hα = −g
(1)
1 + αn + (t− θ)αn−1 + · · ·+ (t− θ)










































where for the second equality we use that degt hα 6 n in Example 3.5.16, and which
agrees with Proposition 4.5.19
Now H1DR(φ)
∼= Der0(φ) is 1-dimensional over K, and since N⊥(φ) = Ksn, it is gener-
ated by δ ..= δ(sn) so that
δt = (τ, 0, . . . , 0) = τs1.
In this way if Expφ(y) = α as above, then by Proposition 4.4.26, (4.6.17), and (4.6.18),









= αn − yn,
as expected by (4.1.12).
Example 4.6.19. Strictly pure t-modules. We let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be a uniformiz-
able strictly pure t-module defined by
φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ
ℓ, det(Bℓ) 6= 0,
which has dimension d and rank r = ℓd, and we continue with the notation of Ex-
ample 3.5.17. In many respects strictly pure t-modules behave like a block version of
Drinfeld modules in Example 4.6.7, but with a few twists. We let
m ..= (τ jsi : 1 6 i 6 d, 0 6 j 6 ℓ− 1)
T ∈ (Mφ)
r,
n ..= (σjsi : 1 6 i 6 d, 0 6 j 6 ℓ− 1)
T ∈ (Nφ)
r,
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be K[t]-bases of Mφ and Nφ respectively. Multiplication by σ on Nφ is represented by









0 0 · · · Id
B−1ℓ (tId − dφt) −B
−1



















































(4.6.22) V (−1)Φ = Φ̃TV =













































both of which coincide with [48, Ex. 2.5.16(b)]
Fixing an A-basis λ1, . . . ,λr ∈ Λφ also determines Anderson generating functions
Gλ1, . . . ,Gλr ∈ T
d, and by Proposition 4.4.14 we have a rigid analytic trivialization Ψ ∈
GLr(Tθ) of φ with




















which is simply a block matrix version of (4.6.10).













































0 · · · 0
...
...
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=
(





αT, 0, . . . 0
)
,
and it is straightforward to verify, using (3.5.18), Proposition 4.2.12, Lemma 4.4.18, and
(4.6.22), that
gy + hα = g
(−1)
y Φ.
Now if Gy = (g1, . . . , gd)






(t− θ)g1 − g2, (t− θ)g2 − g3, . . . , (t− θ)gℓ1, (t− θ)gℓ1+1 − gℓ1+2, . . . , (t− θ)gℓm
)
,









































































For quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms, we assume that φ is defined over k for sim-
plicity. If we consider the de Rham module H1DR(φ, k)
∼= Der0(φ, k)⊕H1sr(φ, k), then
Der0(φ, k) = kδ
(sd1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ kδ(sdm)





= sdjB1τ + · · ·+ sdjBℓτ
ℓ.






j , 1 6 i 6 d, 1 6 j 6 ℓ,
















ℓ, 1 6 i 6 d,






















For y ∈ Kd, α ∈ k
d
, and Gy = (g1, . . . , gd)T ∈ Td as above, it is clear from Proposi-
tion 4.3.5 that for all i, j,






By Proposition 4.2.12, (tId − dφt)Gy − B1G
(1)
y − · · · − BℓG
(ℓ)
y + α = 0, and so for quasi-












(tId − dφt)Gy +α− B1G
(1)





























(t− θ)gi|t=θ,Fδ1,1(y), . . . ,Fδd,ℓ−1(y)
)
if i ∈ {d1, . . . , dm},
Spank
(
((t− θ)gi − gi+1)|t=θ,Fδ1,1(y), . . . ,Fδd,ℓ−1(y)
)
otherwise.
By considering the expression for gy in (4.6.24), we see that
Spank
(













which is the conclusion of Theorem 4.4.29 in this case. Furthermore, in the case that i
is a tractable coordinate, we have that (t− θ)gi|t=θ = −yi. On the other hand, if i is not
tractable, then by (4.2.11),
(
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1, y′1, . . . , y
′
d,Fδ1,1(y), . . . ,Fδd,ℓ−1(y)
)
.
Example 4.6.31. An almost strictly pure t-module. In this section we investigate an
almost strictly pure t-module that is not strictly pure. In general, the structure of such
t-modules is more difficult to characterize explicitly. Tensor powers of the Carlitz module
present well-behaved examples, but as indicated in Corollary 4.5.17 and Lemma 4.6.3,
there can be much variation depending on the presentation of the matrices X and Y
in (4.6.2).

























θq + θ + 1 2















=.. A0 + A1τ + A2τ
2 + A3τ
3.
and since A3 is invertible, we see that the induced map φ : Fq[t
2] → Mat2(K[τ ]) is a
strictly pure ‘t2-module.’ As a t2-module, it has rank 6 = 2 · 3 (and dimension 2). Thus
rankK[t](Mφ) = rankK[t](Nφ) = 3,
and φ is pure of weight 2
3
in the sense of [1, §1.10] (and weight −2
3
in the sense of [48,
Def. 2.5.27]). We do not know whether or not φ is uniformizable.




m′1 = (1, 0), m
′
2 = (0, 1), m
′
3 = (τ, 0),
m′4 = (0, τ), m
′
5 = (τ
2, 0), m′6 = (0, τ
2),




n′1 = (1, 0), n
′
2 = (0, 1), n
′
3 = (σ, 0),
n′4 = (0, σ), n
′
5 = (σ
2, 0), n′6 = (0, σ
2).










2} form K[t]-bases of Mφ and Nφ re-
spectively, but they are not in the form of (4.6.1) (in this example m = 1 and ℓ1 = d = 2,
but m′2 /∈ τMφ and similarly for n). We let
m1
..= m′1 = (1, 0), m2
..= −(t− θ)m′1 +m
′
2 = (−τ,−τ
2), m3 ..= m
′
3 = (τ, 0),
n1
..= n′2 = (0, 1), n2
..= −(t− θ)n′2 + n
′
1 = (−σ
2,−σ), n3 ..= n
′
4 = (0, σ),
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and we check thatm = (m1,m2,m3)
T and n = (n1,n2,n3)
T form K[t]-bases ofMφ and
Nφ respectively that conform to (4.6.1). With respect to these bases, we have τm = Φ̃m





(t− θ)2 t− θ −t + θq − 1








(t− θ)2 t− θ −t + θ(−1) − 1
(t− θ)2(t− θ(−1)) (t− θ)(t− θ(−1)) + 1 −t + θ(−1) + 1

 .





t− θ 1 0
0 0 1
(t− θ)2 t− θ −1








t− θ 1 0
1 0 0
(t− θ)2 t− θ −1
0 0 1
0 −1 −1








1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0














(2t− θq − θ)((t− θ)(t− θq) + 1) + 1 (2t− θq − θ)(t− θq) + 1 −(t− θq)
(2t− θq − θ)(t− θ) + 1 2t− θq − θ −1
−(t− θ) −1 0

 .
We should remark that in the previous examples considered in this section the matrix V
has entries in K, but examples like this one demonstrate the necessity for entries in K[t].
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t− θ 0 0 0 0 0
−1 t− θ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




and so from Corollary 4.5.17




(t− θ)2(1 + (t− θ)2) (t− θ)3 −(t− θ)2
(t− θ)3 (t− θ)2 − 1 −(t− θ)
−(t− θ)2 −(t− θ) 1

 ,
which matches the expectations from Lemma 4.6.3 and Remark 4.6.4. If we take y =
(y1, y2)
T, α = (α1, α2)
T ∈ K2 with Expφ(y) = α, and we let Gy = (g1, g2)
T ∈ T2, then by
Lemma 4.6.3,
gy + hα = g
(−1)
y Φ = −〈m | Gy〉














































but in evaluating these functions and their derivative at t = θ, the extra powers of t− θ
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5. Hyperderivatives of periods, quasi-periods,
logarithms, and quasi-logarithms
In this section we investigate hyperderivatives of periods, quasi-periods, logarithms
and quasi-logarithms of uniformizable abelian and A-finite Anderson t-modules defined
over ksep∞ or k
sep, and we explore solutions to Question 3 in §1. Hyperdifferential operators
have become increasingly important tools for understanding the arithmetic of function
fields (e.g., see [4], [6], [7], [9]–[13], [17], [27], [30]–[33], [50], [51], [54]–[59], [63], [64],
[66], [71], [72], [79], [80]). Given a Drinfeld module over ksep∞ , Brownawell and Denis [11],
[13], constructed t-modules whose exponential functions comprise hyperderivatives of
the exponential function and quasi-periodic functions of the original t-module. These
investigations grew out of earlier constructions of Denis for the Carlitz module [30]–
[33]. Most importantly, logarithms of the Brownawell-Denis t-modules are themselves
hyperderivatives, with respect to θ, of logarithms and quasi-logarithms of the underlying
Drinfeld module.
However, the Brownwell-Denis t-modules are not abelian or A-finite, and neither are
they quasi-periodic extensions of φ. Thus these t-modules somewhat mysteriously occupy
a state in which the machinery of §3–§4 does not readily apply.
Ultimately our main tools will be the prolongations of t-modules defined by Mau-
rischat [54]. It turns out that quasi-periodic extensions of Maurischat’s prolongations
have periods that are expressible in terms of hyperderivatives of logarithms and quasi-
logarithms of the underlaying t-module. Among other properties that are well-suited
to working with the hyperderivatives in question, prolongation t-modules of abelian and
A-finite Anderson t-modules are themselves abelian and A-finite, and so the techniques
of the previous sections will be a central part of our investigations.
In the next section we review the Brownawell-Denis theory for comparison to our sub-
sequent results. We will see that the information about logarithms and quasi-logarithms
contained in Brownawell-Denis modules can be interpreted in terms of the quasi-periodic
extensions of Maurischat’s prolongations. One additional consideration is that the Brown-
awell-Denis theory is inherently defined by taking derivatives with respect to θ, whereas
Maurischat’s prolongations are defined through hyperderivatives with respect to t. One
goal of our investigations is to clarify how these two sides are expressly linked.
5.1. Hyperderivative t-modules of Brownawell and Denis. We review the t-mod-
ules of Brownawell and Denis [13] and their exponential functions, which are constructed
from hyperderivatives of the exponential series and quasi-periodic functions of a Drinfeld
module. Throughout we fix a Drinfeld module φ : A→ ksep∞ [τ ] of rank r defined by
φt = θ + κ1τ + · · ·+ κrτ
r,
such that κr 6= 0, and we let expφ : K→ K be its exponential function.
To simplify notation, for g =
∑
i αiz
i ∈ ksep∞ ((z)) and j > 0, we write















i. We extend this to all j ∈ Z by setting g[j] = 0 and ν [j] = 0
for j < 0.
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Brownawell’s and Denis’ main construction is the following. Fixing n > 1, for 1 6







j ∈ ksep∞ [τ ].




D[1, 1] · · · D[1, n+ 1]
...
...
D[n+ 1, 1] · · · D[n+ 1, n+ 1]

 .

























where the general sum appears in row n− i+ 1 and column n− k + 1. We note that we
have reordered the coordinates so that (ρn)t is upper-triangular (cf. [13, §2]).
Remark 5.1.4. From this definition, we see that ρn is an iterated extension of φ by the
trivial Drinfeld module Ga. However, since (dρn)t is a full Jordan block of size n+ 1, we




qh ∈ ksep∞ [[τ ]], the following fundamental result provides the
exponential function of ρn.
Theorem 5.1.5 (Brownawell-Denis [13, Cor. 2.2]). For n > 1, the unique exponential

































where z = (zn, . . . , z1, y)
T.
As a result of this theorem, we can quickly analyze the period lattice Λρn of ρn. Indeed
if λ = (λn, . . . , λ1, λ)
T ∈ Λρn, then
λ ∈ Λφ, λ1 = − exp
[1]
φ (λ),
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and more generally for 1 6 i 6 n,











Thus each λi is inductively and uniquely determined by λ ∈ Λφ, and so Λρn has rank r as
an A-module. Moreover, these calculations simplify greatly and we find in the following
corollary that in fact λi = ∂
i
θ(λ), and the above considerations can be extended to the
following result on hyperderivatives of logarithms due to Brownawell and Denis.
Corollary 5.1.7 (Brownawell-Denis [13, Pf. of Thm. 4.2]). Let α, y ∈ ksep∞ be chosen so




































Proof. Let y ..= (∂nθ (y), . . . , ∂
1
θ (y), y)
T and α ..= (αn, . . . , α1, α)
T ∈ (ksep∞ )
n+1 be given so


























where the second equality is an application of the p-th power rule for hyperderivatives
(see Proposition 2.4.3(b). We note that in these sums, k is implicitly at least 1, and so
1 6 qhk in all cases. We choose h0 so that q
h0 6 i < qh0+1 and then continuing the




















This proves the first part of the corollary, and the second part follows from the uniqueness
imparted by 5.1.6 on the coefficients of the period in Λρn whose last entry is a given
λ ∈ Λφ. 
Brownawell’s and Denis’ constructions further extend to hyperderivatives of quasi-
periodic functions and quasi-logarithms. For the remainder of the section, we fix φ-
biderivations δ1, . . . , δℓ ∈ Der(φ, ksep∞ ), and again fixing n > 1, we assume that for each
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j, we have degτ (δj)t > n. Brownawell and Denis [13, Thm. 2.3] define a t-module
ρ̃n : A→ Mat(n+1)(ℓ+1)(k
sep































Similar to ρn, the t-module ρ̃n is not abelian orA-finite, and as an extension of ρn, it is not
quasi-periodic. However, its exponential map possesses particularly useful properties for
hyperdifferentiation with respect to θ. For each j with 1 6 j 6 ℓ, we let Fj(z) ..= Fδj(z).
Theorem 5.1.9 (Brownawell-Denis [13, Thm. 2.3]). For n > 1, the unique exponential





























where x = (xℓ,n, . . . , xℓ,0, . . . , x1,n, . . . , x1,0)
T and z = (zn, . . . , z1, y)
T.
Remark 5.1.10. We note that the definition of ρ̃n in (5.1.8) is slightly different from
what is given in [13, Thm. 2.3], where more of the entries of the column coming from
biderivations are 0. We believe this is a simple typographical error, as later in the paper
the authors reduce to the case that their biderivations do behave in way that is presented
there. Especially one should compare with [11, p. 50–1], where the construction aligns
with what is in Theorem 5.1.9.
As in Corollary 5.1.7, we obtain the following result on hyperderivatives of quasi-
logarithms, also implicit in [13, Thm. 4.2].
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Corollary 5.1.11 (Brownawell-Denis [13, Thm. 4.2]). Let α, y ∈ ksep∞ be chosen so that

































Proof. The proof is essentially immediate from Corollary 5.1.7. The key identity is that,
by our choice that degτ (δj)t > n for each j, it follows that for 1 6 i 6 n we have
∂iθ(Fj(y)) = F
[i]
j (y) for each j. 
5.2. Prolongations of t-motives, dual t-motives, and Anderson t-modules. In
this section, we briefly review the prolongations of t-motives, dual t-motives, and An-
derson t-modules due to Maurischat [54]. We then apply the constructions of §3–§4
to these new t-modules to find connections with hyperderivaties of periods, logarithms,
quasi-periods, and quasi-logarithms.
Definition 5.2.1. For a left K[t, τ ]-moduleM and n > 0, the n-th prolongation ofM is
the left K[t, τ ]-module PnM which is generated by the symbols Dim, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n
and m ∈M, subject to the relations
(a) Di(m1 +m2) = Dim1 +Dim2,




(c) τk(a ·Dim) = a(k)Di(τkm),
for all m, m1, m2 ∈M and a ∈ K[t].
Definition 5.2.2. For a left K[t, σ]-module N and n > 0, the n-th prolongation of N is
the left K[t, σ]-module PnN which is generated by the symbols Dih, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n
and h ∈ N , subject to the relations
(a) Di(h1 + h2) = Dih1 +Dih2,




(c) σk(a ·Dih) = a(−k)Di(σkh),
for all h, h1, h2 ∈ N and a ∈ K[t].
Although we use the same notation ‘Dim’ and ‘Dih’ in both types of prolongations,
the reader should be able to distinguish them by the context. The primary result on
prolongations of t-motives and dual t-motives is due to Maurischat.
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Theorem 5.2.3 (Maurischat [54, Thm. 3.4, Thm. 3.6, Prop. 4.2]).
(a) If M is a t-motive, then the n-th prolongation PnM is also a t-motive for all
n > 0. If M is abelian, then so is PnM. Moreover, if M is rigid analytically
trivial as a t-motive, in the sense of Anderson [1, §2.3], then so is PnM.
(b) If N is an A-finite dual t-motive, then the n-th prolongation PnN is also an
A-finite dual t-motive for all n > 0.
(c) If n = (n1, . . . ,nr)
T is a K[t]-basis of N and Φ ∈ Matr(K[t]) is the unique matrix





T, . . . , D0n
T)T ∈ (PnN )
(n+1)r,
with Din ..= (Din1, . . . , Dinr)
T ∈ (PnN )
r for each i, forms a K[t]-basis of PnN ,
and
σDnn = dt,n+1[Φ] ·Dnn.
Moreover, if N is rigid analytically trivial with rigid analytic trivialization Ψ,
i.e., Ψ(−1) = ΦΨ, then PnN is also rigid analytically trivial with rigid analytic
trivialization dt,n+1[Ψ].
Remark 5.2.4. If m = (m1, . . . ,mr)
T is a K[t]-basis of an abelian t-motiveM, then
(5.2.5) D̃nm ..= (D0m
T, D1m
T, . . . , Dnm
T)T ∈ M(n+1)r,
where Dim ..= (Dim1, . . . , Dimr)
T ∈ Mr for each i, forms a K[t]-basis of PnM. More-










. . . 0






Similarly, if s = (s1, . . . , sd)
T is a K[τ ]-basis of a t-motiveM, then
(5.2.7) D̃ns ..= (D0s
T, D1s
T, . . . , Dns
T)T ∈ (PnM)
(n+1)d,
with Dis ..= (Dis1, . . . , Disd)
T ∈Md for each i, forms a K[τ ]-basis of PnM.
Definition 5.2.8. Letting φ be an Anderson t-module of dimension d andMφ its cor-
responding t-motive, we then define the n-th prolongation Pnφ of φ to be the Anderson
t-module associated to the n-th prolongation PnMφ ofMφ.
Theorem 5.2.9 (Maurischat [54, Thm. 5.2]). Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an Anderson
t-module of dimension d such that
φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ
ℓ.











. . . 0
0 · · · −Id dφt

+ diag(B1)τ + · · ·+ diag(Bℓ)τ
ℓ,
where for each i, diag(Bi) ..= diag(n+1)d(Bi, . . . , Bi).
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Proof. For the convenience of the reader, we include a brief proof. Let {s1, . . . , sd} ⊆
Mat1×d(K[τ ]) be a K[τ ]-basis of the t-motive Mφ, and let s ..= (s1, . . . , sd)T. Then by
(2.3.1) we have
t · s = (t · s1, . . . , t · sd)
T = (s1φt, . . . , sdφt)
T = φt ∈ Matd(K[τ ]).
Using Definition 5.2.1(c), we identify PnMφ with Mat1×(n+1)d(K[τ ]), and by (5.2.7) it
follows that under this identification
D̃ns = (D0s
T, . . . , Dns
T)T, Dis
T = (Dis1, . . . , Disd),
comprise the standard basis vectors of Mat1×(n+1)d(K[τ ]). By Definition 5.2.1(b), for
1 6 i 6 n, 1 6 j 6 d, we have
t ·D0(sj) = D0(t · sj) = D0(sjφt)
and
t ·Di(sj) = Di(t · sj)−Di−1(sj) = Di(sjφt)−Di−1(sj).
Using Definition 5.2.1(c) and writing in matrix form, we obtain
t · D̃ns =









. . . 0
0 · · · −Id φt

 ∈ Mat(n+1)d(K[τ ]),
from which the desired formula for (Pnφ)t follows. 
Remark 5.2.10. If φ is strictly pure (resp. almost strictly pure), then Theorem 5.2.9
implies immediately that Pnφ is also strictly pure (resp. almost strictly pure).
Given a t-module φ, its n-th prolongation Pnφ is the Anderson t-module associated to
the t-motive PnMφ, as outlined in Theorem 5.2.9. One might ask how Pnφ is related
to the prolongation dual t-motive PnNφ. Luckily, as we see in the following proposition,
these constructions are compatible and commute: that is, the (dual) t-motive of the
prolongation of a t-module is the same as the prolongation of its associated (dual) t-
motive.
Proposition 5.2.11. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an Anderson t-module, and let Mφ
and Nφ be its associated t-motive and dual t-motive. For n > 0, the following hold.
(a) MPnφ = PnMφ.
(b) NPnφ = PnNφ.
Proof. Part (a) is immediate from the construction of Pnφ and Theorem 5.2.9. Part (b)
follows from the argument in Theorem 5.2.9 in reverse order. Indeed as in that proof, if
we let s ..= (s1, . . . , sd)
T, with sj ∈ Mat1×d(K[σ]) the j-th standard basis vector, then
(5.2.12) Dns = (Dns
T, . . . , D0s
T)T
can be identified with the standard basis vectors of PnNφ = Mat1×(n+1)d(K[σ]). Likewise
for 1 6 i 6 n, 1 6 j 6 d and by the definition of PnNφ, we have




t ·D0(sj) = D0(t · sj) = D0(sjφ
∗
t ).
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. . . −Id
0 · · · 0 φ∗t

 ∈ Mat(n+1)d(K[σ]),
and it follows that the t-module associated to PnNφ is Pnφ. 
For an Anderson t-module φ and associated t-motiveMφ, the 0-th prolongation P0Mφ
is naturally isomorphic toMφ via the map D0m 7→m. Additionally, as is shown in [54,





−→ Pn−h−1Mφ → 0,
where for m ∈Mφ,
pr(Dim) =
{
Di−h−1m if i > h,
0 if i 6 h.
In the context of the K[t]- and K[τ ]-bases of PnMφ in (5.2.5) and (5.2.7), we see that
PhMφ injects as the first h + 1 blocks of PnMφ and that pr is the projection onto the






and relative to the description of Pn in Theorem 5.2.9, pr
∗ injects Pn−h−1φ into the final
n− h blocks of Pnφ and i
∗ projects onto the first h+ 1 blocks of Pnφ.
Remark 5.2.15. We now turn to the exponential function of Pnφ, which turns out to be
relatively straightforward. Indeed the exponential function for Pnφ is exactly the same
as the exponential function for φ⊕(n+1), and so Pnφ and φ
⊕(n+1) share the same period
lattice Λn+1φ . However, this does not violate the faithfulness of the functor φ 7→ Λφ, as













where z = (z0, . . . , zn)
T with each zi ∈ Kd. In particular, ΛPnφ = Λ
n+1
φ .
Proof. If we let E(z) ..= (Expφ(z0)
T, . . . ,Expφ(zn)
T)T, then it is a straightforward con-






Thus E(z) = ExpPnφ(z). 
For an A-finite t-module φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]), we fix a K[t]-basis n = (n1, . . . ,nr)T




T, . . . , D0n
T)T
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is a K[t]-basis of PnNφ, and we have the associated t-frame (ιPnφ, dt,n+1[Φ]), where ιPnφ :
Mat1×(n+1)r(K[t])→ PnNφ is defined in the following way. For α = (α0, . . . ,αn), where







If we identify PnNφ with Mat1×(n+1)d(K[σ]), then for each h ∈ Nφ = Mat1×d(K[σ]) and
each 0 6 j 6 n,
(5.2.18) Dj(h) = (0, . . . , 0,h, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Mat1×(n+1)d(K[σ]),
where h appears in block n− j + 1. Using this identification, we can extend ε0 ◦ ιPnφ to
E0,Pn : Mat1×(n+1)r(Tθ)→ K
(n+1)d as in §3.2. Moreover, we have the following relationship
between E0,Pnφ and E0,φ for φ.
Proposition 5.2.19. Let φ : A → Matd(K[τ ]) be an A-finite t-module with t-frame















Proof. By Lemma 3.4.1 it suffices to show that ε0(ιPnφ(α)) satisfies the desired identity




(α0,i ·Dnni + α1,i ·Dn−1ni + · · ·+ αn,i ·D0ni).
We note that Definition 5.2.2(b) implies that for any α ∈ K[t], h ∈ Nφ, and j > 0,





t (α) · h).
Indeed, by Definition 5.2.2(b),













t (α)) · h
)
, (induction hypothesis)












t (α) · h), (v ← k + ℓ)
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Combining this with (5.2.20), we find













Remark 5.2.22. Using the calculations in the proof of Proposition 5.2.19, we obtain













where the map E1,Pnφ on the left-hand side corresponds to the one in §3.4 for PnNφ, and
the one on the right-hand side corresponds to the one for Nφ.
For m ∈ Mat1×d(K[[τ ]]) and 0 6 u 6 n, set
(5.2.23) (m)u ..= (0, . . . , 0,m, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Mat1×(n+1)d(K[[τ ]]),
where m occupies entries du+ 1 through du+ d. The following proposition exhibits an
L-basis for the de Rham module H1DR(Pnφ, L), which is recursively built out of lower
level prolongations using (5.2.13).
Proposition 5.2.24. Let φ : A → Matd(L[τ ]) be an abelian Anderson t-module of
dimension d and rank r defined over a field L with k ⊆ L ⊆ K, and suppose {δ1, . . . , δr}
represents an L-basis of H1DR(φ, L). For 0 6 u 6 n and 1 6 v 6 r define δu,v ∈
Der(Pnφ, L) by setting




{δu,1, . . . , δu,r}
represents an L-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, L).
Proof. We note from Proposition 4.1.3 that
H1DR(Pnφ, L) = Der(Pnφ, L)/Dersi(Pnφ, L)
∼= PnMφ,Lτ/(t− θ)PnMφ,Lτ,
and so (5.2.13) induces an exact sequence on de Rham modules for 0 6 h 6 n− 1,
(5.2.25) 0→ H1DR(Phφ, L)
i∗−→ H1DR(Pnφ, L)
pr
∗−−→ H1DR(Pn−h−1φ, L)→ 0,
where pr∗ is induced by
(pr∗(δ))t
..= pr(δt).
It follows that an L-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, L) is obtained from the union of an L-basis of
i∗(H
1
DR(Phφ, L)) and a preimage of an L-basis of H
1
DR(Pn−1−hφ, L) under pr∗.
We now proceed by induction on n. When n = 0, there is nothing to prove as P0Mφ,L
is naturally isomorphic toMφ,L. When n = 1, we take h = 0 in (5.2.25), and we find for
1 6 v 6 r,
i∗(δv) = δ0,v, pr∗(δ1,v) = δv.
Thus, {δ0,v, δ1,v}rv=1 consists of the union of an L-basis of i∗(H
1
DR(P0φ, L) and a preimage
of an L-basis of H1DR(P0φ, L) under pr∗, and the result follows.
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The general induction step is similar. Suppose that the result is true for the n − 1
case, and let h = 0 in (5.2.25). Then for 1 6 u 6 n, 1 6 v 6 r, the induction hypothesis
implies
i∗(δv) = δ0,v, pr∗(δu,v) = δu−1,v.
Therefore, {δu,v}06u6n,16v6r represents an L-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, L). 
Remark 5.2.26. A word of caution is warranted here. For 1 6 u 6 n, the L-linear map





defined in Proposition 5.2.24 does not arise from well-defined L-linear maps Der0(φ, L)→
Der0(Pnφ, L) or H
1
sr(φ, L) → H
1
sr(Pnφ, L). Indeed even if δv is an inner biderivation for
φ, then δu,v need not be inner for Pnφ. One reason is that this assignment is not induced
by a t-module morphism. When u = 0, the map does preserve these subspaces, as it is
induced by the morphism Pnφ→ φ which projects onto the first block.
5.3. Hyperderivatives of logarithms and quasi-logarithms via prolongations.
In this section, we study how hyperderivatives of entries of periods, quasi-periods, loga-
rithms and quasi-logarithms of abelian and A-finite Anderson t-modules can be obtained
as the entries of the period matrix and other solutions of Frobenius difference equations
attached to prolongations [54]. Let φ : A→ Matd(k
sep[τ ]) be an abelian and A-finite An-
derson t-module of dimension d and rank r defined over ksep. We note that if y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d,
then Expφ(y) ∈ (k
sep
∞ )
d, as the coefficients of Expφ and the entries of y all lie in a finite
separable extension of k∞, which is necessarily complete. In particular, if we take the
Anderson generating function Gy ∈ T






and thus for any j > 0, we can find hyperderivatives ∂jt (Gy) and ∂
j
θ(Gy). Recall further




y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d, Fδ(y) ∈ k
sep
∞ , ∀ δ ∈ Der(φ).
We will make use of this throughout so that we can take hyperderivatives with respect
to θ of all of these quantities associated to φ. The first main theorem of this section is
the following. It shows that the k-linear span of hyperderivatives with respect to θ of all
quasi-logarithms of α associated to y, together with 1, is the same as the k-linear span
of prescribed combinations of hyperderivatives with respect to t of Anderson generating
functions, evaluated at t = θ, together with 1.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let φ be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite Anderson t-module
defined over ksep of rank r and dimension d. Let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d satisfy Expφ(y) ∈ (k
sep)d,
and let {δ1, . . . , δr} represent a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k) defined over k
sep. For n > 0, the
following hold.
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where (ι,Φ,Ψ) is a rigid analytic trivialization for φ.
Remark 5.3.2. As we see in Proposition 4.1.16 and Theorem 4.4.29 (see Remarks 4.1.21
and 4.4.31), if dφt is in Jordan normal form, then the values in the above theorem account
for all derivatives with respect to θ (up to the n-th derivative) of tractable coordinates
of y and strictly reduced quasi-logarithms associated to y. The reader may wonder if it
is possible to also account for the non-tractable coordinates of y. This will be the subject
of the second main theorem of this section (Theorem 5.3.33), in the case of almost strictly
pure t-modules, and for general t-modules in the next section (Theorem 5.4.21).
To prove Theorem 5.3.1 we require some preliminary results. The following lemma,
inspired by a result of Brownawell and Denis [13, Lem. 5.1], shows that for any s ∈
N, every class in the de Rham module H1DR(φ, k




Lemma 5.3.3 (cf. [13, Lem. 5.1]). For every δ ∈ Der(φ, ksep) and s ∈ N, there is
δs ∈ Der(φ, ksep) such that (a) degτ (δ
s
t ) > s, and (b) δ and δ
s are in the same class in
H1DR(φ, k
sep).








(bj,1, . . . , bj,d)τ
j ∈Mφ,ksepτ, bℓ 6= 0.
If we let U ..= bℓ((dφt)
(ℓ) − θId)−1τ ℓ ∈ Mat1×d(ksep)τ ℓ, then (4.1.2) implies that δ
(U) is a




ℓ + higher degree terms in τ .






As δ(U) ∈ Dersi(φ, ksep), it follows that δ
ℓ+1 and δ are in the same class in H1DR(φ, k
sep).
Proceeding by induction on ℓ we are done. 
Remark 5.3.4. If we let δs ∈ Der(φ, ksep) be the biderivation obtained in the proof of
Lemma 5.3.3, then Proposition 4.1.3(b) implies that
(5.3.5) δst = δt −
s−1∑
j=ℓ
(t− θ) · ajτ
j ,
for some aj ∈ Mat1×d(ksep). From the functional equation (4.1.6) for quasi-periodic
functions, it is straightforward to verify that the first non-zero term of Fδs(z) has degree
at least qdegτ (δ
s
t ) in each of the variables z1, . . . , zd. Since δ
s
t − δt =
∑s−1
j=ℓ(t− θ) · ajτ
j ∈
Dersi(φ, k
sep), we see from (4.1.12) that
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Thus as vectors of power series in ksep[[z1, . . . , zd]]
d, we have








which will drive much of the proof of Theorem 5.3.1.
We now fix n > 0, and consider the n-th prolongation Pnφ of φ. Similar to (5.2.23),
for x ∈ Kd and 0 6 u 6 n we set
(x)u ..= (0, . . . , 0,x
T, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ K(n+1)d,
where x occupies entries du + 1 through du + d. Let {λ1, . . . ,λr} be an A-basis of the
period lattice Λφ. By Proposition 5.2.16 and the form of d(Pnφ)t in Theorem 5.2.9, we
see that an A-basis of ΛPnφ is
(5.3.7)
{
(λv)u | 1 6 v 6 r, 0 6 u 6 n
}
.



















where ℓ1, . . . , ℓm > 0 and ℓ1 + · · · + ℓm = d, is the Jordan normal form of dφt. There
exists Q ∈ GLd(ksep) be such that dφt = QJQ−1. Note that for h ∈ Z and ℓ > 1 we have
dθ,ℓ[θ]
h = dθ,ℓ[θ












We observe that in Theorem 5.2.9, the subdiagonal d × d blocks of d(Pnρ)t are −Id =
−Q∂1θ (J)Q
−1 and that 0 = (−1)cQ∂cθ(J)Q




























h)Q−1) · · · (Q∂vuθ (J
h)Q−1) = Q∂uθ (J
h)Q−1.
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Then for y ∈ Kd we can use Proposition 5.2.16 to see that the Anderson generation




























































































Thus we have proved the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.3.10. For y ∈ Kd, let Gy ∈ Td be the Anderson generating function for














where Gy occupies entries du+ 1 through du+ d.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1. Letm = (m1, . . . ,mr)
T be a ksep[t]-basis ofMφ,ksep, which then
extends to a k[t]-basis of Mφ,k. Letting {δ1, . . . , δr} represent a k-basis of H
1
DR(φ, k)
defined over ksep, Proposition 5.2.24 shows that
n⋃
u=0
{δu,1, . . . , δu,r} →֒ H
1
DR(Pnφ, k)
represents a k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k). By assumption (and Lemma 4.1.22 for that matter)
y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d, and we set (y)0 ..= (y
T, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ (ksep∞ )










Suppose that n = wqs−1 + α for some s ∈ N, 0 6 w < q and 0 6 α < qs−1. That is,
s = ⌊logq(n)⌋ + 1 if n > 1 and s = 1 otherwise. Then for 1 6 v 6 r, let δ
s
v be taken as
in Lemma 5.3.3. For 0 6 u 6 n and 1 6 v 6 r define δsu,v ∈ Der(Pnφ, k) by setting
(δsu,v)t
..= ((δsv)t)u ∈ PnMφ,kτ,
as in Proposition 5.2.24. Since {δs1, . . . , δ
s
r} represents a k-basis of H
1
DR(φ, k), by Propo-




u,1, . . . , δ
s
u,r} is a k-basis of H
1
DR(Pnφ, k). Then by
Proposition 4.3.5(a) and Theorem 4.4.29 we see that






















By Proposition 5.2.24 and (5.3.11),
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where the second and the fourth equalities hold since Frobenius twisting commutes with
differentiation with respect to t, and the third equality follows from Proposition 2.4.3(b)














where the second equality (which we save for later in the proof) follows from Proposi-





































Thus by (5.3.14), we see that the left-hand side of (5.3.15) is contained in the right.
To show the reverse containment, for 0 6 u 6 n, j > s, and 1 6 i 6 d, we choose
ǫ ∈ Der(Pnφ, k) so that ǫt = (siτ j)u, where as usual si is the i-th standard basis vector




















and hence (5.3.15) holds.
With this in hand we further claim that

























Indeed (5.3.15) and (5.3.17) imply immediately that the right-hand side (of the second
equality) is contained in the left. For the opposite containment, fix j > s. Given
1 6 i 6 d, let ̟i,j ∈ Der(φ, k) be chosen so that (̟i,j)t = siτ
j . By Proposition 4.3.5(a),
F̟i,j(y) = 〈(̟i,j)t | Gy〉|t=θ = siG
(j)





























Thus (5.3.18) holds by (5.3.15).
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We now turn to our original biderivations δ1, . . . , δr. By the same arguments as used
for (5.3.12) and (5.3.14), we obtain































(j)). Since Expφ(y) ∈






















where the last equality is simply (5.3.18). Part (a) of the theorem then follows from
(5.3.20).
To prove part (b), note that ΨPnφ = dt,n+1[Ψ] by Theorem 5.2.3(c). Then by combining



















By (5.3.6), we see that Fδsv(λℓ) = Fδv(λℓ), and part (b) follows. 
Remark 5.3.21. In [13], Brownawell and Denis encountered a similar situation in prov-
ing k-linear independence of hyperderviatives of quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms with
respect to θ for Drinfeld modules. Our proof of Theorem 5.3.1 was inspired by their
arguments and discussion in [13, §5].
The main principle behind Theorem 5.3.1 is to use Corollary 4.4.16 and Theorem 4.4.29
to analyze k-linear spans of quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms in aggregate and to iden-
tify these spaces as the k-linear spans of both the values of hyperderivatives of Anderson
generating functions Gy with respect to t at t = θ as well as the hyperderivatives of
quasi-logarithms with respect to θ. As mentioned in Remark 5.3.2, this theorem only
immediately accounts for hyperderivatives of tractable coordinates of a given period or
logarithm. It is a natural question to ask how non-tractable coordinates and their hy-
perderivatives fit into this framework. After some preliminary results to reflect on the
findings in §4.3–§4.5, we show in Theorem 5.3.33 that these coordinates and their hy-
perderivatives appear in the same spaces as in Theorem 5.3.1, though with perhaps an
increased value of n.
We continue with our previous situation with (i) a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite
t-module φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]), (ii) k[t]-bases m ∈ (Mφ,k)
r of the t-motive Mφ,k of
φ over k and n ∈ (Nφ,k)
r of its dual t-motive which are defined over ksep, and (iii)
a rigid analytic trivialization (ιφ,Φφ,Ψφ) as in Definition 3.4.5. We refer back to the
notation of §5.2 regarding the t-motive PnMφ,k and dual t-motive PnNφ,k associated to
the prolongation Pnφ via Proposition 5.2.11. In particular we recall
D̃ns = (D0s
T, . . . , Dns
T)T, Dis
T = (Dis1, . . . , Disd),
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from (5.2.7), which comprise the standard basis vectors of PnMφ,k = Mat1×(n+1)d(k[τ ]).










Given an A-basis λ1, . . . ,λr of Λφ, recall from (5.3.7) that
(λv)u =
(
0, . . . , 0,λTv , 0, . . . , 0
)T
, 0 6 v 6 n, 1 6 v 6 r,
form an A-basis of ΛPnφ. By Proposition 5.3.10, the Anderson generating function of
Pnφ associated to (λv)u is
(5.3.22) G(λv)u =
(
0, . . . , 0,GTλv , ∂
1
t (Gλv)









entries du+ 1 through du+ d.
We now calculate the representing matrix ΥPnφ ∈ GLr(Tθ) as in (4.3.7) for the pairing
(· , ·) : Der(Pnφ) × ΛPnφ → Tθ as in (4.3.1). By using (5.3.22) and (5.2.23), a short


























if i > u.
Using the fact that differentiation with respect to t and Frobenius twisting commute, it















∂i−ut (〈τm1 | Gλ1〉) · · · ∂
i−u
t (〈τm1 | Gλr〉)
...
...
∂i−ut (〈τmr | Gλ1〉) · · · ∂
i−u
t (〈τmr | Gλr〉)

 = ∂i−ut (Υφ).



















. . . 0









Furthermore, we return to the topics of §4.4 and recall the matrix Vφ ∈ GLr(k[t]) from
(4.4.11) giving the isomorphism M∧φ → Nφ in Theorem 4.4.8. Since ΨPnφ = dt,n+1[Ψφ]
by Theorem 5.2.3(c), it follows from Proposition 4.4.14 and (5.3.23) that




−1 = dt,n+1[V ]
−1(ΥTPnφ)
−1.
Combining this calculation with Theorem 4.4.8 and Proposition 4.4.14, we have obtained
the following.
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Proposition 5.3.24. Let φ : A→ Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite
t-module. Continuing with the notation above, the following hold.




(b) VPnφ = dt,n+1[Vφ].
We can now investigate how the theory of prolongations fits into the solutions of
associated Frobenius difference equations, as in Lemma 4.4.18.
Lemma 5.3.25. Let φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite
t-module. Let α, y ∈ Kd be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α. Let gy and hα be chosen as
in Lemma 4.4.18. For 1 6 ℓ 6 n, we let G(y)ℓ be the Anderson generating function of
Pnφ associated to (y)ℓ ..= (0, . . . , 0,y, 0, . . . , 0)
T ∈ K(n+1)d. Then applying Lemma 4.4.18
to Pnφ with associated functions g(y)ℓ and h(α)ℓ , we find
(5.3.26) g(y)ℓ =
(
0, . . . , 0, gy, ∂
1






(5.3.27) h(α)ℓ = (0, . . . , 0,hα, ∂
1
t (hα), . . . , ∂
n−ℓ
t (hα)) ∈ Mat1×(n+1)r(K[t]).
Proof. By Proposition 5.3.10, we have
G(y)ℓ =
(
0, . . . , 0,GTy , ∂
1
t (Gy)




Since VPnφ = dt,n+1[Vφ], it follows from this equation and Lemma 4.4.18 that




0, . . . , 0, 〈τm | Gy〉
T, ∂1t (〈τm | Gy〉)















from which (5.3.26) follows. Lemma 4.4.18 then implies that g
(−1)
(y)ℓ
ΦPnφ − g(y)ℓ = h(α)ℓ .
Since ΦPnφ = dt,n+1[Φφ], we obtain (5.3.27) by a similar calculation using the product
rule. 
Combining Theorem 4.4.29 with (5.3.18) and (5.3.20), we obtain the following corollary.





















Recalling the identification of PnNφ with Mat1×(n+1)d(K[σ]) from (5.2.18), the following
corollary is a consequence of Proposition 5.2.19 and Lemma 5.3.25. Recall also the
notation Dj(h) from (5.2.18).
Corollary 5.3.29. Let φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite












0, . . . , 0, E0,φ(gy + hα), 0, . . . , 0
)T
,
where E0,φ(gy + hα) occupies entries dℓ+ 1 through dℓ+ d.
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Proof. For any α = (α0, . . . ,αn) ∈ Mat1×r(n+1)(Tθ) as in Proposition 5.2.19, rearranging























Note that by Lemma 5.3.25, we have g(y)u + h(α)u = (α0, . . . ,αn), where α0 = · · · =
αℓ−2 = 0 and for ℓ− 1 6 j 6 n we have αj = ∂
j−(ℓ−1)




(−1)w∂wt (αu−w) = 0,
for u = ℓ− 1 we have
ℓ−1∑
w=0
(−1)w∂wt (αu−w) = αℓ−1.


























t (gy + hα),
where the first equality follows from α0 = · · · = αℓ−2 = 0 and the third from the
composition rule (2.4.2). Since alternating sums of binomial coefficients are 0, we see

















The result then follows from Proposition 5.2.19 and (5.3.30). 
Remark 5.3.32. By Lemma 5.3.25, we have hα = (α0, . . . ,αn), where α0 = · · · =
αℓ−2 = 0 and for j ∈ {ℓ − 1, . . . , n} we have αj = ∂
j−(ℓ−1)
t (hα). Then, by using Re-








0, . . . , 0, E1,φ(hα), 0, . . . , 0
)T
,
where the map E1,Pnφ on the left-hand side corresponds to the one in §3.4 for PnNφ and
E1,φ in the first and second equality corresponds to the one for Nφ, and in the second
equality E1,φ(hα) occupies entries dℓ+ 1 through dℓ+ d.
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As mentioned in Remark 5.3.2, the following theorem is a companion to Theorem 5.3.1
to account for non-tractable coordinates of periods and logarithms, as well as their hy-
perderivatives with respect to θ. As such, we should note that the right-hand spaces in
both parts (a) and (b) are the same as those in Theorem 5.3.1, though we must choose n
appropriately. When dφt is in Jordan normal form, the proof shows we can be more
precise, and this is stated as Corollary 5.3.35.
Theorem 5.3.33. Let φ be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite Anderson t-module
defined over ksep of rank r and dimension d. Let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d satisfy Expφ(y) ∈ (k
sep)d,
and let {δ1, . . . , δr} represent a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k) defined over k
sep. Let j > 0, and
choose n > 0 so that (dφt − θId)n−j = 0.


















(b) For all φ, i.e., not necessarily almost strictly pure, let λ1, . . . ,λr denote an A-

























where Ψφ a rigid analytic trivialization for φ.
Remark 5.3.34. If dφt−θId = 0, then we can allow j = n = 0. However, in this case all
coordinates of periods and logarithms are tractable, and the theorem does not contain
additional information beyond Theorem 5.3.1.
Corollary 5.3.35. Continuing with the notation of Theorem 5.3.33, we assume the that
φ is almost strictly pure and that it satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.5.7. For
ℓ1, . . . , ℓm as in the statement of Proposition 3.5.7 and for 1 6 i 6 m, let di ..= ℓ1+· · ·+ℓi.
If we write y = (y1, . . . , yd)














Remark 5.3.36. In the next section we show that the condition in Theorem 5.3.33 and
Corollary 5.3.35 that φ be almost strictly pure can be removed, and so the conclusions
hold for any uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite t-module. See Theorem 5.4.21 for more
details. In the proof below the almost strictly pure condition centers around the use
of Proposition 4.5.19, and one may expect this proposition to hold in generality also,
though as yet we have been unable to verify it.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.33. Suppose φ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.5.7, whose
notations we adopt here. Furthermore, assume that φ is almost strictly pure, and assume
without loss of generality that we have chosen our k[t]-basis m1, . . . ,mr ofMφ,k so that
(δv)t = τmv for each v. Letting gy + hα = (β1, . . . , βr) ∈ Mat1×r(Tθ), we combine
Proposition 3.5.7, Lemma 4.4.18, and Proposition 4.5.19, to find
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=
(
∂ℓ1−1t (β1), . . . , ∂
1
t (β1), β1, . . . , ∂
ℓm−1






By the definitions of gy, hα in Lemma 4.4.18, it follows that for each i, k,













Thus if y = (y1, . . . , yd)
T, then as long as we take n > ℓi − 1 for each i, it follows that




























where the equality is of course from Theorem 5.3.1. Fixing such an n, it then follows
from the composition rule (2.4.2) that for j > 0,















Part (a) then follows by reassigning n ← n + j. We note that Corollary 5.3.35 follows
from (5.3.38) by paying closer attention to the particular coordinates in (5.3.37).
We now prove part (b) in the case that φ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.5.7,
and in particular we no longer assume that φ is almost strictly pure. Assume that






















where again the second equality is from Theorem 5.3.1. The rest of part (b) follows in a
similar fashion to the end of part (a).
We turn to the general case where φmay not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.5.7.
Let J be the Jordan Normal form of dφt as in (5.3.9), and suppose that Q ∈ GLd(ksep)
is such that dφt = QJQ
−1. Then if we set
ρa ..= Q
−1φaQ, a ∈ A,
we obtain an isomorphism of t-modules Q : ρ → φ, and dρt = J. We can assume as
in Remark 3.5.11 that a k[t]-basis for Nρ,k defined over k
sep has been chosen so that ρ
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.5.7. Through the isomorphism of dual t-motives,
Q† : Nρ,k → Nφ,k (n 7→ nQ
T),
the image of the k[t]-basis of Nρ,k is a k[t]-basis of Nφ,k, for which (Φρ,Ψρ) = (Φφ,Ψφ).
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Now by the isomorphism Q† : Der(φ) → Der(ρ) defined by (Q†δ)a = δaQ for all a ∈ A,
we let Let ǫ1, . . . , ǫr ∈ Der(ρ) be chosen so that ǫi = Q†δv for each v. This induces the
identity of quasi-periodic functions,
(5.3.41) Fφ,δv(Qz) = Fρ,ǫv(z), 1 6 v 6 r.





























Just as in the initial case, by taking derivatives with respect to θ we arrive at part (a) in
general. The general case of (b) follows in a similar manner, and we omit the details. 
5.4. Quasi-periodic extensions of prolongations of t-modules. In §5.3 we saw how
hyperderivatives with respect to θ of logarithms and quasi-logarithms associated to a t-
module φ are captured in terms of hyperderivatives with respect to t of coordinates of
Anderson generating functions on φ evaluated at t = θ. Moreover, these quantities also
appear in terms of specializations at t = θ of Anderson generating functions on prolon-
gations Pnφ. To close the circle, in this section we investigate quasi-periodic extensions
of Pnφ themselves to demonstrate how they are related to all coordinates of logarithms
and quasi-logarithms on φ, and their hyperderivatives with respect to θ.
Our first goal is to determine a beneficial k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k) defined over k
sep,
which we will use to construct a strictly quasi-periodic extension of Pnφ whose exponential
function consists of hyperderivatives with respect to θ of the exponential series and quasi-
periodic functions of Pnφ, in a manner inspired by the situation of Brownawell and Denis
in §5.1. After some preliminary calculations we exhibit this basis in Proposition 5.4.14.
We start by examining hyperderivatives with respect to θ of quasi-periodic functions
in a general way. Let φ : A→ Matd(ksep[τ ]) be an abelian t-module of dimension d and
rank r defined over ksep. Let z ..= (z1, . . . , zd)
T (previously we have been using ‘z’ instead
of ‘z,’ but in what follows we will need ‘z’ to denote a larger vector of variables). We
consider all z-variables to be independent variables from θ and t over Fq. As in (5.1.1),
for G(z) =
∑





1 + · · ·+ gh,dz
qh
d ) ∈ k
sep[[z1, . . . , zd]], we
set for j ∈ Z,













Notably for j < 0 we have G[j](z) = 0.

















1 + · · ·+ah,dz
qh
d ) ∈ k
sep[[z1, . . . , zd]] be the quasi-
periodic function associated to δ. From the functional equation (4.1.6) for quasi-periodic
functions, it is straightforward to verify that the first non-zero term of Fδ(z) has degree
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at least qs in each of the variables z1, . . . , zd, and thus Fδ(z) =
∑
h>s ah · z
(h). Now fix i

















(h) · z(h) = F[i]δ (dφtz).
Furthermore, if Expφ(z) =
∑∞
h=0Chz
(h) ∈ ksep[[z1, . . . , zd]]























(j) · z(h+j) = δ[i]t (Expφ(z)).




δ (dφtz) = θF
[i]
δ (z) + F
[i−1]
δ (z) + δ
[i]
t (Expφ(z)).
In the preceding identities we have taken the variables z1, . . . , zd to be independent from θ
and to have all derivatives be 0. On the other hand, if we take y = (y1, . . . , yd)
T ∈ (ksep∞ )
d,
then the derivatives of each yi with respect to θ may not vanish. However, if we assume












much as in the proof of Corollary 5.1.11 due to Brownawell and Denis. This last identity
will be useful toward the end of this section.
We now fix n > 1, and we let δ ∈ Der(Pnφ, ksep), and we investigate the functional
equation (4.1.6) of the quasi-periodic function Fδ associated to δ. Recall from (5.2.23)
that for m ∈ Mat1×d(K[[τ ]]) and 0 6 u 6 n, we set
(m)u ..= (0, . . . , 0,m, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Mat1×(n+1)d(K[[τ ]]),
where m occupies entries du + 1 through du + d. Note that by the identification
PnMφ,kτ = Mat1×(n+1)d(k[τ ])τ , we can write
δt = (p0)0 + (p1)1 + · · ·+ (pn)n = (p0, p1, . . . , pn),
where each pj ∈ Mat1×d(ksep[τ ])τ . For each 0 6 u 6 n, we set variables zn ..=









Moreover, setting ksep[[z0, . . . , zn]] ..= k
sep[[z0,1, . . . , z0,d, . . . , zn,1, . . . , zn,d]], then Fδ(z) ∈
ksep[[z0, . . . , zn]] is the quasi-periodic function of Pnφ associated to δ. Note that we can
also write
Fδ(z) = F0(z0) + F1(z1) + · · ·+ Fn(zn),
where each Fj(zj) ∈ ksep[[zj,1, . . . , zj,d]]. From the functional equation Fδ(d(Pnφ)tz) =
θFδ(z) + δt(Expn(z)) and Proposition 5.2.16, we see that
F0(dφtz0)−F1(z0)+F1(dφtz1)−F2(z1)+ · · ·+Fn−1(dφtzn−1)−Fn(zn−1)+Fn(dφtzn)
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= θF0(z0) + · · ·+ θFn(zn) + p0(Expφ(z0)) + · · ·+ pn(Expφ(zn)).
Thus for 0 6 j 6 n− 1,
(5.4.5) Fj(dφtzj)− θFj(zj) = Fj+1(zj) + pj(Expφ(zj)),
and
(5.4.6) Fn(dφtzn)− θFn(zn) = pn(Expφ(zn)).
Since pn ∈ Mat1×d(ksep[τ ])τ , it represents a φ-biderivation by Proposition 4.1.3, and so
by (5.4.6), Fn(z) is the quasi-periodic function of φ associated to this φ-biderivation.
Let s = ⌊logq(n)⌋+1 (if n > 1), and let δ ∈ Der(φ, k
sep) be chosen so that degτ (δt) > s.






















t , . . . , δ
[1]
t , δt, 0, . . . , 0
)
∈ Mat1×(n+1)d(K[[τ ]]τ).



































δ , . . . ,F
[1]





δ (z0) + F
[u−1]
δ (z1) + · · ·+ F
[1]
δ (zu−1) + Fδ(zu) ∈ k
sep[[z0, . . . , zn]],
and thus Fδ(z) is the sum of hyperderivatives of Fδ(z) with respect to θ.
Now we determine a specific k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k) defined over k
sep and find represen-
tatives that are of the form in (5.4.7). Then the corresponding quasi-periodic functions
will be of the form in (5.4.8). By Proposition 4.1.24 a strictly quasi-periodic extension
(recall Definition 4.1.23) of Pnφ using the associated basis of H
1
sr(Pnφ, k) is isomorphic
to the strictly quasi-periodic extension determined by any other k-basis of H1sr(Pnφ, k).
As in the proof of Theorem 5.3.33, we let J denote the Jordan normal form of dφt
from (5.3.9), and we let Q ∈ GLd(ksep) be chosen so that dφt = QJQ−1. We let di ..=
ℓ1 + · · · + ℓi for 1 6 i 6 m, and note that dm = d. Using the definition of N
⊥
φ from
§4.1, we see that {sd1Q
−1, . . . , sdmQ
−1} is a K-basis of N⊥φ defined over k
sep. Moreover,











and so we check directly that the rank of NPnφ is (n+1)d−
∑m
i=1min(n+1, ℓi) and that
a K-basis of N⊥Pnφ defined over k































−1, . . . , sdi−1Q
−1, sdiQ
−1, 0, . . . , 0
)}
.
If n > ℓi − 1 for each 1 6 i 6 m, then the rank of NPnφ is nd.
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By Proposition 4.1.3, we have
dimk H
1
sr(φ, k) = r − d+ rankNφ = r −m,
dimk Der0(φ, k) = m, Der0(φ, k) = (t− θ) · N
⊥
φ (k).
By our calculations above, for 1 6 i 6 m, we define the inner φ-biderivation γi over k
sep
by setting
(5.4.10) (γi)t ..= (t− θ) · sdiQ
−1 = sdiQ
−1φt − θsdiQ
−1 ∈ Mat1×d(k[τ ])τ.
Therefore, if {δ1, . . . , δr−m} is a k-basis of H1sr(φ, k) defined over k
sep, then by Proposi-
tion 4.1.3(d) we see that
(5.4.11) H1DR(φ, k) = k[δ1]⊕ · · · ⊕ k[δr−m]︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1sr(φ,k)
⊕ k[γ1]⊕ · · · ⊕ k[γm]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Der0(φ,k)
.
Now for 1 6 i 6 m and 0 6 w 6 ℓi − 1, we define ǫw,i ∈ Der0(Pnφ, ksep) by
(5.4.12) (ǫw,i)t ..= (t− θ) ·
(
sdi−wQ
−1, . . . , sdi−1Q
−1, sdiQ
−1, 0, . . . , 0
)
∈ Mat1×(n+1)d(k[τ ])τ,
and we see from (5.4.9) that






We continue with the preceding calculations to prove the following proposition to con-
struct a specific k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k).
Proposition 5.4.14. Let φ : A→ Matd(k
sep[τ ]) be an abelian Anderson t-module of rank
r, and let {δ1, . . . , δr−m, γ1, . . . , γm} be a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k) defined over k
sep, chosen
as in (5.4.11). Fix n > 0. For 0 6 u 6 n and 1 6 v 6 r −m define δu,v ∈ Der(Pnφ, k)
by setting
(δu,v)t ..= ((δv)t)u.
For 1 6 i 6 m and 0 6 w 6 min(n, ℓi − 1), define ǫw,i ∈ Der(Pnφ, k) by setting
(ǫw,i)t ..= (t− θ) ·
(
sdi−wQ
−1, . . . , sdi−1Q
−1, sdiQ
−1, 0, . . . , 0
)
.







Then in the decomposition H1DR(Pnφ, k) = H
1
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Proof. For 1 6 i 6 m and 0 6 e 6 n, we extend the definition of γe,i ∈ Der(Pnφ, k) by
setting (γe,i)t
..= ((γi)t)e (for all e, not just those in the range ℓi 6 e 6 n). If we apply























represents a k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k). Now for 1 6 i 6 m and 0 6 w 6 min(n, ℓi − 1), we
use Theorem 5.2.9 to calculate inMPnφ and find
(ǫw,i)t = (t− θ) ·
(
sdi−wQ
−1, . . . , sdi−1Q
−1, sdiQ
































where in the final terms the quantities ‘(t − θ) · sdi−(w−j)Q
−1,’ etc., are calculated in
Mφ,k and embedded in MPnφ,k. Now (5.4.10) and (5.4.12) together imply that when
0 6 j 6 w − 1 we have the calculation inMφ,k,
(t− θ) · sdi−(w−j)Q
−1 − sdi−(w−(j+1))Q
−1 ∈ Mat1×d(k[τ ]τ).
By Proposition 4.1.3(a), we can thus choose βw,j ∈ Der(φ, k) so that
(5.4.19) (βw,j)t = (t− θ) · sdi−(w−j)Q
−1 − sdi−(w−(j+1))Q
−1,
and naturally by (5.4.11),
[βw,j] ∈ k[δ1]⊕ · · · ⊕ k[δr−m]⊕ k[γ1]⊕ · · · ⊕ k[γm].
Now by defining βw,j ∈ Der(Pnφ, k) by (βw,j)t
..= ((βw,j)t)j, we see that βw,j lies within
the natural image of Der(Pjφ, k) coming from (5.2.13). Therefore, Proposition 5.2.24












Pulling all of this information together, we see that for 1 6 i 6 m and 0 6 w 6














Therefore (5.4.20) implies that in H1DR(Pnφ, k),
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Taking w = 0, we see that ǫ0,i = γ0,i for each i. Letting w = 1, we have










































































represents a k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k) as desired, and the rest of the proposition follows
from (5.4.13). 
We recall that in Theorem 5.3.33(a) we required the t-module in question to be almost
strictly pure. It turns out that this condition can be removed by using elements of the
proof of Proposition 5.4.14, and so the conclusion of Theorem 5.3.33(a) holds for all
uniformizable, abelian and A-finite t-modules.
Theorem 5.4.21. Let φ be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite Anderson t-module
defined over ksep of rank r and dimension d. Let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d satisfy Expφ(y) ∈ (k
sep)d,
and let {δ1, . . . , δr−m, γ1, . . . , γm} be chosen to be the k-basis of H1DR(φ, k) defined over
ksep as in (5.4.11). Let Gy ∈ Td be the Anderson generating function for φ associated













































Remark 5.4.22. Taken together, Theorem 5.3.1, Theorem 5.3.33, Corollary 5.3.35, and
Theorem 5.4.21 can be viewed as answering Question 3 and the questions raised at
the beginning of §5. We see in these cases that hyperderivatives with respect to θ of
logarithms and quasi-logarithms of a t-module φ arise as specializations of solutions of
Frobenius difference equations associated to Maurischat’s prolongation t-modules of φ.
Thus the quantities obtained through the Brownawell-Denis hyperderivative t-modules
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from §5.1, especially in Corollaries 5.1.7 and 5.1.11, do arise from abelian and A-finite
Anderson t-modules.
Proof of Theorem 5.4.21. We continue with the notation from previous parts of this sec-
tion. As before the equality of the second two sets is Theorem 5.3.1. Now writing
y = (y1, . . . , yd)
T, as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.33 we can use the condition on n and j
to reduce the argument to showing that























For any z0, . . . , zn ∈ Kd, let z ..= (zT0 , . . . , z
T
n)
T ∈ K(n+1)d and write Expφ(zu) = xu for
each 0 6 u 6 n. Then ExpPnφ(z) = (x
T
0 , . . . ,x
T
n)
T =.. x ∈ K(n+1)d by Proposition 5.2.16.
Therefore, for 1 6 i 6 m and 0 6 w 6 ℓi − 1, it follows from (4.1.12) and (5.4.12) (and








−1(x0 − z0) + sdi−(w−1)Q
−1(x1 − z1) + · · ·+ sdiQ
−1(xw − zw).
Now consider (y)0 = (y
T, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ K(n+1)d, and write Expφ(y) = α. The previous
formula then implies that Fǫw,i((y)0) = sdi−wQ
−1(α− y), and therefore,

































Now recall the definitions of the biderivations γi, βw,j ∈ Der(φ, k) from (5.4.10) and
(5.4.19). By Proposition 5.3.10 and (5.4.18), it follows that for each 1 6 i 6 m and
































+ 〈(γi)t | ∂
w
t (Gy)〉|t=θ,
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= 〈(γi)t | Gy〉|t=θ.


























and combining this with (5.4.24) we obtain (5.4.23). 
In order to determine representatives of classes in H1DR(Pnφ, k) of the form (5.4.7), we
refine representatives of the k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k) in Proposition 5.4.14 in the following
way. We continue with δ1, . . . , δr−m, γ1, . . . , γm ∈ Der(φ, ksep) as in (5.4.11). Let s =




i ∈ Der(φ, k
sep)
be given as in Lemma 5.3.3. That is, δsv and γ
s
i are in the same de Rham classes over k




i )t) > s.
























For the short term we consider only κe,i for ℓi 6 e 6 n (if ℓi 6 n), but it will be convenient
to refer to all κe,i at the end of the section in Corollary 5.4.37. Each ϑu,v and κe,i is in
the form of (5.4.7), and moreover the following holds.















represents a k-basis of H1sr(Pnφ, k).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, the proof is done once we recall that
δs1, . . . , δ
s
r−m represent a k-basis of H
1
sr(φ, k), as δv and δ
s
v represent the same de Rham
class for φ. We then assume n > 1 and follow a similar argument to the one for Propo-





∗−−→ H1DR(φ, k)→ 0.
As in this previous proof, a k-basis of the middle term is obtained from the union of the
image of k-basis of the left under i∗ with the preimage of a k-basis of the right under
pr∗. We observe that for appropriate choices of indices (recall also ǫw,i from (5.4.18)),
pr∗([ϑu,v]) =
{
[δsv] if u = n,
0 if u < n,
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pr∗([κe,i]) =
{
[γsi ] if e = n,
0 if e < n,
pr∗([ǫw,i]) =
{
[γi] if w = n,
0 if w < n.
For each fixed i, we have two mutually exclusive cases: either ℓi 6 n and then [κn,i] 7→












projects via pr∗ to a k-basis of H
1






















represents a k-basis of H1DR(Pnφ, k), and the result follows from Proposition 5.4.14 and
in particular (5.4.16). 
We now use this basis to analyze the associated strictly quasi-periodic extension of Pnφ
and to determine simplified expressions for its quasi-periods and quasi-logarithms. Con-
sidering the k-basis of H1sr(φ, k) in Lemma (5.4.29), we obtain quasi-periodic functions
Fϑu,v(z) and Fκe,i(z) as in (5.4.8). Notably for 0 6 u 6 n and 0 6 v 6 r −m,






(z1) + · · ·+ Fδsv(zu),
and for 1 6 i 6 m and ℓi 6 e 6 n (if ℓi 6 n),






(z1) + · · ·+ Fγsi (ze).
Moreover, we let ψn : A→ Matdn(k
sep[τ ]) be the strictly quasi-periodic extension of Pnφ
with respect to the biderivations
{
ϑn,1, . . . ,ϑ0,1; . . . ;ϑn,r−m, . . . ,ϑ0,r−m;




which as in (4.1.9) is a t-module of dimension
dn
..= (n+ 1)(r + d−m) +
m∑
i=1
max(n− ℓi + 1, 0).
We note that if n > ℓi − 1 for each i, then this simplifies to
dn = nd+ (n + 1)r.
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=
(
u0,1 + Fϑn,1(z), . . . , un,r−m + Fϑ0,r−m(z),




Pulling this all together we obtain the following proposition that identifies quasi-loga-
rithms on the prolongation Pnφ with hyperderivatives with respect to θ of quasi-loga-
rithms on the original t-module φ itself. As such we may view this proposition as an
extension of Corollary 5.1.11 of Brownawell and Denis.
Proposition 5.4.33. Let φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a uniformizable abelian t-module
of rank r. We let n > 0, and continuing with the notations of Lemma 5.4.29, we let
ψn : A → Matdn(k
sep[τ ]) be the associated strictly quasi-periodic extension of Pnφ. Let
y ..= (yT0 , . . . ,y
T
n)
T ∈ (ksep∞ )
(n+1)d be chosen so that Expφ(yu) = αu ∈ (k
sep)d for each


















































































but since degτ (δ
s
v)t > s, this has been shown in (5.4.4). For 1 6 i 6 m and ℓi 6 e 6 n,
the desired identity for Fκe,i(y) follows similarly. 
Remark 5.4.35. What we notice from Proposition 5.4.33 is that quasi-logarithms as-
sociated to strictly reduced biderivations on Pnφ can be identified with hyperderiva-
tives with respect to θ of quasi-logarithms associated to strictly reduced and some inner
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biderivations on φ itself. Also these strictly reduced quasi-logarithms on Pnφ are directly
constructed from quantities appearing in Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.4.21.
In [20], [21], Chang and the second author obtained results on algebraic independence
of logarithms and quasi-logarithms of a single Drinfeld module by constructing an ap-
propriate t-motive that was an extension of the trivial t-motive by the t-motive of the
Drinfeld module and then by calculating the dimension of its motivic Galois group so as
to apply results of [2], [62]. One can imagine, using Proposition 5.4.33 together with The-
orems 5.3.1 and 5.4.21, that a similar strategy could be used to determine the algebraic
independence of hyperderivatives with respect to θ of logarithms and quasi-logarithms on
a general abelian, A-finite, and uniformizable t-module. This strategy has been carried
out successfully by Maurischat [54], [57], for hyperderivatives of the Carlitz period and
by the first author [58], [59], for hyperderivatives of logarithms and quasi-logarithms of
a Drinfeld module.
To these ends we can use Proposition 5.4.33 to capture hyperderivatives of logarithms
and quasi-logarithms of φ in a more simplified way, as we find in the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4.36. Let φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite
t-module of rank r, and let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α ∈ (k
sep)d. For
n > 0, let ψn : A → Matdn(k
sep[τ ]) be the associated strictly quasi-periodic extension of


































For y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d, this corollary is derived by simply substituting
(y)0 = (y
T, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ (ksep∞ )
(n+1)d
into Proposition 5.4.33, but we can also return to the theory of Anderson generating
functions for Pnφ and make aspects of Theorem 5.3.1 more explicit.
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Corollary 5.4.37. Let φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a uniformizable, abelian, and A-finite
t-module of rank r, and let y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d. Let n > 0 and set s = ⌊logq(n)⌋+1 if n > 1 and
s = 0 otherwise. Select δ1, . . . , δr−m, γ1, . . . , γm ∈ Der(φ, ksep) as in (5.4.11), together
with corresponding δsv and γ
s
i as in Lemma 5.3.3. Then the following hold.




















































Remark 5.4.38. Combining this corollary with (5.4.24)–(5.4.26), we obtain explicit
descriptions of hyperderivatives of quasi-logarithms on φ with respect to θ of all repre-
sentatives of H1DR(φ, k) in terms of hyperderivatives with respect to t of the associated
Anderson generating functions on φ.
Proof of Corollary 5.4.37. Letting 0 6 u 6 n and 1 6 v 6 r − m, define ϑu,v, κe,i ∈
Der0(Pnφ, k








































This proves part (a). Part (b) follows from a similar computation using (5.4.28). 
5.5. Examples.
Example 5.5.1. Drinfeld modules. Let φ : A→ ksep[τ ] be a Drinfeld module defined by
φt = θ + b1τ + · · ·+ brτ
r,
such that br 6= 0. Since br 6= 0, it follows that H1DR(φ, k) can be identified with the
k-vector space with {m ∈ Mφ,kτ | degτ m 6 r}. Moreover, since Nφ = 0, a basis of
H1DR(φ, k) is given by {δ1, . . . , δr}, where (δ1)t = φt − θ and (δj)t = τ
j−1 for j = 2, . . . , r.












θ (Fδj (λ)) | 0 6 u 6 n, 2 6 j 6 r, λ ∈ Λφ
)
.
Let y ∈ K such that Expφ(y) = α ∈ k
sep, and so by Lemma 4.1.22, y ∈ ksep∞ . Let Gy be the
Anderson generating function of φ with respect to y. Then, as we saw in Example 4.6.7,
by Corollary 4.2.13 we obtain
〈(δ1)t | Gy〉 = (t− θ)Gy + α,
and for 2 6 j 6 r
〈(δj)t | Gy〉 = G
(j−1)
y .
We let n > 0, and consider the prolongation Pnφ, which is a t-module of dimension n+1.










































Moreover, (5.4.24)–(5.4.26) also imply
y = α− 〈(ǫ0,1)t |G(y)0〉|t=θ = α− 〈t− θ | Gy〉|t=θ = α− 〈(δ1)t | Gy〉|t=θ.
Finally, if ψn is the strictly quasi-periodic extension of Pnφ defined in §5.4, then Proposi-
tion 5.4.33 determines its period lattice Λψn. In particular for λ = (λ0, . . . , λn)
T ∈ ΛPnφ =
(Λφ)
n, we have the general form for the corresponding lattice element of ξ(λ) ∈ Λψn , and
by Corollary 5.4.36 if we take (λ)0 = (λ, 0, . . . , 0)






































































Example 5.5.2. Carlitz tensor powers. We continue with the considerations of Exam-




















1 · · · · · · 0

 τ.
The t-module φ has rank 1 and H1DR(φ, k)
∼= Der0(φ, k). Using the definition of N⊥φ from
§4.1, we see that sd generates N
⊥
φ and is defined over k
sep. It follows that, if we take
δ ∈ Der0(φ) to be defined by δt ..= sdφt − θsd = (t− θ)sd, then δ represents a k-basis of
H1DR(φ, k)
∼= Der0(φ, k) ∼= (t− θ)N⊥φ .
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We recall from Example 4.6.13 that Ψ = (−1)dΩd is a rigid analytic trivialization of φ,
and we let Π = E0((−1)dΩ−d) be the generator of its period lattice as in (4.6.14). Since
Fδ(z) = sd(Expφ(z)− z) = (∗, . . . , ∗, π̃

















d) : 0 6 u 6 n
)
.
These identities for tensor powers of the Carlitz module were observed by Maurischat [54,
§8], but what we observe is that the quantities in Theorem 5.3.1(b) consist of the k-span
of hyperderivatives of the d-th power of the Carlitz period with respect to θ, as shown
in [57].
Now let y ∈ Kd be chosen so that Expφ(y) = α ∈ (k
sep)d, and by Lemma 4.1.22 we
have y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d. Let Gy be the Anderson generating function of φ with respect to y. By
Corollary 4.2.13, as in Example 4.6.13 we have
〈δt | Gy〉 = (t− θ)sdGy + sd(α),
and
Fδ(y) = sd(α− y).





















{1} ∪ ∂uθ (yd) : 0 6 u 6 n
)
,
where y = (y1, . . . , yd)
















∂d−1t (〈τs1 | Gy〉)
...







Moreover, if ψn is the strictly quasi-periodic extension of Pnφ, then by Proposition 5.4.33


































In particular, if λ0 = (λ
T, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ ΛPnφ where λ0 = (λ1, . . . , λd)
T ∈ Λφ or if Π0 =



















are periods in Λψn .
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Example 5.5.3. Strictly pure t-modules. Recall notation and results on strictly pure
t-modules from Examples 3.5.17 and 4.6.19. Let φ : A → Matd(ksep[τ ]) be a t-module
defined by
φt = dφt +B1τ + · · ·+Bℓτ
ℓ, Bi ∈ Matd(k
sep), detBℓ 6= 0,









with ℓ1 + · · ·+ ℓm = d. Since detBℓ 6= 0, much like for Drinfeld modules it follows that
H1DR(φ, k) can be identified canonically with
(5.5.5) H1DR(φ, k)
∼= {(m1, . . . , md) ∈ Mat1×d(k[τ ]τ) : degτ mi 6 ℓ, 1 6 i 6 d}.
Recalling dk ..= ℓ1 + · · · + ℓk with dm = d, the definition of N⊥φ from §4.1 implies that
{sd1 , . . . , sdm} is a basis of N
⊥
φ defined over k
sep. For 1 6 i 6 d and 1 6 j 6 ℓ, we define
δi,j ∈ Der(φ, k
sep) by
(δi,j)t ..= siτ





ℓ if i 6= d1, . . . , dm,
siφt − θsi = (t− θ) · si otherwise.
It follows that {δi,j : 1 6 i 6 d, 1 6 j 6 ℓ} represents a k-basis of H1DR(φ, k). Note
(4.1.12) implies
Fδdk,ℓ(z) = sdk(Expφ(z)− z).
















∂uθ (Fδi,j (λ)) : λ ∈ Λφ
})
,
and we note that Fδdk,ℓ(λ) = −sdk · λ for 1 6 k 6 m thus producing the tractable
coordinates of λ.
Fix y ∈ Kd such that Expφ(y) = α ∈ (k
sep)d, and so by Lemma 4.1.22 we have
y ∈ (ksep∞ )
d. Let Gy be the Anderson generating function of φ with respect to y. By





































However, we can be more precise. For 1 6 k 6 m we note that
〈(δdk,ℓ)t | Gy〉 = (t− θ) · sdk · Gy + sdk ·α,
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and so if Gy = (g1, . . . , gd)T ∈ Td and y = (y1, . . . , yd)T, α = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Kd, it follows
from Proposition 4.2.7 that
Fδdk,ℓ(y) = 〈(δdk,ℓ)t | Gy〉|t=θ = −ydk + αdk .
For the other cases, which are attached to strictly reduced biderivations, we have








Finally, choose n > 0 so that n > ℓk − 1 for all 1 6 k 6 m. For 1 6 k 6 m, we recall
γk ∈ Der(φ, k) from (5.4.10) defined by
(γk)t = (t− θ) · sdkQ
−1 = (t− θ) · sdk = (δdk,ℓ)t,
where the second equality follows from dφt being in Jordan normal form (Q = Id) and
the third from the definition of δdk ,ℓ. For 0 6 w 6 ℓk−1, we calculate 〈(ǫw,k)t |G(y)0〉|t=θ







= 〈(γk)t | Gy〉|t=θ = ydk − αdk .
For 1 6 j 6 w 6 ℓk − 1, the calculation in (5.4.25) leads us to investigate〈










(t− θ) · sdk−j · Gy + sdk−j ·α− sdk−(j−1) · Gy
)
,
where this last equality follows from Corollary 4.2.13, and furthermore,
=
{
(t− θ)sdk−w · Gy + sdk−w ·α− sdk−w+1 · Gy if j = w,
(t− θ)sdk−j · ∂
w−j
t (Gy) + sdk−j · ∂
w−j−1
t (Gy)− sdk−j+1 · ∂
w−j
t (Gy) if j < w.
Likewise,
〈
(t− θ) · sdk
∣∣ ∂wt (Gy)
〉
= (t− θ)sdk · ∂
w
t (Gy) + sdk · ∂
w−1
t (Gy).
Furthermore, for 0 6 j, j′ 6 w, the proof of Proposition 4.2.7 and (4.2.11) yield





where O(1) represents O((t− θ)0) in K((t− θ)). Therefore,
(5.5.9) sdk−j · ∂
w−j′











and so for 1 6 j 6 w − 1,
(t− θ)sdk−j · ∂
w−j
t (Gy) + sdk−j · ∂
w−j−1













h− j − 1
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Similarly,
(5.5.11) (t− θ)sdk · ∂
w













(t− θ)−w +O(1) = O(1),
and finally,
(5.5.12) (t− θ)sdk−w · Gy + sdk−w ·α− sdk−w+1 · Gy = αdk−w − ydk−w +O(1).
Now this O(1) constant seems to render this last identity meaningless, but it turns out
that each of the O(1) quantities in (5.5.8)–(5.5.12) is actually O((t − θ)1). Indeed for












(t− θ)sdk−j · ∂
w−j
t (Gy) + sdk−j · ∂
w−j−1







(t− θ)sdk · ∂
w











Thus this identity together with (5.5.7) provides a complete description of the coordinates
of y and α in terms of derivatives of Anderson generating functions with respect to t.
Remark 5.5.13. It would be interesting to have similar descriptions for these findings
for almost strictly pure t-modules, but as indicated in Example 4.6.31 their behavior can
be more subtle and complicated.
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